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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

 

 Objectives of the Study 

1.01 WYG Planning & Design (WYG) was commissioned by Oldham Council in August 2008, to undertake 

a Boroughwide Retail and Leisure Study that will inform part of the Local Development Framework 

(LDF) evidence base.  In response to the Tender Brief, the objectives of this study are: 

 

• To review the existing retail and leisure offer in the Borough; 

• To undertake a retail capacity assessment and health checks of Oldham Town Centre and the 

Borough’s seven District Centres through to 2026; and 

• To provide advice on future retail planning policy in the Borough. 

 

1.02 This study includes analysis of the retail and leisure provision in the main centres within the 

Borough, an assessment of the extent to which the centres are meeting the retail needs of the local 

area population and the role of centres in the local shopping network and the sub-regional shopping 

hierarchy. 

 

1.03 In undertaking the study, consideration has been made with regard to the relevant advice contained 

in Planning Policy Statement 6 (PPS6) ‘Planning for Town Centres’ together with the consultation 

Draft PPS4, which was published for consultation in May 2009.  The study also took into account a 

number of further documents including: 

 

• Oldham Town Centre Retail Appraisal (February 1997) completed by Alyn Nicholls & Associates; 

• Oldham Town Centre Retail Appraisal Review (April 1999) completed by Alyn Nicholls & 

Associates; and 

• Monitoring reports produced by the Council about the health of its town centre and district 

centres.  These include the 1997 and 2000 Oldham Town Centre Health Checks and health 

checks for the six district centres of Shaw, Lees, Royton, Uppermill, Huddersfield Road and 

Chadderton. 
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2.0 CURRENT AND EMERGING RETAIL TRENDS 

 

 Introduction 

2.01 The retail property landscape across the UK has changed significantly over the past 50 years, from 

post-war redevelopment in town centres, through to the emergence of the retail warehouse parks 

and out-of-town regional shopping malls.   

 

2.02 During this time, the retail and leisure sectors have experienced considerable growth. Spending on 

retail goods has significantly increased over the past decade, particularly spending on comparison (or 

non-food) goods.  This growth in spending is attributable to a number of factors, including greater 

disposable income, cheaper prices and new technology.  

 

2.03 The retail market is continually changing as a result of shifts in demographics, increasingly restrictive 

planning policies and technological advancements, such as e-tailing.  These changes are having an 

impact on the format of retail and leisure floorspace.  Research undertaken by British Council of 

Shopping Centres (‘Future of Retail Property, 2006/7’) identified that for the period 1999 to 2005 the 

proportion of new retail space that was developed in UK town centres rose to 35%.  This reflects the 

Government’s ‘town centres first’ approach.   

  

 Current Retail Picture 

2.04 Research undertaken by Colliers CRE (Midsummer Retail Report, June 2007) provides information on 

recent trends together with forecasts for the future of retailing in the UK. 

 

2.05  The research identifies that the UK has seen impressive economic growth over the 2006 to mid-2007 

period, particularly in the financial and business services sector.  However, recent research has 

indicated that the economic growth over the latter part of 2007 and during 2008 has declined – this 

is expected to continue through to 2009.   The on-going downturn in both the UK and global 

economy is likely to continue to hit growth in retail spend.  Indeed, the British Retail Consortium 

identified that total UK retail sales have fallen for the first time in 13 years between October and 

November 2008 and like-for-like sales have declined for six consecutive months since June 2008. 
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2.06 Rapidly rising inflation through 2008, the limited availability of credit and the sharp downturn in the 

housing market means that consumers are coming under increasing pressure.  Whilst it is anticipated 

that the current slow down in the economy is not expected to last beyond 2010, it is notable that 

MapInfo1, who identify the latest trends in retail consumer expenditure per head on convenience 

(food) goods and comparison (non-food) goods in the UK on an annual basis, have recently revised 

their forecast growth rates for comparison goods expenditure for the period to 2018 from a high of 

+5.3% per annum in 2007, to a notably lower figure of +4.0% per annum in 2008, after assessing 

the potential implications of the current ‘credit crunch’.  This represents a significant reduction in the 

forecast growth of comparison goods expenditure from that experienced in recent years.      

 

2.07 Indeed, a number of high street retailers reported poor trading figures during the latter part of 2008 

resulting in many retailers selling heavily reduced goods.  Despite this heavy discounting on products 

over the festive period together with the reduction in VAT from 17.5% to 15% set by the 

Government until January 2010, a number of retailers fell into administration during the end of 2008 

early 2009, including high street retailers such as Woolworths, Adams, Zavvi and Whittards of 

Chelsea.  It is widely accepted that further loses to the high street will be seen during 2009.  

 

2.08 Despite the loss of key high street retailers and the overall decline in the retail sector specific parts 

of the retail sector having performed well.  Indeed, the market for recreational goods including 

DVDs, CDs, toys, computers and books performed well, with healthy growth aided by supermarket 

sales over the period 2007 to 2008 together with the growing popularity of online shopping these 

types of goods from retailers such as Amazon, who continue to see an increase in sales year-on-

year.  In addition, growth in convenience goods expenditure is forecast to increase in the future, 

with MapInfo revising their forecasts from +1.2% per annum last year to 1.5% per annum for the 

period 2007 to 2018.  In particular discount convenience retailers such as Aldi have seen a notable 

increase in sales during 2008 and are looking to expand their portfolio through to 2009.  Similarly, 

Iceland has also seen an increased performance and has recently purchased a number of former 

Woolworths stores as they seek to expand.  Against this, Marks & Spencer has not performed as 

well, resulting in the proposed closure of 27 of their M&S Simply Food stores throughout the UK, 

although Marks & Spencer are still committed to opening a number of new stores elsewhere. 

 

                                                 
1 Derived from MapInfo Brief 07/02 and 08/02 
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2.09 Overall, indications during the latter part of 2008 point to a challenging 2009 for retailers, especially 

in light of falling income growth and a decline in savings.  Colliers CRE predicted that retailer 

confidence will erode as a result of slowing house prices, which will reduce retail sales growth, and 

due to increased competition for custom.  Furthermore, rising unemployment and investor 

confidence costs, particularly in the short-term, will have an impact on future retail spend. 

 

 Trends in Comparison Goods Shopping 

2.10 Whilst it is anticipated that over the next ten years the growth in retail spending will slow down, 

there will continue to be significant growth in retail expenditure, particularly on comparison goods.  

Consequently, there is increasing impetus from retailers to achieve more efficient use of floorspace, 

particularly given the recent poor performance of many national multiples; many of which have been 

affected by the significant increase in e-tailing.  As a consequence of the recent performance 

retailers are more reluctant to commit to many schemes in contrast with previous decades.  Instead, 

retailers are being more selective in choosing schemes that are appropriate in terms of location and 

the types of premises provided.  Indeed, retailers are seeking to occupy larger units in order to 

achieve more efficient use of floorspace and attract shoppers from a wider area.  These larger 

floorplates enable retailers to provide a greater range of goods.   

 

2.11 International market conditions and price deflation in some key sectors means that many high street 

names are becoming increasingly vulnerable to takeovers.  Similarly, due to increased competition 

there have been a number of high profile losses from the high street, including Littlewoods and 

Music Zone.  In addition, 2008 has seen the loss of major retailers such as Woolworths, MFI and The 

Pier from the high street and a number of further retailers are understood to be struggling.     

 

2.12 There will continue to be demand for larger, more modern retail units in the future, although 

increased sensitivity over future viability will mean a cautious approach to new investment for many 

key national retailers.  Marginal locations within centres will be increasingly rejected.  Whilst many 

national retailers were previously looking at smaller/ lower order centres in order to increase their 

market share, the ongoing downturn in the economy has resulted in some retailers assessing the 

performance of existing stores and the potential closure of underperforming stores.  Consequently, 

many investment decisions will be influenced by the scale of commitment from other retailers; 

developers will increasingly need to promote large town centre redevelopment schemes if they are 

to attract high quality retailers.  
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Trends in Food Retailing 

2.13 In the aftermath of the growth in the number of edge and out-of-centre large format supermarkets 

during the 1990s, development of such facilities is now more limited due to stricter planning laws, 

following the adoption of PPS6, and a lack of suitable sites.  As a result, the national multiples in the 

food retailing sector are finding a range of other measures to improve their market share.  These 

include: 

 

• Offering a wider product range, such as financial and insurance products, petrol and non-food 

goods; 

• Developing a wider range of outlets, for example small-format convenience stores in town 

centres (e.g. Sainsbury’s Local, Tesco Express), smaller supermarkets mostly in town centres 

(e.g. Tesco Metro), superstores (e.g. Tesco) and hypermarkets (e.g. Tesco Extra, Asda 

Supercentres); 

• Extended opening hours; 

• Offering cheap products and no-frills service; 

• Providing an attractive and powerful brand image; and  

• Offering a home delivery service. 

 

2.14 Nevertheless, Verdict (2008)2 identifies that the food and grocery market is estimated at £118.2bn in 

2007.  Indeed, in recent years, food and grocery sales have forged ahead, driven primarily by the 

initiatives of grocers.  The opening of substantial new space by the leading players (particularly Asda 

and Tesco) has enabled grocers to stock increasingly comprehensive non-food ranges, which have 

raised average transaction values and stolen share from a wide range of non-food retailers to 

become significant players in the clothing, electricals, health and beauty, homewares and music and 

video sectors. 

 

2.15 Verdict (2008) identifies that grocers’ superstores – those with net selling space of at least 2,323 sq 

m – remain the primary driver of growth in the market.  Large superstores, which now reach sizes of 

more than 9,290 sq m, are the preferred format for the leading players since they enable the 

merchandising of comprehensive non-food offers in addition to their full core food and grocery 

ranges and so command a higher average spend per customer.  

 

                                                 
2 Verdict – UK Grocery Retailers 2008 
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2.16 As well as opening new stores leading grocers have aggressively sought to increase the selling space 

of their existing stores through extensions and the installation of mezzanines.  Normally this 

additional space is dedicated to a broad non-food offer that spans clothing and footwear, 

homewares, electrical and music and video products.  Tesco for instance is extending many of its 

superstores to create ‘Extra’ stores for this purpose while Sainsbury’s is also prioritising the 

development of larger stores now that it has greater confidence in its potential in non-food. 

 

2.17 Though large format stores remain supermarket operators’ format of choice, a shortage of sites and 

a recognition that many shoppers, particularly the time poor and the elderly, prefer to shop at more 

local and quicker to shop stores mean that smaller stores have also been a focus for development. 

 

2.18 Although supermarket sales have expanded, other types of convenience retailers have struggled.  

Verdict identifies that over the last five years food specialists’ sales have been broadly flat, while off-

licences and tobacconists have experienced a particularly sharp drop in sales. 

 

2.19 Although total stores numbers have been in decline, Verdict (2008) identifies that total convenience 

goods space has increased, albeit slightly.  This is a result of the vast scale of new superstores being 

opened which has lifted average store size and compensated for the decline in store numbers.  Over 

recent years the size of the largest superstores has increased significantly.  As supermarket 

operators expand their non-food ranges further, particularly into more space intensive categories 

such as furniture, average store size is set to increase further.  This trend will be given greater 

momentum if Tesco pushes ahead with a rollout of its town centre ‘department store’ concept.   

 

2.20 Tesco is the biggest UK supermarket operator (and retailer) by floorspace with 2.56m sq m in 2007 

and Sainsbury’s is behind, operating from just less than 1.64m sq m (Verdict 2008).  Tesco was also 

one of the more aggressive grocers in space expansion adding more space than its rivals.  Indeed, 

only Waitrose had a higher space growth percentage.  However, Asda and Morrisons have the 

largest average store size due largely to the two retailers not operating smaller-format convenience 

stores.  In 2006/07, Verdict identified that Morrisons closed 14 of its smaller stores to be replaced 

with four new superstores, boosting its average size even further.  Morrisons, Somerfield and the Co-

operative Group all saw their total sales space fall.  Both the Co-operative Group and Morrisons 

closed some of their underperforming stores in the 2006/07 financial year while Somerfield mainly 

closed bigger stores following the simplifications of its product offer. 
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In Town Investment and Prime Rents 

2.21 Colliers CRE highlights that August 2006 saw a cooling of demand for town centre representation in 

the retail market.  Over the 2006-2007 period a lack of meaningful activity was recorded, with 

investors deterred by interest rate rise, retail failures and poor high street rental growth, despite 

retail yields over this period declining, suggesting improved investor confidence.  Indeed, Property 

Data show that the volume of deals was down by 60% in 2006 compared to 2005.   

 

2.22 Spring 2007 saw renewed interest in retail propriety investment, although this was still lower than in 

previous years.   Although investors are still active in acquiring property, this has been on a more 

selective basis with the variety of bidders being reduced.  Investors are concentrating on 

predominantly substantial, prime, well located assets in major city/town centres and in Central 

London.  This may indicate a willingness to take a longer term view on the high street, rather than a 

demonstration of confidence in the current market. 

 

2.23 Over the 12 months to May 2008, the prime Zone A rental level increase recorded in the UK was the 

smallest since the 2000/2001 period.  However, once inflation is striped out of this change, prime 

Zone A rents in real terms are seen to have actually fallen in recent years.  Nationally, there is 

differentiation in the performance of Regions, with five Regions (including London and the South 

West) recording static or increased prime rents, and seven regions recording a fall in their rental 

growth rate (including Yorkshire and the Humber, the West Midlands and the North West and 

Merseyside).   Notably, both the North West and Merseyside and Yorkshire and The Humber both 

underperformed against the UK national average in terms of rental level gains.  It is likely, 

particularly in the short-term, that rental values will continue to decline given the limited demand for 

retail floorspace in the future.  

 

 Out of Centre 

2.24 Colliers CRE note that demand for out-of-centre representation is relatively static, with some retailers 

including TK Maxx, Asda Living and Tesco Home Plus actively seeking to expand their out-of-centre 

floorspace and others, including Focus, B&Q and Currys either disposing of stores or downsizing their 

operations.   

 

2.25 In terms of proposals in the development pipeline, the majority of consents for out-of-centre retail 

floorspace are for bulky goods stores.  However, there has been a decline in out-of-centre proposals 
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in the development pipeline during 2007.  Despite this, Colliers CRE predict that the development of 

out-of-centre floorspace development will increase compared to 2007, albeit by a modest amount. 

 

 Shopping Centre Development 

2.26 Research undertaken by Colliers CRE recognises that within town centres, supply outstrips demand.  

This is particularly prevalent in terms of lettings within shopping centres.   As a result, Colliers CRE 

expect future shopping centre schemes to be pre-let by only 70% to 80%.  This compares to a 

number of similar schemes being 100% pre-let in previous years.   This is symptomatic of a 

reluctance of retailers to commit to schemes.    This presents challenges for schemes due to open in 

the next few years, and it is anticipated that the timeframe for developing many shopping centre 

schemes will be pushed back. 

 

2.27 The research also identifies that retailers are reluctant to commit to schemes before they are 

constructed due to difficult trading positions and a large amount of supply.  Retailers are able to 

‘cherry-pick’ the best schemes to which they commit, and the largest anchor stores in particular, 

including Debenhams, House of Fraser and Marks and Spencer, are able to negotiate very favourable 

letting terms.   

 

2.28 Town centre shopping centre schemes that will be successful in the future are considered to be 

those which benefit from good design and good location.  Car parking facilities are also a distinct 

advantage.   It is this type of development that will be able to compete with out-of-centre shopping 

facilities, which whilst more convenient for many consumers are considered not to offer an attractive 

shopping experience. 

 

2.29 Although a number of major town centre schemes are still in the pipeline, the lack of funding 

available to developers due to the global ‘credit crunch’ has resulted in a number of schemes falling 

away such as the comprehensive redevelopment in Stockport Town Centre or the delay in other 

schemes elsewhere.         

 

 Growth in E-tailing (‘E-commerce’) 

2.30 Many consumers who previously shopped in town centres and at retail parks are now using the 

internet for some of their purchases.  This trend is set to continue, although the exact impact that e-

commerce will have on the high street has yet to be fully established.  However, the rise in the UK in 
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recent years of e-commerce has impacted upon retailers, developers and investors alike.  As access 

to the internet/online shopping continues to grow through digital televisions and mobile phones, 

proportionally less money is anticipated to be spent in the high street or at retail parks.   

 

2.31 The growth in use of the internet as a sales medium has been enabled by increasing access to the 

internet by households.  The proportion of households with access to the internet is expected to 

increase further over the coming years.  This has supported the strong growth recorded, together 

with improved consumer confidence in the security of online payment, and heavy demand for 

expensive electrical products available online.  

 

2.32 More than a third (36.3%) of UK consumers now purchases goods over the internet.  Moreover, the 

average spend per customer is increasing.  The online electrical goods sector represents the largest 

amount of expenditure, followed by online food shopping. 

 

2.33 More recent research conducted by the Interactive Media in Retail Group and analysts Capgemini 

indicates that internet shopping accounted for 15p of every £1 of retail spending during 2007.  This 

equates to some £46.6 billion of expenditure.  This is likely to have increased during 2008 and is set 

to increase into 2009.  However, this compares to the British Retail Consortium’s data identifying 

that online sales accounted for 6% of retail spending during 2007.  Despite these differing results, 

internet spend has increased in recent years. 

 

2.34 The forecast for online sales suggests that this sector could more than double over the next five 

years.  Furthermore, the value of online sales are expected to account for an increasing share of all 

retail goods sales, with a market share predicted to increase to little under 10% in 2011.  Against 

this, forecasts by Experian indicate that whilst growth in this sector will be rapid in the short-term, it 

will tail-off and stabilise not far beyond 10%.     

 

2.35 The success of internet shopping is having an impact upon traditional high streets, in light of 

increased competition and lower prices.  Consequently, there is a possibility that online retailing will 

put some pressure on retail rental growth over the next five to ten years, but is unlikely to impact on 

capital values.  Research by the British Council of Shopping Centres (BCSC3) identifies that ‘large’ 

and ‘very large’ shopping centres (of over 40,000 sq m) are deemed almost immune from the impact 

                                                 
3 http://www.bcsc.org.uk 
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of online shopping as they offer the complete ‘day out’.  Although as the size of the shopping centres 

decreases, it is more likely that there will be greater adverse effects.  Within small shopping centres 

(sized between 5,000 – 20,000 sq m) it is likely that the growth of online shopping could reduce 

turnover notwithstanding any growth in disposable income.   

 

2.36 Furthermore, there is some evidence to suggest that the increase in e-commerce is impacting not 

just on high street sales, but also on the inclination of retailers to expand their ‘bricks and mortar’ 

outlets (BCSC, 2006).  Despite this, retailers are optimistic, as they envisage a continued demand for 

physical stores and, for most, store sizes are likely to remain the same.  Significantly, more retailers 

ranked physical stores first, ahead of all other current channels of retail distribution, and this is a 

pattern that they envisaged continuing.  Retailers see e-tailing as another channel of distribution 

(BCSC, 2006).  

 

2.37 As a consequence of the likely increase in e-tailing, retailers will increasingly have to adapt their 

stores to create more experience led environments.  However, the increase in ‘virtual’ floorspace 

could result in a decrease in the level of innovation and number of new concepts and formats in the 

high street and in shopping centres.  

 

2.38 Despite all these different assumptions with regard to the future effect of online shopping, it is 

considered that e-tailing will not replace the shopping experience as shopping is a social activity.  

Online shopping is very much seen as a complementary tool to support retail sales from physical 

destinations (BCSC, 2006).  For successful retailers, online selling provides an additional route to the 

market.  Online retailers benefit from demand generated through physical channels whilst high-

street outlets can benefit from reaching a wider customer base through the internet. 

 

2.39 In response to increased competition from the internet, high street retailers have improved their 

online services.  The future for online retailing will mean that retailers without a website will lose out 

to competitors who have one.   Crucially, retailers which combine a strong high-street offer with a 

well-represented and closely related e-tailing offer will have a positive outlook. 
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3.0 PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 

 

 Introduction 

3.01 Given that the study seeks to provide important evidence that will assist in the future development 

of the Local Development Framework (LDF) process, it is important to identify key policy advice and 

how the national and regional guidance may impact upon the development of policies locally.  The 

key texts that have been considered as part of this study include: 

 

• Planning Policy Statement 6 ‘Planning for Town Centres’ – PPS66 (March 2005); and 

• Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West – North West of England Regional Spatial Strategy 

to 2021 (September 2008).  

 

 Planning Policy Statement 6 – Planning for Town Centres (March 2005) 

3.02 Planning Policy Statement 6: ‘Planning for Town Centres’ (PPS6) was published in March 2005 and 

sets out the Government’s national policies and principles with regard to retailing and town centres.   

 

3.03 Paragraph 1.3 of PPS6 notes that: ‘The Government’s key objective for town centres is to promote 

their vitality and viability by: 

 

• Planning for the growth and development of existing centres; and 

• Promoting and enhancing existing centres, by focusing development in such centres and 

encouraging a wide range of services in a good environment accessible to all.’ 

 

3.04 There are other Government objectives which should be considered in the context of paragraph 1.3.  

These include: 

 

• ‘enhancing customer choice by making provision for a range of shopping, leisure and local 

services, which allow genuine choice to meet the needs of the entire community, particularly 

socially-excluded groups; 

• supporting efficient, competitive and innovative retail, leisure, tourism and other sectors, with 

improving productivity; and 

• improving accessibility, ensuring that existing or new development is, or will be, accessible 

and well-served by a choice of means of transport.’ 
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3.05 In order to deliver the Government’s objectives, paragraph 2.1 notes that development should be 

focused in existing centres in order to strengthen and, where appropriate, regenerate them. 

 

3.06 A positive and proactive approach to planning is encouraged by the guidance, noting that local 

planning authorities should work in conjunction with stakeholders and the community to, inter alia, 

assess the need for new floorspace for retail, leisure and other main town centre uses, taking into 

account both quantitative and qualitative considerations. 

 

3.07 In assessing the need and capacity for additional retail and leisure development, paragraph 2.33 of 

PPS6 notes that:  

 

 ‘…local planning authorities should place greater weight on quantitative need for additional 

floorspace for the specific types of retail and leisure developments.  However, local planning 

authorities should also take account of qualitative considerations.  In deprived areas which lack 

access to a range of services and facilities, and there will be clear and demonstrable benefits in 

identifying sites for appropriate development to serve communities in these areas, additional 

weight should be given to meeting these qualitative considerations.’ 

 

3.08 In terms of quantitative need for additional retail development when preparing its development plan 

documents, paragraph 2.34 notes that a local planning authority should assess the likely future 

demand having a realistic assessment of: 

 

• ‘Existing and forecast population levels; 

• Forecast expenditure for specific classes of goods to be sold, within the broad categories of 

comparison and convenience goods and for main leisure sectors; and 

• Forecast improvements in productivity in the use of floorspace.’ 

 

3.09 In terms of qualitative need, the guidance states at paragraph 2.35 that:  

 

 ‘…a key consideration for a local planning department will be to provide for consumer choice by 

ensuring that: 

• An appropriate distribution of locations is achieved, subject to the key objective of promoting 

the vitality and viability of town centres and the application of the sequential approach, to 

improve accessibility for the whole community; and 
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• Provision is made for a range of sites for shopping, leisure and local services, which allow 

genuine choice to meet the needs of the whole community, particularly the needs of those 

living in deprived areas.’ 

 

3.10 The guidance further states at paragraph 2.36 that in addition to the above, other considerations 

that may be taken into account include the degree to which shops may be overtrading. 

 

3.11 The guidance in paragraph 2.41 of PPS6 states that Local Planning Authorities should ensure when 

selecting sites for development that the scale of opportunities identified are related to the role and 

function of the centre and its catchment.  Appropriate development should be located in the right 

type of centre to ensure that it fits and complements its role and function. 

 

3.12 In terms of local centres, given their characteristics the guidance considers that it would be 

inappropriate as a location for large scale new development.  Therefore, Local Planning Authorities 

are to consider an indicative upper limit for the scale of development likely to be permissible in 

different types of centres. 

 

3.13 PPS6 adopts the sequential approach to site selection whereby Local Planning Authorities should 

select appropriate sites for allocation within identified centres where an identified need is to be met.  

All options in town centres should be thoroughly assessed before less central sites are considered for 

development of town centre uses.  Paragraph 2.44 sets out the sequential approach that is required.  

A development should be considered in the following order: 

 

• First locations in appropriate existing centres where suitable sites or buildings for conversion are, 

or are likely to become available within the development plan document period, taking account 

of an appropriate scale of the development in relation to the role and function of the centre; and 

then 

• Edge-of-centre locations with preference given to sites that are or will be well connected to the 

centre; and then 

• Out-of-centre sites with preference given to sites that are or will be well served by a choice of 

means of transport and which are close to the centre and have a high likelihood of performing 

links with the centre. 
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3.14 When considering sites Local Planning Authorities should, in consultation with stakeholders identify 

an appropriate range of sites to allow the accommodation of the identified need.  It also recognises 

that Local Planning Authorities should be flexible and realistic when drawing up such sites and 

should discuss this with developers and operators.  It is also recognised that Local Planning 

Authorities should have appreciation for business models and should take into account business 

models in terms of scale, format, car parking provision and the scope for disaggregation. 

 

3.15 When considering potential sites for allocation either in edge-of-centre or out-of-centre locations, the 

statement also suggests that Local Planning Authorities should assess the impact that potential 

development could have on identified centres within the catchment.  In addition, Local Planning 

Authorities should ensure that locations are accessible when selecting appropriate sites for 

allocation.  These should be: 

 

• Whether the site is or will be accessible or well served by a choice of means of transport, 

especially public transport, walking and cycling, as well as by car; and 

• The impact on car use, traffic and congestion. 

 

3.16 PPS6 identifies that other matters which may be relevant when considering sites for allocation in 

future development plan documents include: the physical regeneration benefits of developing a site; 

additional employment opportunities; economic growth; and social inclusion. 

 

3.17 Local planning authorities are also required to allocate sufficient sites for the future which can 

accommodate the identified need for at least the first five years from the adoption of their 

development plan documents.  Notwithstanding this, for large town centres a site will be needed to 

be identified for a longer term period. 

 

 Consultation Draft PPS6 

3.18 The proposed changes to PPS6 document was published in July 2008 for consultation.  One of the 

stated key aims of the changes is to protect local retailers who may struggle in the current economic 

climate, and in the face of competition from internet sales and the global market place. 

 

3.19 The proposed revision would remove the current ‘need test’ for new retail development outside town 

centres, which the Government considers has unintentionally stifled diversity and consumer choice, 
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and has led to some new retail schemes on edge of centre sites being refused, despite the fact such 

schemes could improve the vitality and viability of the centre. 

 

3.20 Instead, a new ‘impact test’ is proposed which is aimed at providing councils with a better tool to 

prevent large scale developments which would put small shops and town centres at risk.  The new, 

strengthened impact test would take account of local markets, consumer choice and retail diversity 

considerations and whether a town centre would be adversely affected by loss of trade/turnover will 

help protect struggling town centres whilst successful centres are subjected to normal competitive 

pressures, both of which will benefit consumers and business.  New development will normally be 

refused where there are significant negative impacts on a town centre.  However, if wider benefits 

outweigh negative impacts then the proposed development should be approved. 

 

3.21 The current PPS6 tests, which ensure that the size of the development is not out of a scale with a 

town centre and that development is accessible by a range of transport modes, are to be 

incorporated into the new impact test. 

 

3.22 The ‘sequential test’ is retained, requiring the most central town centre sites to be developed first, 

but the policy also encourages investment in disadvantaged areas where new employment 

opportunities can be created through development. 

 

3.23 As a general rule, new development proposals should satisfy both the new ‘impact test’ and the 

‘sequential test’. 

 

3.24 Draft PPS6 carries forward the thrust of current policy by requiring local authorities to take a pro-

active approach to planning for their town centres and to provide sustainable economic growth 

through policies which are responsive to economic change.  Notably, the document states that ‘local 

planning policies should still be based on quantitative and qualitative assessments of need for new 

floorspace’, but the current emphasis on quantitative need is proposed to be removed. 

 

3.25 In summary, it is proposed that the following policy amendments are pursued: 

 

• Replacing the current five tests for development outside town centres with two – impact and the 

sequential test; 
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• A greater focus on the wider social, economic and environmental benefits of proposals which 

could outweigh adverse town centre impacts; 

• Taking a longer term view of any impacts, typically beyond five years; 

• Assessing the effects of a proposal on consumer choice and retail diversity; 

• Introducing land values and the length of time key sites have remained undeveloped as 

indicators of a centre’s vitality and viability; and 

• Further clarification of the requirements for impact assessments to accompany proposals of less 

than 2,500 sq m gross. 

 

3.26 It was originally anticipated that a final revised PPS6 would be published in early 2009, though this 

has subsequently been revised due to the publication of Draft PPS4: Planning for Prosperous 

Economies in May 2009.  This new PPS seeks to combine all the various stands of planning policy 

relating to the economy into one document, including those areas previously considered by PPS6. 

  

 Draft Planning Policy Statement 4: Planning for Prosperous Economies (May 2009) 

3.27 The principal purpose of the draft PPS is to encourage regional bodies and local authorities to plan 

positively for economic development.  The draft policies are more concise than those contained in 

processor statements and are divided into ‘plan-making’ and ‘decision-taking’.  For the purpose of 

draft PPS4, economic development includes: 

 

• B1, B2 and B8 use classes; 

• Town centre uses: and 

• Other development which provides employment opportunities, generates wealth or contributes 

towards economic output. 

 

3.28 With regard to town centre development, local authorities should proactively plan for consumer 

choice and promote competition.  There should be a strong retail mix where the range and quality of 

retailers meets local needs.  The importance of smaller shops and markets to the overall vitality and 

viability of centres should be recognised. 

 

3.29 PPS4 also proposes to remove the ‘need’ test for town centre uses, although an assessment of need 

will still form part of the plan-making process.  The sequential approach requiring a thorough 

assessment of potential sites in central areas remains, and a new ‘impact’ test requires an 
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assessment of a range of potential impacts of development, both positive and negative.  Local 

authorities should also give additional weight to the qualitative need for new retail and leisure 

development in deprived areas. 

 

3.30 The ‘impact’ test of retail development includes an assessment of the effect of the spatial planning 

strategy, appropriateness of scale, accessibility by a choice of means of transport, trade diversion 

from in-centre facilities, the impact on the vitality and viability of centres and future investment in 

them.  Wider positive impacts to be taken into account relate to the creation of employment, 

physical and economic regeneration, social inclusion and the potential to bring forward allocated 

sites outside town centres. 

 

3.31 In a shift from previous statements, there is a reference to the potential for new or expanded out-of-

centre regional or sub-regional shopping centres where a need is identified through regional 

planning. 

 

 Regional Spatial Strategy for the North West – North West of England Plan Regional 

Spatial Strategy to 2021 

3.32 The Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 strengthened the importance of regional planning 

by introducing Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS) which bring together economic, social and 

environmental issues linked to planning in a coherent framework.  The RSS for the North West was 

published on 30 September 2008 and provides a framework for development and investment in the 

region over the next fifteen to twenty years.   

 

3.33 Policy DP5 of the adopted RSS seeks to reduce the need to travel and increase accessibility.  In this 

respect, the RSS identifies that development should be located so as to reduce the need to travel, 

especially by car, and to enable people as far as possible to meet their needs locally.  This includes 

accessibility to range of services and facilities, such as retail. 

 

3.34 In making provision for development, Policy RDF1 states that the first priority for growth and 

development should be the regional centres of Manchester and Liverpool followed by the inner areas 

surrounding these regional centres.  The third priority should be the towns/cities in the three city 

regions, which includes Oldham Town Centre.  In this respect, development should be focused in 
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and around the centres of the towns and cities, although development elsewhere may be acceptable 

if it satisfies other policies.  

 

3.35 Retail development is specifically dealt with under Policy W5.  This policy states that: 

 

 ‘Plans and strategies should promote retail investment where it assists in the regeneration and 

economic growth of the North West’s town and city centres.  In considering proposals and 

schemes any investment made should be consistent with the scale and function of the centre, 

should not undermine the vitality and viability of any other centre or result in the creation of 

unsustainable shopping patterns.’ 

 

3.36 Although Policy W5 states that Manchester/Salford and Liverpool city centre should continue to 

function as the North West’s primary retail centres, comparison retail facilities should be enhanced in 

a number of centres (including Oldham) to ensure a sustainable distribution of high quality retail 

facilities. 

 

3.37 Outside the 25 centres identified under Policy W5, investment, of an appropriate scale, will be 

encouraged in order to maintain and enhance their vitality and viability, including investment to 

underpin wider regeneration initiatives to ensure that centres meet the needs of the local 

community, as identified by Local Authorities. 

 

3.38 In addition, the RSS recognises that retail development that supports entrepreneurship, particularly 

increasing the number of independent retailers, should be supported. 

 

3.39 Policy W5 states that there will be a presumption against new out-of-centre regional or sub-regional 

comparison retailing facilities requiring Local Authorities to be pro-active in identifying and creating 

opportunities for development within town centre.  RSS also identifies that there should be a 

presumption against large-scale extensions to such facilities (which are defined in RSS as being over 

2,500 sq m net of floorspace) unless they are fully justified in line with the sequential approach 

established in PPS6.  There is no justification for such facilities to be designated as town centres with 

plans and strategies.   
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3.40 The supporting text to Policy W5 highlights the 25 centres identified are well developed as vibrant 

centres, particularly for comparison goods retailing which has traditionally been concentrated in town 

centres, and should continue this role.  Paragraph 6.22 of RSS states: 

 

 ‘Recent research points to a significant growth in retail spending in the North West, which will in 

turn require the provision of additional retail floorspace across the region.  The network of centres 

identified in Policy W5 will be the primary focus for this future growth and development, although 

they are not the only centres that should receive development through to 2021.  The policy does 

not preclude the investment of resources in other centres, particularly where this will assist in the 

regeneration of the centre and the wider area.  Future reviews of RSS may need to consider the 

impact of changes to retail formats on the pattern of both convenience and comparison retailing.’ 

 

3.41 RSS acknowledges that the flow of expenditure between sub-regions generally reflects the proximity 

of population to centres in adjoining sub-regions.  New investment should promote sustainable 

shopping patterns, which result in a reduced need to travel, especially by private car, to access retail 

facilities of an appropriate type and nature.   

 

3.42 RSS highlights that local planning authorities will have to prepare retail need assessment for their 

local development frameworks, in line with the advice in PPS6.  Specific retail development schemes 

will also require the preparation of detailed needs assessments.     
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4.0 ORIGINAL MARKET RESEARCH  

 

 Introduction 

4.01 Although WYG acknowledges that there are limitations to survey research, particularly in relation to 

the samples that can be achieved, the results provide important broad indicators as to consumer 

preference in relation to where people live and shop.  Original market research enables analysis of a 

particular area, which helps to evaluate the actual draw of major centres and how they impact upon 

the market share of smaller centres.  The use of specifically commissioned survey research is 

fundamental to informing a study that will identify the likely capacity for future retail floorspace 

within the Borough. 

 

4.02 A key element of this Study was to obtain a detailed understanding of shopping patterns within and 

just beyond Oldham Borough and identify the potential catchment of existing centres within it.  WYG 

commissioned specialist market researchers (NEMS Market Research Limited) to undertake empirical 

research, which comprised the following: 

 

• Household Telephone Survey; 

• On-street Survey; and 

• Business Survey4. 

 

 Household Telephone Survey 

4.03 In August 2008 a survey of 1,001 households was undertaken with a defined Study Area, which 

comprised Oldham Borough and which also extended into the neighbouring authorities of Rochdale 

and Tameside.  Figure 4.1 illustrates the extent of the defined Study Area.  A more detailed plan 

indicating the extent of the Study Area in relation to local authority boundaries is contained at 

Appendix 1. 

 

4.04 The Study Area was broken down into ten zones based on post code sectors.  Zones 1 to 8 inclusive 

broadly represent Oldham Borough: 

 

 

                                                 
4 Business surveys undertaken by WYG 
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 1. Shaw  (OL1 4, OL2 7 and OL2 8); 

 2. Royton  (OL1 2, OL2 5 and OL2 6); 

 3. Chadderton (M24 1, OL9 0, OL9 8 and OL9 9); 

 4. Failsworth (M35 0, M35 9 and OL8 3); 

 5. Lees  (OL4 3, OL4 4, OL4 5); 

 6. Uppermill (OL3 5, OL3 6 and OL3 7); 

 7. Oldham East (OL1 1, OL1 3, OL4 1 and OL4 2); 

  8. Oldham West (OL8 1, OL8 2, OL8 4, OL9 6 and OL9 7); 

 9. Rochdale South (OL11 2, OL16 3, OL16 4, M24 2 and M24 6); and 

 10. Mossley  (OL5 0, OL5 9, OL6 8, OL6 9, OL7 9 and SK15 3). 

 

 Figure 4.1: Plan indicating the Extent of the Oldham Study Area 

 
     

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.05 A copy of the questionnaire and full tabulation of the Oldham Household Survey are contained at 

Appendix 2. 
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 On-Street Survey 

4.06 In addition, an on-street survey has been undertaken within Oldham Town Centre (176 surveys) 

together with the seven district centres – Chadderton (50), Failsworth (49), Huddersfield Road (50), 

Uppermill (50), Royton (50), Shaw (50) and Lees (50).  These surveys were undertaken to identify 

customers’ views, including their perceptions of each centre and how they could be improved.  In 

this respect, a total of 525 surveys were undertaken in September 2008.  The tabulated results of 

the on-street survey are contained at Appendix 3. 

 

 Business Survey 

4.07 To complement the survey work undertaken by NEMS Market Research, in September/October 2008 

WYG also undertook a postal survey/or delivery of all businesses within the eight main centres within 

Oldham Borough.  The survey explored the current strengths and weaknesses from a business 

operator’s perspective as recommended by PPS6.  

 

4.08 Business surveys were distributed to all commercial premises within the defined centres.  A copy of 

the questionnaires and summary of the results are contained at Appendix 4.  Given the limited 

number of responses achieved by the businesses surveys undertaken in some centres (e.g. only five 

respondents achieved in Huddersfield Road District Centre) the findings should be treated with a 

‘note of caution’.  
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5 ASSESSMENT OF VITALITY AND VIABILITY OF EXISTING CENTRES 

 

 Assessing the ‘Vitality and Viability’ of Existing Centres     

5.01 Planning Policy Statement 6 ‘Planning for Town Centres’ (2005) emphasises the importance of 

maintaining a ‘healthy’ town centre as it helps foster civic pride and local identity and can contribute 

towards the aim of sustainable development.  It also states that by monitoring town centres on a 

regular basis, signs of decline can be identified early. Appendix 5 provides detailed analysis of the 

vitality and viability of the following centres in accordance with guidance contained in PPS6: 

 

  Town Centre 

• Oldham. 

 

 District Centres 

• Chadderton; 

• Failsworth; 

• Huddersfield Road; 

• Lees; 

• Royton; 

• Shaw; and 

• Uppermill. 

 

5.02 Indicators of vitality and viability, set out in Paragraph 4.4 of PPS6, are used as a basis for the 

assessment of the ‘health’ of existing centres.  These indicators are as follows: 

 

- Diversity of main town centre uses (by number, type and amount of floorspace):  An Experian 

land use plan5 (Goad plan) is used to assess the diversity of uses in the main centres (where 

available).   

 

- The amount of retail, leisure and office floorspace in edge-of-centre and out-of-centre locations: 

WYG includes all retail floorspace in the Oldham Borough administrative area (where available) 

in the assessment; 

                                                 
5 Experian GOAD information is only available for Oldham, Shaw, Royton and Uppermill.  OS based land use plans (derived from 
ProMap) are used for the other centres 
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- The potential capacity for growth or change of centres in the network: WYG has considered the 

opportunity for the main centres within the Borough to expand, including considering the scope 

for more intensive development on previously developed land; 

 

- Commercial Operator representation and intentions to change representation: Derived from the 

land-use surveys, town centre business surveys (Appendix 4) and FOCUS reports from 

outstanding retailer demand (Appendix 6); 

 

- Shopping rents: the average Zone A rents paid in centres, derived from published data (where 

available); 

 

- Proportion of vacant street level property: derived from the land-use surveys; 

 

- Commercial yields on non-domestic property (i.e. the capital value in relation to the expected 

market rental): derived from published data, where available; 

 

- Pedestrian flows:  from on-site observations; 

 

- Accessibility: from WYG’s assessment and shopper and business surveys; 

 

- Customers’ and residents’ views and behaviour: derived from the various surveys; 

 

- Perception of safety and occurrence of crime: from various surveys and ‘on-the-ground’ 

observations; and 

 

- State of the city / town centre environmental quality: from ‘on-the-ground’ observations and 

survey results. 

  

5.03 Based on our analysis, set out below is a brief SWOT analysis and summary of the eight main 

centres within the Borough. 
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 Oldham Town Centre 

5.04 Oldham is identified as the only town centre within the Borough (as defined by the adopted Oldham 

UDP).  Consequently, it is identified to be the largest retail centre within the Borough comprising 

some 485 commercial units and almost 112,000 sq m of floorspace (as defined by Experian Goad, 

October 2008).  Retailing is focused on Albion Street, Henshaw Street, High Street and Market Place 

together with retailing within the Spindles Town Square Shopping Centre.   

 

5.05 Oldham Town Centre is the dominant retail and service destination within the Borough and is seen 

by local residents as the main comparison goods destination within the Borough.  Indeed, the survey 

evidence suggests that the main reason for visiting the town centre was for non-food shopping.  

Despite the relative strength of Oldham as a comparison goods destination, the proportion of units 

(32%) and floorspace (37%) falling within the comparison goods sector is below the national 

average (of 35% and 39% respectively).  Whilst the town centre is represented by thirteen of the 

top twenty retailers (as identified by Focus), including Debenhams, Argos and Boots the town centre 

lacks representation from a number of leading retailers, most from notably Marks & Spencer.  The 

on-street survey identified that most respondents would like to see more clothing and footwear 

stores, together with a department store (including a Marks & Spencer store) within Oldham Town 

Centre.  Notably, the choice and range of non-food shops were identified by visitors to Oldham to be 

the biggest weakness in the centre.      

 

5.06 The convenience goods sector is less well represented with major provision (Sainsbury’s store on 

Union Street) being located at the edge-of the core shopping area.  Consequently, both the 

proportion of units (5%) and floorspace (13%) in convenience retail use is below the national 

average (8% and 14% respectively).  Further convenience goods provision is provided by small 

convenience stores and independent retailers (including the market) elsewhere in the town centre.    

 

5.07 In addition, to its main retail offer, Oldham Town Centre also contains a number of services, 

particularly within the financial and business service sector (e.g. banks, building societies, etc,) and 

leisure service sector, although this is dominated by take aways, public houses, restaurants, etc.).  

Despite this, Oldham Town Centre’s (and wider Borough) non-retail offer lacks a number of major 

commercial leisure facilities, including a cinema and ten-pin bowling facility.  Consequently, the town 

centre does not appear to be well used during the evening, with few visitors (less than 28% of 

visitors surveyed) visiting Oldham Town Centre during the evening.  The main reason suggested for 
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this was lack of leisure facilities and a perceived concern of safety during the evening.  Indeed, the 

lack of leisure facilities within the town centre was identified to be the second biggest weakness, 

behind choice/range of non-food shops.  Accordingly, there is a clear need to improve the leisure 

offer within the town centre.  The lack of a cinema in Oldham was also identified by local businesses 

as a weakness of the centre.      

 

5.08 Although vacancies (both the proportion of units and floorspace) within the town centre are 

identified to be above the national average, it is notable that a number of large vacancies (including 

the former Sainsbury’s store on Booths Street and former B&Q store at Oldham Mumps) are 

generally located at the periphery of the town centre and do not detract from the overall attraction 

of the core shopping area of the town centre.  However, the ongoing downturn in the economy, is 

having an impact on the retail sector and is likely to result in an increase in vacancies within 

prominent locations within Oldham Town Centre.   

 

5.09 In terms of the overall performance of the town centre, although retailers seeking representation in 

Oldham has declined in recent years, which reflects the picture nationally, improving commercial 

yields and rental levels suggests that the town centre is performing relatively well.  However, as we 

move into 2009, it is likely that commercial yields and rental levels will not look so favourable, 

although this will be reflected in centres throughout the UK.  More than a quarter (26%) of visitors 

to Oldham stated that they visited the town centre less frequently than they did five years ago.  This 

compares to 24% of visitors indicating that they visit Oldham more frequently than before.   

 

5.10 Generally local businesses (60% of respondents) indicated that trade has grown since they began 

trading in Oldham, with less than a quarter (22%) suggesting that trade has declined.  The main 

issues affecting performance of local businesses was identified to be inadequate car parking 

(although the vast majority of visitors (94%) to the town centre who travelled by car stated that 

they had no problem parking) and high rents/overheads, with Ashton-under-Lyne identified to be the 

biggest competitor. 

 

5.11 Overall, Oldham Town Centre appears to be performing adequately, although there are a number of 

areas that are identified to be poor, including the wider commercial leisure offer and evening 

economy, Tommyfield Market and the image of the town centre. 
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 Table 5.1: SWOT Analysis of Oldham Town Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Improving rental levels and commercial yields 

• Good accessibility, with no perceived parking 
issues identified by visitors 

• Businesses suggesting growth in trade 

• High proportion of vacancies (albeit focused at the edge of 
the town centre) 

• Tommyfield Market 

• Limited evening economy 

Opportunities Threats 

• Improved accessibility through the Metro link 
expansion 

• Redevelopment/improvement of Tommyfield 
Market 

• Redevelopment of Old Town Hall/Clegg Street  

• Continued growth of out-of-centre provision, including large-
format supermarkets and at Elk Mill Retail Park 

• Improvement at competing centres such as Rochdale, 
Manchester City Centre 

• Continued growth of online shopping 

• Limited clear development opportunities within the town 
centre in the short-term 

  

Chadderton District Centre 

5.12 Chadderton is located approximately one mile west of Oldham Town Centre and is surrounded by 

predominantly residential properties, which provides a strong walk-in catchment – some 36% of 

visitors were identified to travel to Chadderton by foot.  The main focus of retail and commercial 

activity is focused within the Chadderton Precinct and on Melbourne Street and on Middleton Road.  

There are also secondary retail frontages along Burnley Street and Victoria Street.   

 

5.13 The district centre (as defined by Experian Goad) is identified to comprise some 41 commercial units 

and some 17,380 sq m of floorspace.  Most (52%) of this floorspace falls within the convenience 

goods sector, which includes the Asda store on Milne Street.  Accordingly, both the proportion of 

units (12%) and floorspace (52%) within Chadderton falling within the convenience goods sector is 

above the UK average (8% and 14% respectively).  The strength of Chadderton’s convenience goods 

shopping role is reflected in the in-street survey, which identified that the main reason respondents 

cited for visiting Chadderton was for food and grocery shopping. 

 

5.14 As would be expected given its size and proximity to Oldham Town Centre and Elk Mill Retail Park, 

the comparison goods sector is less well represented with both the proportion of units (29%) and 

floorspace (21%) below the UK average (35% and 39% respectively).  Furthermore, this sector is 

dominated by independent retailers although the district centre does contain a Boots. 

 

5.15 In addition to its retail offer, Chadderton also contains a number of local services, such as 

hairdressers, restaurants, bookmakers etc.  Overall the service sector comprises 20 units and 
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occupies 4,354 sq m of floorspace.  The proportion of service outlets (49%) is above the UK average 

(45%).   

 

5.16 Chadderton District Centre appears to be performing well, being well-used (particularly for 

convenience goods shopping being anchored by the Asda store) with low vacancies and a loyal local 

catchment.  However, whilst a third of businesses surveyed suggested that trade has improved in 

recent years, the same proportion of businesses indicated that trade has declined since they began 

trading in Chadderton.  High rents and inadequate customer parking considered as the two main 

issues constrained performance.  This is despite no visitors indicating that they had a problem 

parking. 

 

5.17 Overall, Chadderton serves an important role in meeting some of the day-to-day needs of the local 

population (particularly for food and grocery shopping).  Its wider retail role is influenced by its 

proximity to Oldham Town Centre and Elk Mill Retail Park, which both provide strong retail 

destinations for non-food shopping.  Although vacancies within the centre are low, a third of 

businesses surveyed considered that trade has declined in recent years.   

 

 Table 5.2: SWOT Analysis of Chadderton District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Low vacancies 

• Anchored by a main food shopping destination – 
the most popular in the Borough 

• A third of businesses suggest that trade has declined 

• Perception of being unsafe, particularly in the evening 

• Environmental quality 

• Quality of car parks 

Opportunities Threats 

• Improved security 

• Enhance linkages between Asda and other 
businesses 

• Diversification of the retail offer 

• Improvement at competing centres such as Oldham and Elk 
Mill Retail Park 

• Continued growth of online shopping 

• Over dominance of Asda store 

 

Failsworth District Centre 

5.18 Failsworth District Centre is located at the western edge of Oldham Borough, with retailing focused 

within the purpose-built Failsworth Shopping Centre, which is dominated by the Tesco Extra store.  

Commercial uses are also located on Oldham Road and Sisson Street. 

 

5.19 Overall, Failsworth contains ten commercial units that totals some 10,190 sq m of floorspace.  Of this 

floorspace more than 80% is represented by the Tesco Extra store.  The strength of the convenience 
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goods offer (namely the Tesco Extra store) is reflected by the survey evidence, which suggests that 

the main reason cited by respondents for visiting Failsworth was for food and grocery shopping.   

 

5.20 Although limited, Failsworth District Centre also contains a number of comparison retailers (albeit 

dominated by independent traders) and services, including a Post Office.  In addition, the district 

centre also contains a health centre. 

 

5.21 Failsworth District Centre serves an important role within this part of the Borough, particularly for 

food and grocery shopping.  It is notable that the centre attracts predominantly car-borne shoppers, 

reflecting its primary use as a main food shopping destination although the centre also attracts a 

relatively strong walk-in catchment (17% of visitors).  The centre also contains low vacancies and 

the trading performance of Failsworth District Centre appears to have improved in recent years (as 

reflected by the findings of the business survey).  However, some concern was expressed by local 

businesses to the dominance of the Tesco Extra store within the centre together with the out-of-

centre Morrisons store on Poplar Street.  The strength of these two stores (particularly the Tesco 

store) is likely to impact on the range of facilities located elsewhere in the centre, such as the lack of 

bakers, butchers, etc.  The limited retail offer of Failsworth is reflected by visitors’ views of the 

weakest elements of the centre, which were identified to be the lack of ‘high street’ names and the 

choice of shops. 

 

 Table 5.3: SWOT Analysis of Failsworth District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Low vacancies 

• Anchored by a main food shopping destination 
The majority of businesses suggest that trade has 
grown in recent years 

• High proportion of owner-occupied units 

• Almost a third of businesses suggest that trade has declined 

• Lack of choice 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Enhance linkages between Tesco and other 
businesses 

• Improved security 

 

• Continued growth of online shopping 

• Over dominance of Tesco store resulting in lack of choice for 
local residents 

• Increased competition from nearby out-of-centre Morrisons 
store 
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 Huddersfield Road District Centre 

5.22 Huddersfield Road is located approximately one mile east of Oldham Town Centre along the A62.  

The surrounding area comprises a mix of uses including commercial/business premises around 

Greenacres Road and the centre adjoins an area defined in the UDP as a primary employment zone 

(PEZ adjoins the western and northern boundary of district centre).  Retailing is focused within the 

Huddersfield Road Precinct and Huddersfield Road with secondary retail frontages along Dunkerley 

Street and Holt Street.  Existing commercial floorspace is provided predominantly (53%) in small 

units of less than 93 sq m.  

 

5.23 The district centre is identified to comprise some 38 retail units within approximately 7,200 sq m of 

floorspace.  The convenience goods sector is identified to represent 45% of this floorspace, being 

dominated by a Tesco store on Bleasby Street together with a range of independent retailers 

(although this store has now closed and Tesco were trading from much smaller temporary premises 

at the time of the survey).  The strength of the convenience sector is represented by the survey 

evidence that identified the main reason for visiting Huddersfield Road was for food and grocery 

shopping.  However, the majority of respondents (72%) did not plan to undertake their main food 

shop on the day of the survey.  As previously highlighted, this is likely to be due to Tesco trading 

from temporary premises at the time of the survey whilst the new larger store is being developed.  

Indeed, the convenience goods offer is currently being significantly improved with the development 

of a new enlarged Tesco store to replace their existing store.  The new store will comprise 

approximately 12,999 sq m (gross) of floorspace, which compares to the former store being only 

3,086 sq m (gross).  The ongoing redevelopment of the Tesco store may also explain why some 

30% of visitors surveyed stated that they visited Huddersfield Road less frequently than previously.  

It is likely that the new improved Tesco store will increase the attraction of Huddersfield Road in the 

future.  Local businesses indicated that the construction of the new Tesco store has disrupted trade. 

 

5.24 The comparison sector within Huddersfield Road occupies approximately 13% of outlets and 

floorspace, which compares to a UK average of 35% and 39% respectively.  This is understandable 

and reflective of the size of the centre.  In addition, to its retail offer Huddersfield Road also contains 

a number of service outlets (63% of all units) such as hairdressers, bookmakers and financial and 

business services.   
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5.25 Vacancies within the centre represent almost 16% of all units, which is above the national average.  

Existing vacancies are generally small scale and are located primarily along Huddersfield Road.      

 

5.26 Huddersfield Road District Centre was in a transitional period during the time of the survey with the 

ongoing redevelopment of the Tesco store.  Despite this, some 80% of local businesses surveyed 

suggested that trade has improved in recent years although inadequate customer car parking and 

high rents/overheads were identified as factors affecting business performance.  Businesses also 

considered that the environmental quality of the centre could be improved, particularly the entrances 

to Huddersfield Road. 

 

5.27 Overall, Huddersfield Road meets some of the day-to-day needs of the local population together with 

notable pass-by trade given its location on the A62.  The new Tesco store will improve the overall 

attraction of Huddersfield Road.   

 

 Table 5.4: SWOT Analysis of Huddersfield Road District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Will be anchored by a main food shopping 
destination following the redevelopment of the 
new Tesco store 

• Local businesses suggest that trade has improved 
in recent years 

• A62 can get congested and does not provide an attractive 
shopping environment 

• Environmental quality 

• Contains a number of small vacant units 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Improve the overall attraction of the centre 
following the redevelopment of the Tesco store 

• Increased footfall created by the enlarged Tesco 

• Dominance of larger Tesco store  

  

 Lees District Centre 

5.28 Lees District Centre is located approximately three miles east of Oldham Town Centre.  The main 

focus of commercial activity is on High Street and St Thomas Parade.  The surrounding area is 

predominantly residential providing a strong walk-in catchment.  The on-street survey undertaken 

identified that more than half (56%) of visitors surveyed walked. 

 

5.29 The district centre contains some 66 units occupying more than 4,800 sq m of floorspace.  Within 

the district centre boundary (as defined by the Oldham UDP) the convenience goods sector is poorly 

represented comprising only one unit.  However, a Co-op Foodstore on Athens Way (1,708 sq m 

gross) is located just outside the defined district centre boundary. 
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5.30 The comparison goods sector is better represented, totalling almost 29% of all units and 26% of 

floorspace.  This sector is dominated by independent retailers.  Likewise the service sector is also 

well represented with some 65% of units within the centre falling within this sector.  Existing 

services include hairdressers, bookmakers, banks and a Post Office.  In addition, Lees also contains a 

library on Thomas Street.      

 

5.31 The main reason for visiting Lees was identified to be food and grocery shopping (this is likely to be 

directed to the Co-op Foodstore located just outside the defined district centre boundary) followed 

by visiting the bank or Post Office.  

 

5.32 Lees contains few vacancies (5% of all units) all of which are located on High Street and more than 

three-quarters (76%) of local businesses surveyed identified that trade has grown since they began 

trading in Lees.  Similarly, almost two-thirds (65%) of businesses surveyed stated that they were 

trading well.  These factors suggest that Lees District Centre is performing relatively well.  The main 

barriers identified by local businesses affecting performance were identified to be inadequate 

customer car parking and high rents.  In this respect, a quarter of visitors surveyed stated that they 

had difficulty parking within the centre.  Furthermore, car parking and traffic congestion were 

identified to be the biggest weaknesses of the centre by visitors. 

 

 Table 5.5: SWOT Analysis of Lees District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Low vacancies 

• Strong service sector 

• Local businesses suggest that trading performance 
has improved in recent years 

• Car parking and traffic congestion 

• Limited development opportunities 

• Range and choice of local shops 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Reduce traffic congestion and overall quality of the 
centre 

• Limited opportunities for expansion 

• Potential loss of key attractors such as Post Office 

  

 Royton District Centre 

5.33 Royton District Centre is located on the A62 some two miles north of Oldham Town Centre.  The 

main focus of commercial activity within Royton is within Market Square, Market Street and Rochdale 

Road. 
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5.34 Royton is identified to comprise some 96 commercial units within 12,070 sq m of floorspace as 

identified by Experian Goad6.  The convenience goods sector is well represented with 12% of units 

and 21% of floorspace falling within this sector, which is above the UK average.  Within this sector 

Royton has representation from a Somerfield store on Rochdale Road and Co-op store on Market 

Square together with a number of independent traders such as bakers, a butcher and grocer.  There 

is also an outdoor market on Market Square that operates every Thursday.  

 

5.35 The comparison goods retail offer in Royton is predominantly represented by independent retailers, 

totalling some 24% of units and 14% of floorspace.  Representation in this sector is below the 

national average (35% and 39% respectively) reflecting the size of Royton.  The main reasons for 

visiting Royton were identified by the survey evidence to be for food and grocery shopping or to visit 

the market.  However, the vast majority of visitors (82%) stated that they would not undertake their 

main food shopping as part of their visit reflecting the current offer in the centre.  Instead, most 

visitors identified that they would either undertake their main food shop at Shaw or Chadderton, 

which both contain large-format superstores.  

 

5.36 More than half (56%) of outlets within the centre fall within the service sector and includes 

hairdressers, bookmakers and a number of banks (Barclays, HSBC, Lloyds TSB, Nat West and 

Yorkshire Bank) in addition to a Post Office.  In addition to Royton’s retail and service offer, there 

are three medical centres and public library within the centre. 

 

5.37 Royton contains a relatively few vacancies (eight units or 4% of all units), which are located 

primarily within Market Square and Rochdale Road. 

 

5.38 Local businesses indicated that trade has grown since they began trading in Royton, and less than 

5% of businesses indicated that they were trading poorly.  This suggests that Royton is performing a 

relatively strong role.  However, the choice of ‘high street’ names and entertainment/events were 

identified as weaknesses of the centre by visitors and some concern was expressed with regard to 

the poor environmental quality of the shopping precinct.    

 

 

 

                                                 
6 Includes use classes within Class A1 – A5, Class B1, B2, Class D1 and Class D2 
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 Table 5.6: SWOT Analysis of Royton District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Low vacancies 

• Market 

• Strong service sector 

• Local businesses suggest that trading performance 
has improved in recent years 

• Environmental quality of precinct 

• Not anchored by a main food shopping destination 

• Range and choice of local shops 

• Market operates on the same day as nearby market in Shaw 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Greater promotion of the centre 

• Extension of district centre 

• Improve the range of facilities available  

• Continued growth of on-line shopping 

• Growth of competing centres and out-of-centre destinations, 
most notably large-format superstores 

• Improvement in competing centres such as Rochdale 

 

 Shaw 

5.39 Shaw District Centre is located on the A663 some seven miles south east of Rochdale and three 

miles north of Oldham.  Commercial activity is focused on High Street, Market Street and Rochdale 

Road. 

 

5.40 The district centre (as defined by Experian Goad) comprises some 139 of units within 17,130 sq m of 

floorspace.  The convenience goods sector is well represented with both the proportion of units 

(12%) and floorspace (19%) within this sector above the UK average (8% and 14%).  This sector 

includes an Aldi store on Greenfield Lane and Iceland store on Market Street together with a number 

of independent retailers and a market which operates every Thursday.  It is notable that the market 

operates on the same day as the nearby market in Royton.  Consequently, these two markets will be 

competing for custom within the wider Royton/Shaw area.  In addition, located just outside the 

district centre (as defined by Experian Goad) is an Asda superstore on Eastway.  The strength of 

existing convenience goods provision is reflected by the findings of the on-street survey, which 

identified that the main reason identified by visitors to Shaw was to undertake food and grocery 

shopping.  The recently constructed Asda store appears to have had a positive impact on Shaw with 

the on-street survey identifying that 34% of respondents visit Shaw more frequently than they did 

five years ago (i.e. prior to the opening of the Asda store).  

 

5.41 The comparison goods sectors predominantly comprises independent retailers (although includes a 

Boots store) and represents 25% of all units and 18% of floorspace, which is below the national 

average (35% and 39% respectively).  The comparison goods sector has recently been weakened by 

the recent loss of the Woolworths store on Market Street.   
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5.42 The service sector is well represented, comprising some 52% of units within the district centre and 

comprises a broad range of local services such as a Post Office, public houses, restaurants and 

national high street banks, including Barclays, RBS and Yorkshire Bank.  In addition to its retail and 

service offer, Shaw also contains a library, leisure centre, community centre, health centre and 

theatre. 

 

5.43 Shaw is identified to contain 17 vacancies within the centre (by including the recent closure of the 

Woolworths store), which represents 12% of all units, which is above the national average (10%).   

Prominent vacancies are located on Market Street (four) and Rochdale Road (four).  Some concern 

was expressed by local businesses that the Asda store has led to an increased number of vacancies 

within the centre.  This is in contrast the findings of the in-street survey which suggests that the 

Asda has had a positive impact on the overall attraction of Shaw.   

 

5.44 Whilst the majority (52%) of local businesses surveyed stated that trade has grown since they began 

trading in Shaw, a notable 39% indicated that their business has declined in recent years.  The main 

issues affecting business performance were identified to be lack of passing trade and high 

rents/overheads.  Notably, Manchester was identified by businesses as the biggest competitor. 

 

5.45 Overall, Shaw is showing signs of being a vital and viable centre, which is anchored by the recently 

developed Asda store.  Existing businesses consider that trade has improved in recent years.  

Although some concern has been expressed about the impact the Asda store has had on the choice 

of retailers within the centre.   

  
Table 5.7: SWOT Analysis of Shaw District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Improving business performance 

• Market 

• Strong service sector 

• Local businesses suggest that trading performance 
has improved in recent years 

• High number of respondents visit Shaw more 
frequently than they did five years ago 

• Above average proportion of vacancies 

• Limited evening economy 

• Choice and range of shops 

• Market operates on the same day as the market in nearby 
Royton 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Greater promotion/marketing of the centre 

• Change day of market  

 

• Loss of a key attractor Woolworths 

• Continued growth of on-line shopping 

• Increased threat from Asda as a ‘one-stop shop’ 

• Improvements at competing centres 
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 Uppermill 

5.46 Uppermill District Centre is located some six miles east of Oldham Town Centre on the A670.  The 

main focus for commercial activity is on High Street with secondary frontages on Court Street, New 

Street and Smithy Lane. 

 

5.47 Uppermill contains 75 commercial units comprising some 6,550 sq m of floorspace.  The comparison 

goods sector is well represented, albeit predominantly by independent retailers, with 40% of all units 

and 39% of floorspace falling within this sector.  The convenience goods sector is also reasonably 

well represented, with the proportion of units falling within this sector (9%) being above the national 

average.  This sector is dominated by the Co-op and Spar stores, which are both located on High 

Street.  Other convenience traders in the centre are generally independent and include bakers and 

grocers.  In addition an outdoor market, situated off High Street operates every Wednesday.  It is 

notable that Uppermill does not contain a main food shopping destination like a number of other 

district centres in the Borough such as Chadderton and Failsworth.  Consequently, only 2% of 

visitors stated that they would undertake their main food shop at Uppermill – the lowest of all 

centres surveyed.  Indeed, this compares to almost 96% of visitors to Failsworth undertaking their 

main food shop at Failsworth. 

 

5.48 The service sector is also well represented with 45% of all units within Uppermill falling within this 

sector, which comparable with the UK average (45%).  Service uses include a Post Office on High 

Street, cafes and NatWest Bank.  In addition to the retail and service offer, Uppermill also contains a 

swimming pool, leisure centre, museum and library. 

 

5.49 Uppermill District Centre serves an important role within this part of the Borough in meeting some of 

the day-to-day needs of the local population within an area that is predominantly rural in nature.  In 

addition, Uppermill also attracts a number of visitors from further afield (from residents outside the 

Borough) being seen as a visitor destination.  Indeed, the on-street survey identified the main 

reason for visiting Uppermill was for social/leisure activities followed by using the bank or Post 

Office.    

 

5.50 Uppermill appears to be demonstrating signs of improved vitality and viability.  Some 30% of visitors 

indicated that they visit Uppermill more frequently than they did five years ago (second behind 

Shaw).  Similarly, the majority (70%) of local businesses surveyed who responded stated that since 
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they began trading in Uppermill business has grown.  Furthermore, Uppermill contains few vacancies 

(four), which represent only 5% of all units and floorspace within the centre.  Against these positive 

aspects, concern was raised by both visitors and local businesses with regard to car parking.  Some 

38% of visitors stated that they had difficulty obtaining a car parking space – the highest of all 

centres surveyed.  Indeed, inadequate car parking was identified by local businesses as the main 

barrier affecting trading performance.   

 

 Table 5.8: SWOT Analysis of Uppermill District Centre 

Strengths Weaknesses 

• Improving business performance 

• Low vacancies 

• Attractive centre 

• Events 

• Specialist/niche shopping 

• Attracts both visitors and local residents 

• Difficulty in parking 

 

Opportunities Threats 

• Improvements to parking provision/parking regime 

• Improved marketing of centre and promotion of a 
Uppermill as a visitor destination 

• Further strengthen the specialist/niche shopping 
role 

• Continued growth of online shopping 

• New foodstore at Greenfield 

• Lack of development opportunities 
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6.0 SHOPPING PATTERNS WITHIN THE BOROUGH AND WIDER STUDY 

AREA 

 

 Introduction  

6.01 As previously highlighted, a key element of the study was to obtain a detailed understanding of the 

potential catchment of existing centres within the Borough.  A detailed breakdown of the market 

shares achieved by each centre/ store is contained at Appendix 7.  This section is concerned with 

the market share of existing centres/ facilities based on shopping trips rather than the amount of 

expenditure generated.  This analysis of assessing shopping patterns within the zone allows for 

specific analysis to be undertaken of the shopping patterns for the various goods identified (e.g. 

clothing, electrical goods, toys, etc.) in order to identify qualitative deficiencies in provision.  This 

analysis of shopping patterns rather than expenditure allows for equal weight to be given to each 

category, factoring out the significant differences in annual spend by local residents for the goods 

identified.     

 

 Food Shopping Patterns 

 

 Main Food Shopping Patterns 

6.02 Within the Study Area, existing convenience goods facilities within the Borough retain approximately 

68% of main food shopping trips undertaken.  The relative market share of existing facilities in the 

Borough by zone is set out in Table 6.1. 

 

 Table 6.1: Main Food Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

82.5 85.8 75.9 93.3 82.6 67.6 90.4 90.2 25.3 2.2 67.5 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.03 As Table 6.1 illustrates, the greatest level of retention of facilities within the Borough is achieved 

within the Failsworth, Oldham East and Oldham West Zones.  Indeed, within each of these three 

zones more than 90% of main food shopping trips undertaken are retained by facilities in the 

Borough.  High retention levels (more than three-quarters of shopping trips) were also identified in 
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the Shaw, Chadderton and Lees zones.  Figure 6.1 illustrates the levels of penetration achieved by all 

facilities within the Borough from within the Study Area. 

 

Figure 6.1: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in the Borough – Main Food Shopping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.04 Within the eight zones that broadly represent Oldham Borough the lowest market share (68%) was 

identified to be in the Uppermill Zone.  This is not surprising given that this zone covers the rural 

area to the east of the Borough where existing main food shopping provision is limited.      

 

6.05 In comparison, the main food shopping market shares achieved by existing facilities in the Borough 

from both the Rochdale South Zone (25%) and Mossley Zone (2%) are significantly lower.  This is 

not surprising given that both these zones include residents who live outside the Borough and live in 

close proximity of the natural catchments of existing facilities within the neighbouring authorities of 

Rochdale and Tameside respectively.  Within the Rochdale South Zone, some 70% of main food 

shopping trips undertaken in this zone is directed to facilities within Rochdale Borough – most 
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notably to the Morrisons store at Kingsway (33%) and Tesco store at Silk Street (15%).  Similarly, 

within the Mossley Zone some 93% of main food shopping trips undertaken in this zone is directed 

to facilities in Tameside – most notably to the Asda store on Cavendish Street (26%) and local shops 

in Stalybridge (26%). 

 

6.06 Table 6.2 provides a breakdown of the main food shopping market shares achieved by facilities in 

Oldham and compares the market shares to that achieved by facilities in the neighbouring 

authorities.   

     

 Table 6.2: Main Food Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 82.5 85.8 75.9 93.3 82.6 67.6 90.4 90.2 25.3 2.2 67.5 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.5 27.7 1.1 5.5 0.0 93.1 12.3 

            

Rochdale 15.9 11.4 7.7 2.2 0.0 0.0 7.9 2.2 70.4 0.0 15.0 

            

Manchester 0.0 0.0 7.7 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.3 1.1 1.7 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.07 Table 6.2 indicates that in addition to drawing main food shopping trips from the Rochdale South 

Zone, facilities in Rochdale Borough also draw some trade from six of the eight zones within the 

Study Area that broadly represents Oldham Borough.  This includes almost 16% of main food 

shopping trips undertaken in the Shaw Zone and 11% of shopping trips from the Royton Zone.  

Although having an influence on fewer zones within the Study Area, facilities in Tameside draw 

notable trade from the Uppermill Zone (28%), primarily to the Asda store at Cavendish Street and 

local facilities in Stalybridge and from the Lees Zone (13%).  Facilities in Manchester (primarily the 

Asda store at Sportscity) have the most influence on main food shopping trips (albeit less than 8%) 

of shopping trips undertaken within the Chadderton Zone. 

  

6.08 With regard to specific foodstores within the Borough, the Household Survey identified the most 

popular store to be the Asda store on Milne Street in Chadderton (15%) followed by the Morrisons 

store on Hollinwood Avenue near Failsworth (8%), the Sainsbury’s store on Union Street at the 
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edge-of Oldham Town Centre central shopping core (8%), the Asda store at Greenfield Lane in Shaw 

(7%) and the Tesco store at Oldham Way (7%). 

 

6.09 Outside Oldham Borough, the most popular destinations for main food shopping within the Study 

Area include the Morrisons store at Kingsway in Rochdale (7%) and the Asda store at Cavendish 

Street in Ashton-under-Lyne (4%).  As previously highlighted, of the main food shopping trips 

attracted to these stores from the Study Area, the majority is derived from the Rochdale South and 

Mossley zones. 

 

6.10 Table 6.3 provides a breakdown of the market share achieved by major stores within and just 

beyond the Study Area by zone. 

 

Table 6.3: Market Share Achieved by Key Foodstores in the Study Area - 2008 

Market Share (%) 
  

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham            

Asda, Milne Street 5.7 14.9 38.5 8.9 6.9 3.3 17.2 28.6 7.7 0.0 14.6 

Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 0.0 2.3 24.2 16.7 4.6 1.1 1.1 11.0 4.4 0.0 7.6 

Sainsbury’s, Union Street 3.4 3.4 3.3 5.6 18.4 23.3 14.9 15.4 1.1 1.1 7.5 

Asda, Greenfield Lane 43.7 19.5 0.0 0.0 2.3 2.2 3.4 0.0 4.4 0.0 7.3 

Tesco, Oldham Way 4.6 14.9 3.3 0.0 17.2 8.9 14.9 12.1 2.2 0.0 7.0 

Tesco, Bleasby Street 10.3 14.9 4.4 8.9 6.9 3.3 17.2 28.6 7.7 0.0 6.2 

Morrisons, Poplar Street 1.1 0.0 0.0 33.3 0.0 1.1 2.3 3.3 0.0 0.0 4.3 

Tesco Extra, Failsworth Precinct 0.0 1.1 0.0 21.1 2.3 0.0 1.1 5.5 1.1 0.0 3.3 

            

Tameside            

Asda, Cavendish Street 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 6.7 0.0 1.1 0.0 26.1 3.5 

Morrisons, Foundry Street 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 4.4 0.0 0.0 0.0 22.7 2.7 

            

Rochdale            

Morrisons, Kingsway 10.3 4.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.4 0.0 33.0 0.0 6.6 

Tesco, Silk Street 3.4 2.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.3 0.0 15.4 3.0 

            

Manchester            

Asda, SportsCity 0.0 0.0 2.2 1.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.1 1.1 0.7 

Sainsbury’s, Heaton Park Road  0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.6 

Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
 Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.11 When travelling to their main food shopping destination, the Household Survey identified that 78% 

of respondents within the Study Area travelled by car (either as driver or passenger) underlying the 
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popularity of the private motor car for main food shopping.  The level of car use varies for each zone 

within the Study Area, ranging from between 63% within the Oldham West Zone and 92% within 

the Uppermill Zone.  This high dependence on the use of the private car for main food shopping 

within this zone is reflective of the rural nature of this zone and the lack of main food shopping 

provision locally.  In comparison, within the Oldham West Zone a higher proportion (16%) use public 

transport – the highest of all zones within the Study Area.  This is likely to be reflective of this zone 

comprising Oldham Town Centre, which benefits from goods accessibility by a variety of modes of 

transport together with low car ownership within this part of the Borough.   

 

6.12 Overall, 9% of respondents within the Study Area stated that they used public transport or walked to 

undertake their main food shopping.  It is notable that within the Failsworth Zone, some 17% of 

respondents walked to their main food shopping destination, suggesting a relatively strong walk-in 

catchment.   

 

 Top-up Food Shopping 

6.13 When asked if people undertook ‘top-up’ shopping between their main food shops (such as regular 

shopping trips for goods such as milk, bread, etc.) the Household Survey identified that 65% of 

respondents within the Study Area confirmed that they did visit such facilities. 

 

6.14 In terms of ‘top-up’ shopping trips, facilities in Oldham Borough attract approximately 70% of ‘top-

up’ shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area.  Accordingly, facilities within the Borough 

achieve a marginally higher market share for ‘top-up’ shopping than for main food shopping (68%).  

This is not surprising as people will use smaller ‘local’ facilities nearby, which are more conveniently 

located than travelling significant distances to large-format stores elsewhere.  Indeed, the Household 

Survey identifies that for ‘top-up’ shopping local shops such as those in Delph and Greenfield, which 

understandably attract no main food shopping trips, attract some shoppers for ‘top-up’ shopping. 

 

6.15 Table 6.4 provide a breakdown of the ‘top-up’ shopping market share achieved by facilities within 

Oldham Borough by zone. 
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 Table 6.4: ‘Top-up’ Food Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

93.7 86.9 59.4 93.3 91.2 100.0 89.5 98.0 13.9 17.8 70.1 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.16 Table 6.4 indicates that the highest market share of facilities within the Borough for ‘top-up’ food 

shopping is from the Uppermill Zone, where all ‘top-up’ expenditure is identified to be attracted to 

facilities within the Borough.  It is notable that this ‘top-up’ shopping market share is much higher 

than that identified for main food shopping (68%).  This higher market share appears to be due to 

facilities in smaller centres within this zone (such as Uppermill, Greenfield and Delph) attracting a 

significant proportion of ‘top-up’ shopping trips.  Given the rural nature of this zone, the apparent 

attraction of these smaller centres for ‘top-up’ shopping suggests the important role these centres 

have in meeting the day-to-day needs of the local population. 

 

6.17 High market shares (more than 85%) are also identified in the Shaw Zone (94%), Royton Zone 

(87%), Failsworth Zone (93%), Lees Zone (91%), Oldham East Zone (90%) and Oldham West Zone 

(98%). 

 

6.18 Table 6.5 indicates the ‘top-up’ shopping market shares achieved by facilities in Oldham together 

with the market shares achieved within the adjoining authorities by zone.   

 

 Table 6.5: ‘Top-up’ Food Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 93.7 86.9 59.4 93.3 91.2 100.0 89.5 98.0 13.9 17.8 70.1 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 6.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 82.4 8.9 

            

Rochdale 6.1 11.2 37.3 3.6 1.7 0.0 10.1 0.0 86.5 0.0 20.3 

            

Manchester 0.0 1.6 3.4 1.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.19 Table 6.5 illustrates that ‘top-up’ shopping facilities within neighbouring authorities have a greater 

influence within in some zones of the Study area than that identified for main food shopping.  For 
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example, within the Chadderton Zone, whilst existing facilities in Rochdale attract less than 8% of 

main food shopping trips undertaken in this zone, this increases to more than 37% for ‘top-up’ food 

shopping, most notably to facilities in Middleton (32%).  The popularity of facilities in Middleton 

reflects the proximity of existing provision.   Similarly, within the Rochdale South Zone, whilst over a 

quarter (25%) of main food shopping trips undertaken in this zone are directed to facilities in 

Oldham Borough, the attraction of facilities in the Borough for ‘top-up’ shopping from this zone is 

identified to be less (14%).  This is to be expected given that local residents are more likely to use 

nearby provision rather than travel to facilities in Oldham, such as the Asda store at Shaw.  

Consequently, overall existing facilities in Rochdale Borough are identified to achieve a higher market 

share for ‘top-up’ shopping (20%) than they do for main food shopping (15%).  In contrast, facilities 

in Tameside are identified to be less popular for ‘top-up’ shopping (9%) than they are for main food 

shopping (12%), particularly from the Uppermill Zone.  Figure 6.2 illustrates the penetration levels of 

existing facilities within the Borough for ‘top-up’ shopping within the Study Area. 

 

 Figure 6.2: Penetration Levels Achieved by Existing Facilities in the Study Area – ‘Top-up’ Food 

Shopping 
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 Non Food Shopping Patterns  

6.20 The Household Survey also assessed shopping patterns for a wide variety of non-food (or 

comparison) goods.  Whilst the survey results provide useful indicators of shopping habits within the 

Study Area, the findings of the results should be treated with a ‘note of caution’ given that some 

respondents may respond that they shop within a defined centre (e.g. Oldham Town Centre), but in 

fact visit nearby out-of-centre facilities, such as Elk Mill Retail Park.  This has the effect of 

overstating the attraction of defined centres and underplaying the impact out-of-centre facilities have 

for certain types of goods, particularly given the strength of Elk Mill Retail Park as a retail 

destination.  Accordingly, in assessing the current role and future need for additional retail floorspace 

in the Borough (outlined in Section 10 of this report) an adjustment has been made to take into 

account the likely underrepresentation of out-of-centre retailing.   

 

 Non Bulky Goods Shopping 

 

 Clothing & Footwear 

6.21 In terms of shopping for clothing and footwear, facilities in Oldham Borough retain less than 46% of 

shopping trips for clothing and footwear undertaken within the Study Area.  

 

 Table 6.6: ‘Oldham Borough Clothing & Footwear Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

65.0 52.1 40.9 46.3 53.7 44.8 68.1 69.6 16.4 13.7 45.6 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.22 Table 6.6 illustrates that the highest level of retention is achieved within the Oldham East (68%) and 

Oldham West Zone (70%).  These two zones include Oldham Town Centre together with the 

surrounding urban area.  A high market share is also identified to be achieved within the Shaw Zone 

(65%).  Over half of shopping trips for clothing and footwear undertaken in the Lees Zone (54%) 

are also attracted to facilities in the Borough.  Figure 6.3 highlights the penetration levels of existing 

facilities within the Borough for clothing and footwear shopping trips. 
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Figure 6.3: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Clothing & 

Footwear 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.23 More than half of shopping trips undertaken within the remaining zones comprising the Study Area 

are directed to facilities outside the Borough.  Unsurprisingly, the market share achieved by facilities 

within the Borough from the Rochdale South Zone and Mossley Zone is significantly lower at 16% 

and 14% respectively.  Table 6.7 provides a breakdown of the market shares achieved by facilities in 

the adjoining local authority areas. 
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 Table 6.7: Clothing & Footwear Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local  
Authority  

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 65.0 52.1 40.9 46.3 53.7 44.8 68.1 69.6 16.4 13.7 45.6 

            

Tameside 2.1 1.0 1.1 6.2 8.4 11.7 5.3 7.4 0.0 54.8 9.2 

            

Rochdale 6.4 12.2 6.5 1.0 1.1 1.1 3.2 2.1 42.3 0.0 9.4 

            

Manchester 12.8 15.3 32.3 32.9 15.8 19.2 13.8 11.6 20.7 12.6 19.2 

            

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 

 

6.24 Table 6.7 underlines the popularity of facilities outside the Borough within certain zones in the Study 

Area.  Notably, facilities in Tameside draw more than half (55%) of clothing and footwear shopping 

trips undertaken in the Mossley Zone.  This is to be expected given that this zone extends into 

Tameside Borough.  A notable level of shopping trips within the Uppermill Zone (12%) and Lees 

Zone (8%) are also identified to be directed to facilities in Tameside.  This reflects the proximity of 

facilities in Tameside to residents within these zones.   

 

6.25 Facilities in Rochdale are identified to have the greatest influence on shopping patterns within the 

Rochdale South Zone, attracting 42% of clothing and footwear shopping trips undertaken in this 

zone.  This compares to facilities in Oldham achieving a market share of just 16% within this zone.  

Elsewhere within the Study Area facilities in Rochdale are identified to draw 12% of clothing and 

footwear shopping trips from the Royton Zone and more than 6% of shopping trips from the Shaw 

and Chadderton zones. 

 

6.26 Facilities in Manchester are identified to have the greatest effect on shopping patterns for clothing 

and footwear directed to facilities outside the Borough.  Almost a fifth (19%) of shopping trips 

undertaken within the Study Area are directed to facilities in Manchester (most notably to the city 

centre).  Indeed, within the Chadderton Zone and Failsworth Zone, almost a third of all clothing and 

footwear shopping trips undertaken within these zones are directed to facilities in Manchester.  This 

compares to facilities in Oldham achieving market shares of 41% and 46% respectively within these 

zones. 
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6.27 In terms of the main centres within the Borough, Table 6.8 provides a breakdown of the market 

shares achieved within the Borough (excludes out-of-centre provision and makes no allowance for 

adjusting the market shares based on the likely underestimate of existing out-of-centre provision). 

 

Table 6.8: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Clothing & Footwear     
             

 Centre       Market Share 

             

 Oldham       38.8% 

 Chadderton       2.3% 

 Shaw       1.7% 

 Royton       0.7% 

 Failsworth       0.5% 

 Huddersfield Road      0.1% 

 Uppermill       0.1% 

 Lees       0.0% 

 Other       1.3% 

             

 

6.28 Table 6.8 illustrates the clear popularity of Oldham Town Centre as a clothing and footwear 

destination within the Borough.  Indeed, based on the findings of the Household Survey, Oldham 

Town Centre is identified to achieve a market share of 39% within the Study Area that is more than 

seven times greater than the collective market share achieved by all the district centres in the 

Borough (5%).  This appears to highlight the strength of Oldham Town Centre when compared to 

smaller centres elsewhere in the Borough.  However, as previously highlighted it is likely that existing 

out-of-centre provision such as Elk Mill (which includes a Next store) together with the growing 

popularity of the comparison goods offer of large-format supermarkets has been underestimated.  

Indeed, all out-of-centre facilities are identified to achieve a clothing and footwear market share 

within the Study Area of only 1%.  Such a market share is considered to be an underestimate.  

Given this, it is likely that the market share achieved by facilities within Oldham Town Centre have 

been overestimated.  Despite this, it is likely to remain that Oldham Town Centre is clearly the most 

dominant destination within the Borough for clothing and footwear shopping.    

 

6.29 The Household Survey also provides details of the age range of respondents broken down into three 

age bands: 18 to 34 years old; 35 to 54 years old; and over 55 years old.  Figure 6.4 provides a 

breakdown of the age profile of shoppers attracted to Oldham Town Centre and compares it to other 

competing centres elsewhere, such as Manchester, Rochdale and Ashton-under-Lyne.  Analysis of 
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the age profile for the district centres within the Borough has not been undertaken given the low 

market shares of shoppers for clothing and footwear that these centres attract. 

 

 Figure 6.4: Age Profile of Shoppers – Clothing & Footwear 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Source: Derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 

 

6.30 Figure 6.4 demonstrates Oldham Town Centre attracts a higher than average proportion of shoppers 

within the youngest age band (18 to 34) and of shoppers aged 35 to 54 years old.  A similar pattern 

is also identified for Manchester City Centre.  In comparison facilities in Rochdale and Ashton-under-

Lyne town centres appear to attract an above average proportion of older shoppers (i.e. those aged 

55 years or older). 

 

 Books, CDs, DVDs, and Other Similar Goods 

6.31 In terms of shopping for Books, CDs, DVDs and other similar goods, within the Study Area, some 

46% of shopping trips are attracted to facilities within the Borough.   
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 Table 6.9: ‘Oldham Borough Books, CDs, DVDs, etc. Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

59.3 56.1 44.8 64.2 56.5 43.6 73.0 67.9 10.0 4.1 46.0 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.32 Again, Table 6.9 indicates that facilities in the Borough are identified to achieve the highest market 

shares within the Oldham East and Oldham West zones, 73% and 68% respectively.  These levels of 

market share compare to facilities in the Borough attracting less than half of shopping trips within 

the Chadderton Zone (45%) and Uppermill Zone (44%) together with very limited shopping trips 

undertaken within the Rochdale South Zone (10%) and Mossley Zone (4%).  This again highlights 

the influence of competing facilities within the peripheral parts of the Study Area.  Figure 6.5 

indicates the penetration levels achieved by all facilities within the Borough. 

 

 Figure 6.5: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in the Borough – Books, CDs, DVDs, 

etc. 
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6.33 Table 6.9 provides a breakdown of the market shares achieved by the main centres within the 

Borough. 

  
Table 6.9: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.     

             

 Centre       Market Share 

             

 Oldham       33.1% 

 Chadderton       5.7% 

 Shaw       2.8% 

 Failsworth       1.7% 

 Royton       1.2% 

 Lees       0.4% 

 Huddersfield Road      0.2% 

 Uppermill       0.1% 

             

 

6.34 As with clothing and footwear shopping trips, Oldham Town Centre is identified to be the dominant 

centre within the Borough, attracting almost a third (33%) of shopping trips undertaken.  This 

compares to less than 6% of shopping trips being directed to Chadderton District Centre – the 

second most popular destination. 

 

6.35 In terms of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area that are directed to facilities outside the 

Borough, Table 6.11 indicates that facilities in Manchester are the most popular destination (14%), 

followed by facilities in Rochdale (9%) and Tameside (8%) – although drawn primarily from the 

Rochdale South and Mossley zones.     

 

 Table 6.11: Books, CDs, DVDs, etc. Market Share Analysis - 2008 
Market Share (%) Local  

Authority  Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 59.3 56.1 44.8 64.2 56.5 43.6 73.0 67.9 10.0 4.1 46.0 

            

Tameside 1.4 0.0 0.0 1.5 7.2 5.6 0.0 6.7 0.0 58.9 8.0 

            

Rochdale 5.8 4.1 9.5 0.0 1.4 1.4 1.4 0 45.7 0.0 9.1 

            
Manchester 7.2 13.7 20.3 17.9 8.7 11.3 6.8 10.7 18.5 13.7 13.7 

            

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
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 Small Household Goods 

6.36 In terms of shopping patterns for Household Goods within the Study Area (e.g. soft furnishings, 

china, jewellery and other related goods), over half (54%) of shopping trips are attracted to facilities 

in the Borough. 

 
Table 6.12: ‘Oldham Borough Household Goods Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

83.9 56.5 56.8 49.2 61.4 57.5 68.9 80.7 24.7 8.9 54.1 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.37 Table 6.12 illustrates that facilities in Oldham achieve the highest market shares within the Shaw 

Zone (84%) and within the Oldham West Zone (81%).  Over half of shopping trips are also 

attracting to facilities within the Borough from the Royton, Chadderton, Lees, Uppermill and Oldham 

East zones.  Figure 6.6 illustrates the penetration levels achieved by existing facilities within the 

Borough within the Study Area.   

 

 Figure 6.6: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Small Household 

Goods 
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6.38 In terms of the main centres within the Borough, Table 6.13 provides a breakdown of the market 

shares achieved. 

 

 Table 6.13: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Small Household Goods     
             

 Centre       Market Share 

             

 Oldham       37.0% 

 Chadderton       5.4% 

 Shaw       2.8% 

 Royton       2.4% 

 Failsworth       2.0% 

 Lees       0.1% 

 Huddersfield Road      0.1% 

 Uppermill       0.0% 

             

 

6.39 Table 6.13 again indicates that Oldham Town Centre is the dominant retail destination, achieving a 

market share of 37% of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area.  This compares to the 

second most popular destination (Chadderton) achieving a market share of only 5%. 

 

6.40 In terms of centres located outside the Borough, facilities in Tameside are identified to be the most 

popular (16%), with shopping trips predominantly directed to facilities in Ashton-under-Lyne Town 

Centre (including the new IKEA store).  As would be expected, facilities in Tameside have a 

significant influence on shopping patterns within the Mossley Zone, attracting 72% of shopping trips 

undertaken in this zone.  However, a number of shopping trips undertaken in the Failsworth Zone 

(24%) and Lees Zone (17%) are also identified to be attracted to facilities in Tameside.  With regard 

to Rochdale, again the main impact on shopping patterns is within the Rochdale South Zone (53%), 

although it is notable that almost 12% of shopping patterns undertaken within the Royton Zone are 

also directed to facilities in Rochdale.  Facilities in Manchester attract almost 10% of shopping 

patterns undertaken within the Study Area.  These are primarily from the Chadderton and Failsworth 

zones (22% and 19% respectively), which reflects the proximity of facilities in Manchester to 

residents within these zones.   
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Table 6.14: Small Household Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 83.9 56.5 56.8 49.2 61.4 57.5 68.9 80.7 24.7 8.9 54.1 

            

Tameside 2.8 6.6 8.6 23.8 17.0 12.1 7.8 4.5 3.5 72.0 15.5 

            

Rochdale 6.8 11.8 1.7 0.0 1.5 3.0 4.7 3.0 52.7 0.0 10.0 

            

Manchester 2.7 10.5 22.4 19.1 7.7 9.1 4.7 3.0 8.8 5.9 9.5 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 

  

 Toys, Games, Bicycles and Recreational Goods7 

6.41 In terms of shopping patterns for Toys, Games, Bicycles and Recreational Goods within the Study 

Area, less than half (48%) of shopping trips for these type of goods are attracted to facilities in the 

Borough from the defined Study Area. 

 

Table 6.15: ‘Oldham Borough Toys, Games, Bicycles & Recreation Goods Market Share 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

73.5 50.0 50.0 41.2 50.0 47.2 75.0 74.5 14.3 9.3 47.8 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.42 Table 6.15 illustrates that facilities in the Borough attract approximately three-quarters of shopping 

trips for Toys, Games, Bicycles and Recreation Goods undertaken in Oldham East Zone, Oldham 

West Zone and Shaw Zone.  This reduces to less than half within the Uppermill (47%), Failsworth 

(41%), Rochdale South (14%) and Mossley (9%) zones.  Figure 6.7 illustrates the penetration levels 

achieved by existing facilities within the Borough. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

                                                 
7 Recreation goods includes – musical instruments, games, toys, hobbies, camping equipment, pets and related products as defined by 
MapInfo 
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Figure 6.7: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Toys, Games, 

Bicycles and Recreation Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.43 In terms of the main centres within the Borough, Table 6.16 provides a breakdown of the market 

shares achieved as identified by the findings of the Household Survey. 

 

Table 6.16: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres - Toys, Games, Bicycles & Recreation Goods     
             

 Centre       Market Share 

             

 Oldham       35.9% 

 Chadderton       4.6% 

 Shaw       2.8% 

 Royton       1.2% 

 Failsworth       0.7% 

 Uppermill       0.5% 

 Lees       0.0% 

 Huddersfield Road      0.0% 

 _____________________________         
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6.44 Table 6.16 indicates that Oldham Town Centre is the most popular destination within the Borough, 

achieving a market share of almost 36%.  As identified with other comparison goods this level of 

retention is significantly higher that achieved elsewhere, which reflects the more limited comparison 

goods offer in the district centres within the Borough. 

 

6.45 In terms of competing facilities outside the Borough facilities in Manchester are identified to be the 

most popular achieving an overall market share within the Study Area of 19% (Table 6.17). As would 

be expected facilities in Manchester have the greatest influence on shopping patterns within the 

Failsworth Zone, where more than 41% of shopping trips undertaken in this zone is directed to 

facilities in Manchester.  This is comparable to the attraction of Oldham.  Facilities within Manchester 

also have a notable trade draw from the Royton and Chadderton zones, where almost a quarter 

(24%) of shopping trips undertaken is directed.  Facilities in Tameside achieve a market share of 

almost 10% within the Study Area, most of which is derived from the Mossley Zone, although 

facilities in Tameside (most notably Ashton-under-Lyne Town Centre) do attract some trade from 

other zones within the Study Area, including Lees Zone (7%) and Oldham West Zone and Uppermill 

zones (both 6%).  Although facilities in Rochdale principally draw trade from the Rochdale South 

Zone (46%), some 12% of shopping trips undertaken for these types of goods are directed to 

facilities in Rochdale from the Shaw Zone.  

 

 Table 6.17: Toys, Games, Bicycles and Recreation Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 73.5 50.0 50.0 41.2 50.0 47.2 75.0 74.5 14.3 9.3 47.8 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.9 6.8 5.7 2.1 5.9 0.0 66.7 9.7 

            

Rochdale 12.2 6.0 8.0 0.0 2.3 3.8 2.1 3.9 45.7 0.0 8.8 

            

Manchester 12.2 24.0 24.0 41.2 15.9 15.10 12.5 9.8 20.0 9.3 18.9 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 

 

 Chemist Goods 

6.46 In terms of shopping patterns for Chemist Goods within the Study Area, some 64% of shopping trips 

are attracted to facilities in the Borough. 
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Table 6.19: ‘Oldham Borough Chemist Goods Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

84.7 80.8 65.5 81.1 88.3 78.1 88.3 93.3 12.2 5.4 64.1 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.47 Table 6.19 highlights that within each of the eight zones of the Study Area that broadly represents 

the Borough boundary; existing facilities attract more than 65% of shopping trips undertaken.  The 

lowest market share is identified to be in the Chadderton Zone (66%), with more than 93% of 

shopping trips retained in the Oldham West Zone.  Figure 6.8 illustrates the penetration levels of 

facilities in the Borough. 

 

 Figure 6.8: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Chemist Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.48 In terms of the main centres within the Borough, Table 6.20 identifies the relative markets achieved 

by each centre for Chemist Goods.    
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Table 6.20: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Chemist Goods     
             

 Centre       Market Share 

             

 Oldham       35.4% 

 Chadderton       10.5% 

 Shaw       4.9% 

 Failsworth       4.4% 

 Royton       3.3% 

 Lees       1.5% 

 Uppermill       1.1% 

 Huddersfield Road      0.3% 

 _____________________________         

 

6.49 Unlike other comparison goods, the role of the smaller district centre for Chemist Goods appears to 

be stronger, although it remains evident that Oldham Town Centre remains the dominant 

destination.  However, more than 10% of shopping trips undertaken in the Study Area are identified 

to be directed to facilities within Chadderton (including the existing Asda store). 

 

6.50 Table 6.21 illustrates that competing facilities in the neighbouring authorities have a lesser influence 

on shopping patterns for Chemist Goods than other comparison goods identified.  Indeed, facilities in 

Rochdale (the second most popular destination in the Study Area) attract only 16% of shopping trips 

undertaken most of which are from the Rochdale South Zone; although a notable 18% and 15% of 

shopping trips undertaken in the Chadderton and Royton zones are identified to be directed to 

facilities in Rochdale.  Facilities in Tameside (8%) and Manchester (4%) have a lesser influence.    

 

 Table 6.21: Chemist Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 84.7 80.8 65.5 81.1 88.3 72.9 88.3 93.3 12.2 5.4 64.1 

            

Tameside 1.1 0.0 0.0 4.4 3.2 11.5 0.0 4.5 0.0 68.4 7.5 

            

Rochdale 7.7 14.9 17.8 1.1 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 78.8 0.0 16.3 

            

Manchester 1.1 1.1 11.1 8.9 1.1 3.1 2.3 0.0 3.3 2.2 3.7 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
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Bulky Goods Shopping 

 

6.51 In addition to assessing shopping patterns for convenience goods and non-bulky comparison goods, 

it is also possible from the Household Survey to assess shopping patterns for ‘bulky goods’ within the 

four broad categories of: Electrical, Furniture, DIY and Garden Centre Goods. 

 

 Electrical Goods 

6.52 For electrical goods, the Household Survey identifies that over half (59%) of shopping trips 

undertaken in the Study Area are directed to facilities in the Borough. 

 

 Table 6.22: ‘Oldham Borough Electrical Goods Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

74.4 76.7 69.8 52.6 73.5 61.4 84.1 76.6 31.7 9.8 58.8 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.53 Table 6.22 illustrates that facilities in the Borough achieve relatively high market shares within each 

of the eight zones that broadly represents the local authority area.  Indeed, more than half of 

shopping trips undertaken for electrical goods is retained by facilities within the Borough from zones 

1 through to 8.  The out-of-centre Elk Mill Retail Park is identified to be the most popular destination.  

This is not surprisingly given that PC World, Comet and Currys and all located on the retail park – 

although it is likely that the Household Survey has underestimated the influence of Elk Mill on 

shopping patterns.  Indeed, the Household Survey identifies a higher market share for Oldham Town 

Centre than at Elk Mill despite the large-format electrical retailers being located at Elk Mill.  This 

issue is considered in greater detail later in this study.  Figure 6.9 illustrates the penetration levels 

achieved by facilities in the Borough on a zone-by-zone basis.     
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Figure 6.9: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Electrical Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.54 In terms of competing provision, Table 6.23 illustrates that facilities within Rochdale (12%) have the 

biggest influence on shopping patterns within the Study Area.  However, the vast majority of 

shopping trips directed to facilities in Rochdale are unsurprisingly from the Rochdale South Zone.  In 

terms of the zones that broadly represent Oldham Borough, facilities in Manchester, most notably 

from the Failsworth (20%) and Chadderton (12%) zones have a notable attraction.  Furthermore, 

more than 10% of shopping trips for electric goods is identified by the Household Survey to be 

undertaken online.  Notably, within the Uppermill Zone some 15% of shopping trips are done online, 

which higher than the market shares achieved for all facilities in Tameside (9%) or in Manchester 

(7%).  This compares to less than 7% of shopping trips within the Chadderton Zone being done 

online.  This is likely to be reflective of the access to the internet together with the limited provision 

locally within the Uppermill Zone.   
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Table 6.23: Electrical Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 74.4 76.7 69.8 52.6 73.5 61.4 84.1 76.6 31.7 9.8 58.8 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 1.4 11.3 2.6 8.8 0.0 5.1 0.0 66.7 9.8 

            

Rochdale 6.4 9.1 5.5 2.5 1.3 3.8 2.9 1.3 56.9 0.0 11.6 

            

Manchester 2.6 1.3 12.3 20.1 6.6 6.3 1.4 1.3 2.5 2.5 5.8 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 

  

 Furniture Goods 

6.55 For Furniture Goods, the Household Survey identified that facilities within the Borough achieve a 

market share of 60% of shopping trips undertaken in the Study Area.  Table 6.24 provides a 

breakdown of the market share achieved by all facilities within the Borough.   

 

 Table 6.24: ‘Oldham Borough Furniture Goods Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

73.7 79.2 61.4 69.9 69.0 73.5 68.8 79.0 21.4 14.3 59.9 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.56 Again, existing facilities within the Borough are identified to achieve relatively high market shares 

within the Study Area, most notably within zones 1 to 8, which broadly represents the local authority 

area.  Indeed, more than 70% of shopping undertaken in the Shaw, Royton, Uppermill and Oldham 

West zones are retained by facilities in the Borough.  Figure 6.10 illustrates the penetration levels 

achieved by existing facilities in the Borough on a zone-by-zone basis.   
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 Figure 6.10: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Furniture 

Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6.57 In terms of the influence of competing facilities outside the Borough, despite the significant 

attraction of an IKEA store at the edge of Ashton-under-Lyne Town Centre, it appears from the 

findings of the Household Survey that facilities within Tameside have limited influence on shopping 

patterns within the zones that broadly represents Oldham Borough.  The highest market shares are 

identified to in the Lees Zone (14%) and Uppermill Zone (13%).  Facilities in Rochdale achieve 

comparable market shares within the Royton and Chadderton zones – 11% and 12% respectively – 

and facilities in Manchester have the biggest effect on shopping patterns within the Failsworth Zone 

(15%).  
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Table 6.25: Furniture Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 73.7 79.2 61.4 69.9 69.0 73.5 68.8 79.0 21.4 14.3 59.9 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 7.0 6.9 14.1 13.4 5.9 6.4 3.6 67.9 11.2 

            

Rochdale 8.3 11.1 12.3 1.4 3.2 0.0 7.8 0.0 55.4 0.0 11.9 

            

Manchester 5.6 4.2 14.1 15.1 4.7 8.4 2.0 6.5 3.6 10.7 7.7 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 

 

 DIY Goods 

6.58 With regard to DIY shopping, the Household Survey identifies that existing facilities in the Borough 

attract some 68% of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area.  Table 6.26 illustrates that 

within four of the ten zones comprising the Study Area; more than 90% of shopping trips 

undertaken are attracted to facilities within the Borough.  As would be expected the existing B&Q 

store at Westhulme Way is identified to be the most popular destination in the Borough – attracting 

more than 60% of shopping trips currently directed to facilities in the Borough. 

 

 Table 6.26: ‘Oldham Borough DIY Goods Market Share – 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

92.3 94.6 78.0 61.2 95.5 80.1 88.6 91.6 25.3 4.2 67.6 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.59 Figure 6.11 indicates the extent of the catchment area achieved by facilities within the Borough 

within the Study Area. 
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Figure 6.11: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – DIY Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.60 In terms of the influence of competing facilities in the neighbouring authorities Table 6.27 illustrates 

that facilities in Tameside (albeit primarily from the Mossley Zone) have the biggest influence on 

shopping patterns within the Study Area, followed by facilities in Rochdale. 

 

 Table 6.27: DIY Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 92.3 94.6 78.0 61.2 95.5 80.1 88.6 91.6 25.3 4.2 67.6 

            

Tameside 2.6 0.0 0.0 26.4 4.5 18.5 2.8 5.6 0.0 87.6 14.0 

            

Rochdale 5.2 5.2 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 5.7 0.0 72.0 0.0 13.7 

            

Manchester 0.0 0.0 8.8 12.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.3 0.0 2.6 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
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Garden Centre Goods 

6.61 With regard shopping for goods typically sold from garden centres, such as plants, shrubs, garden 

furniture, etc., the Household Survey identifies that existing facilities in the Borough attract some 

58% of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area.  Table 6.28 illustrates that within eight of 

the ten zones comprising the Study Area; more than half of shopping trips undertaken are attracted 

to facilities within the Borough.  Indeed, within the Failsworth, Uppermill, Lees and Oldham East 

zones more than 80% of shopping trips undertaken within this zone are directed to facilities within 

the Borough (Table 6.28).  As would be expected most shopping trips are directed to out-of-centre 

locations, reflecting the type of retail offer.  Within the Borough the most popular destinations are 

identified to be Newbank Garden Centre in Royton and Daisy Nook Garden centre in Failsworth, 

which both achieve a market share of 17% within the Study Area. 

 

 Table 6.28: Oldham Borough Garden Centre Goods Market Share – 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

69.1 59.8 31.8 84.6 84.3 88.9 81.6 78.1 6.9 61.0 58.2 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘varies/no pattern’ 

 

6.62 Figure 6.12 indicates the extent of the catchment area achieved by facilities within the Borough 

within the Study Area. 
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 Figure 6.12: Penetration Level Achieved by Existing Facilities in Oldham Borough – Garden Centre 

Goods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6.63 In terms of the influence of competing facilities in the neighbouring authorities Table 6.29 illustrates 

that facilities in Rochdale (albeit primarily from the Chadderton and Rochdale South zones) have the 

biggest influence on shopping patterns within the Study Area, followed by facilities in Tameside.  In 

terms of facilities outside the Borough, Gordon Rigg Garden Centre in Rochdale (22%) and All in One 

Garden Centre in Middleton (11%) are identified to be the most popular destinations. 

   

 Table 6.29: Garden Centre Goods Market Share Analysis - 2008 

Market Share (%) Local 
Authority 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Oldham 69.1 59.8 31.8 84.6 84.3 88.9 81.6 78.1 6.9 61.0 58.2 

            

Tameside 0.0 0.0 1.4 3.8 2.2 2.8 4.5 0.0 0.0 37.4 5.0 

            

Rochdale 31.0 38.7 65.1 9.6 8.9 5.6 9.1 18.8 92.0 0.0 34.9 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
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 Linked Trips 

6.64 The Household Survey also asked specific questions relating to whether linked trips were made 

between their main food shopping destination and other centres/facilities for any other activity as 

part of the same trip.  The Household Survey identified that some 79% of respondents within the 

Study Area did not combine their main food shopping trip with another activity.  This high proportion 

of respondents not undertaking linked trips is higher than experienced by WYG in other surveys.  For 

example, in the recently completed household survey for the Fylde Coast some 71% of respondents 

stated that they did undertake linked trips.    

 

6.65 Of those that do, 38% stated that they combined their main food shopping with non-food shopping, 

22% with a leisure activity and 19% with visiting other services, such as banks.  Moreover, of those 

respondents within the Study Area that do undertake non-food shopping as part of a linked trip with 

their main food shopping trip at facilities within the Borough, Oldham Town Centre was identified to 

be the most popular (32%) destination for this activity, followed by Chadderton (10%) and 

Failsworth (5%).  The number of linked trips undertaken on a zone-by-zone basis is illustrated at 

Table 6.30. 
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 Table 6.30: Levels of Linked Trips and Reasons to undertake Linked Trips – 2008 

Survey Zone 
% of Respondents who 
undertake Linked Trips 

Main Activities undertaken as 
part of Linked Trip 

Main Destinations (%) 

Shaw 18.0 
Non-food Shopping (6.0%) 
Leisure Activity (4.0%) 

Shaw (55.6%) 
Oldham (16.7%) 
Rochdale (11.1%) 

Royton 23.0 
Leisure Activity (10.0%) 

Non-food Shopping (8.0%) 

Royton (26.1%) 
Oldham (17.4%) 

Manchester (13.0%) 
Rochdale (13.0%) 

Chadderton 18.2 
Using local services (6.1%) 
Non-food Shopping (5.1%) 
Leisure Activity (5.1%) 

Oldham (50.0%) 
Chadderton (22.2%) 
Middleton (22.2%) 

Failsworth 14.3 Non-food Shopping (8.2%) 
Oldham (35.7%) 
Failsworth (28.6%) 
Chadderton (21.4%) 

Lees 25.3 
Non-food Shopping (7.1%) 
Using local services (7.1%) 

Oldham (80.0%) 
Lees (8.0%) 

Uppermill 26.0 
Non-food Shopping (13.0%) 

Visiting friends/relatives (5.0%) 

Ashton-under-Lyne (38.5%) 
Oldham (23.1%) 
Uppermill (7.7%) 

Oldham E 14.6 
Non-food Shopping (4.2%) 
Using local services (4.2%) 

Oldham (42.9%) 
Huddersfield Road (7.1%) 
Ashton-under-Lyne (7.1%) 

Oldham W 25.3 
Non-food Shopping (9.1%) 
Using local services (7.1%) 

Oldham (64.0%) 
Chadderton (20.0%) 

Rochdale S 20.8 Non-food Shopping (7.3%) 
Rochdale (50.0%) 
Middleton (25.0%) 
Chadderton (15.0%) 

Mossley 25.5 
Non-food Shopping (12.2%) 

Leisure Activity (9.2%) 

Ashton-under-Lyne (64.0%) 
Dukinfield (12.0%) 
Stalybridge (12.0%) 

TOTAL 20.9 

Non-food Shopping (7.8%) 
Leisure Activity (4.6%) 

Using local services (3.9%) 

Oldham (31.9%) 
Ashton-under-Lyne (11.1%) 

Rochdale (11.1%) 
Chadderton (10.4%) 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  

 

 Internet/Mail Order Shopping 

6.65 The Household Survey identified that for main food purchases, less than 2% of respondents within 

the Study Area stated that they undertook such shopping via the internet.  Of those that do, the vast 

majority (89%) purchased goods from Tesco.  This participation rate is comparable to the national 

average identified by MapInfo of 1.9% of all expenditure directed to Special Forms of Trading (e.g. 

internet shopping and other non-store activity) and to other similar household surveys undertaken 

by WYG (e.g. Bradford District – 1.2%, Calderdale – 1.0% and Fylde Coast Sub-Region – 2.7%).     

 

6.66 The popularity of shopping online is identified to fluctuate within the different zones within the Study 

Area.  Within the Lees Zone, almost 5% of main food shopping is identified to be done online.  This 

compares to no one in the Oldham West Zone.  Similarly, the popularity of online shopping varies 
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within the different age bands.  Indeed, whereas almost 4% of main food shopping trips are done 

online by respondents aged 18 to 34 years old, this compares to only 1% in the 35 to 54 age band 

and those respondents over 55 years old.   

 

6.67 In terms of clothing and footwear goods, the Household Survey identified that almost 5% of 

respondents within the Study Area purchased these goods via the internet or mail order.  Unlike food 

shopping, this was identified to be most popular for respondents aged 55 years or over (6%) 

followed by respondents aged 45 to 54 years (4%).  In contrast, just over 2% of respondents aged 

18 to 34 years old indicated that they purchased clothing and footwear goods via the internet.   

 

6.68 This market share compares to some 17% of purchases for Books, CDs, DVDs, etc. being made via 

the internet or mail order, which is more than half the overall market share achieved by Oldham 

Town Centre (33%).   This reflects the growing popularity of online purchases for these types of 

goods.  Indeed, almost a quarter of respondents aged 18 to 34 years who purchased these goods 

did so via the internet or mail order. 

 

6.69 In terms of Small Household Goods, such as home furnishings, more than 4% of respondents used 

the internet/mail order for their last purchase.  This compares to 10% of respondents using the 

internet/mail order to purchase Toys, Games, Bicycles and Recreational Goods and only 2% 

purchasing Chemist Goods via the internet/mail order. 

 

6.70 With regard to bulkier goods, for large electrical items (such as TVs, fridges, etc.) more than 10% of 

respondents made their last purchase via the internet/mail order.   

 

6.71 Less than 5% of respondents last purchased Furniture Goods via the internet/mail order and some 

1% of respondents purchased DIY Goods by internet/mail order, reflecting the limited popularity of 

the internet/mail order for these types of goods.  Similarly, no respondents suggested that they 

purchased garden centre goods via the internet.   

 

6.72 Overall, internet shopping is identified to account for 6.2% of comparison goods expenditure 

generated in the Study Area.  This compares to the national average identified by MapInfo of 5.3% 

(although this is based on 2005 data) and other recent household surveys (e.g. Fylde Coast Sub-

Region – 6.7% and Calderdale – 6.5%).  Our experience of shopping patterns elsewhere in the 
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country suggests that generally higher market shares achieved by internet sales/mail order are found 

in rural areas where access to major retail destinations is more difficult than in urban areas such as 

Oldham.       

 

6.73 When asked if people used electronic home shopping (internet or TV Shopping), some 42% of 

respondents within the Study Area stated that they did.  This increased to 63% for respondents aged 

18 to 34 years old and reduced to 25% for respondents aged 55 years or over.   

 

6.74 Of those respondents using the internet for shopping purchases CDs, books and music were 

identified to be the most popular, with 67% of purchasing these goods.  Other popular purchases 

included clothing and footwear (29%), small electrical items (22%), holidays (15%) and large 

electrical items (14%). 

 

 Summary 

6.75 Based on the findings of the Household Survey it is possible to identify the following key findings: 

 

 Food Shopping 

6.76 The principal ‘main food’ shopping destinations within the Borough are identified by the Household 

Survey to be the Asda store in Chadderton (15%); the Morrisons store at Holinwood Avenue (8%); 

the Sainsbury’s store at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre (8%); the Asda store at Greenfield Lane in 

Shaw (7%); and the Tesco store at Oldham Way (7%). 

 

6.77 Overall convenience goods facilities within the Borough attract almost 68% of main food shopping 

trips undertaken by residents within the Study Area.   

 

6.78 The Household Survey identifies that for ‘top-up’ convenience shopping existing facilities within the 

Borough attract 70% of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area.  Whilst this is only 

marginally higher than that identified for main food shopping (68%) it is notable that local facilities 

such as those in rural areas (e.g. Uppermill) have a much more important role to play as ‘top-up’ 

shopping destinations as people are not willing to travel as far for these types of shopping trips than 

they do for main food shopping trips where people tend to visit larger facilities. 
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6.79 The patterns of convenience goods shopping in the Study Area recorded by the Household Survey is 

as follows: 

             

       Main   Top-up     

  Oldham Borough     67.5%   70.1%   

 Tameside      12.3%   8.9% 

 Manchester     1.7%   0.8% 

 Rochdale      15.0%   20.3% 

 Other      1.8%   0.2% 

 Internet/home delivery     1.7%   0.0% 

 TOTAL      100.0%   100.0% 

              

 

6.80 Overall, approximately 32% of main food shopping trips (including internet/home delivery) and 30% 

of ‘top-up’ convenience shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area are directed to facilities 

outside the Borough.  This is primarily within the Rochdale South and Mossley zones, which are both 

located outside Oldham Borough.  Within zones 1 to 8 of the Study Area (which broadly represents 

the local authority area) the market share achieved by facilities in the Borough is notably higher (c. 

83%) for main food shopping and 89% for ‘top-up’ shopping.  The findings of the Household Survey 

suggests that within the Borough limited shopping trips for convenience goods are made to facilities 

elsewhere.   

 

 Non Food Shopping 

6.81 In terms of non-bulky comparison goods shopping, facilities within Oldham Borough achieve lower 

market shares that that identified for convenience goods shopping.  This is not surprising given that 

people are more willing to travel greater distances to buy goods such as clothing and footwear 

together with the strength of competing provision, most notably Manchester City Centre.  Whilst the 

market shares for bulky comparison goods is generally higher than non-bulky shopping, it remains 

lower than that identified for convenience goods shopping.   

 

6.82 The pattern for comparison goods shopping within the Study Area recorded by the Household Survey 

is identified as follows: 
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  Oldham Borough      Tameside        Manchester Rochdale  Other Internet  

            __ 
 
Clothing & Footwear 45.6%       9.2%  19.2%  9.4%  12.1% 4.5%  
Books, CDs, etc. 46.0%       8.0%  13.7%  9.1%  6.6% 16.6%  
Household Goods 54.1%       15.5%  9.5%  10.0%  6.8% 4.1% 
Toys, etc.  47.8%       9.7%  18.9%  8.8%  4.8% 10.0%  
Chemist Goods 64.1%       7.5%  3.7%  16.3%  6.1% 2.3% 
Electrical Goods 58.8%       9.8%  5.8%  11.6%  3.9% 10.1% 
Furniture Goods 59.9%       11.2%  7.7%  11.9%  4.7% 4.8% 
DIY Goods  67.6%       14.0%  2.6%  13.7%  4.2% 0.9% 
Garden Centre Goods 58.2%       5.0%  0.0%  34.9%  1.9% 0.0%      
Overall  55.2%       10.4%  11.9%  9.7%  6.6% 6.1%   

     
             
 

   

6.83 The Household Survey identifies that facilities within Oldham Borough attract between 46% (Clothing 

& Footwear and Books, CDs, etc,) and 68% (DIY Goods) of comparison goods shopping trips 

undertaken within the Study Area.  Oldham Town Centre is identified to be the most popular 

destination for comparison goods shopping.  An above proportion of younger shoppers (aged to 18 

to 34 years) within the Study Area appear to be attracted to Oldham for Clothing and Footwear 

shopping trips, whereas the older population appear to be attracted to either Rochdale or Ashton-

under-Lyne.  
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7.0 POPULATION AND EXPENDITURE 

 

7.01 This section of the report assesses the current population and expenditure generated within Oldham 

Borough (which broadly equates to zones 1 to 8 inclusive) and the wider Oldham Study Area, which 

extends into the neighbouring authorities of Rochdale (Zone 9) and Tameside (Zone 10) for both 

convenience and comparison goods.  This expenditure is applied to the identified market shares 

derived from the Household Survey. 

 

 Study Area Population 

7.02 The population within each postal code sector has been calculated using MapInfo AnySite data (2005 

estimate).  The population has been projected forward based on the Greater Manchester Forecasting 

Model for each local authority (2007 update).  In this respect, the forecast growth in population for 

Oldham Borough based on interpolated growth has been assumed for zones 1 to 8 inclusive, which 

broadly represents the local authority area of Oldham.  The growth rates identified by the Greater 

Manchester Forecasting Model for Rochdale (Zone 9 – Rochdale South) and for Tameside (Zone 10 – 

Mossley Zone) have been adopted. 

 

7.03 Based on these assumptions the adopted Study Area is identified to contain a resident population of 

approximately 288,825 people (2008 estimate), which is set to increase to 290,270 people by 2011, 

to 291,238 people by 2013, to 292,137 people by 2016, to 292,739 people by 2018, to 294,251 

people by 2023 and to 295,022 people by 2026.  This represents an increase of 6,197 people 

(2.15%) between 2008 and 2026. 

 

7.04 Population figures (derived from MapInfo) are provided for each of the ten survey zones.  For the 

purposes of this study, population and expenditure has been calculated at five-year intervals in 

accordance with PPS6 (i.e. 2013, 2018 and 2023) through to 2026.  In addition, population and 

expenditure estimates are also provided for 2011, the date when the Core Strategy is expected to be 

adopted and 2016, which represents five years after the adoption of the Core Strategy.   Table 7.1 

provides a detailed breakdown of the forecast population change within each survey zone through to 

2026. 
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Table 7.1: Population by Survey Zone (2008 – 2026) 
Survey Zone 2008 2011 2013 2016 2018 2023 2026 

1 Shaw 30,456 30,588 30,677 30,737 30,778 30,879 30,940 

2 Royton 30,960 31,095 31,185 31,247 31,288 31,390 31,452 

3 Chadderton 38,070 38,296 38,346 38,422 38,472 38,599 38,675 

4 Failsworth 30,692 30,825 30,914 30,975 31,016 31,118 31,179 

5 Lees 22,828 22,927 22,993 23,039 23,069 23,145 23,190 

6 Uppermill 14,373 14,435 14,477 14,506 14,525 14,572 14,601 

7 Oldham East 22,641 22,739 22,805 22,850 22,880 22,955 23,001 

8 Oldham West 41,340 41,610 41,731 41,813 41,868 42,005 42,088 

9 Rochdale South 29,090 29,283 29,412 29,620 29,759 30,110 30,181 

10 Mossley 28,287 28,532 28,697 28,929 29,084 29,477 29,715 

TOTAL 288,825 290,270 291,238 292,137 292,739 294,251 295,022 

  Source: MapInfo AnySite Data (2005) and Greater Manchester Forecasting Model 

  

Retail Expenditure 

7.05 In order to calculate convenience and comparison goods expenditure per capita, WYG has utilised 

MapInfo AnySite Report data, which provide detailed information on local consumer expenditure and 

which takes into account the socio-economic characteristics of the local resident population.  

MapInfo is a widely accepted source of expenditure and population information and is used 

nationally.  Table 7.2 provides a breakdown of average expenditure per capita of the resident 

population within the defined Study Area on a zone-by-zone basis.  

 

 Table 7.2: Retail Expenditure per Capita by Survey Zone - 2005 
Survey Zone Goods 

 Convenience Comparison 

1 Shaw £1,559 £2,675 

2 Royton £1,574 £2,699 

3 Chadderton £1,590 £2,722 

4 Failsworth £1,515 £2,530 

5 Lees £1,609 £2,803 

6 Uppermill £1,725 £3,144 

7 Oldham East £1,402 £2,319 

8 Oldham West £1,332 £2,151 

9 Rochdale South £1,546 £2,637 

10 Mossley £1,568 £2,680 

Study Area £1,527 £2,595 

UK Average £1,577 £2,903 

  Source: MapInfo AnySite Data (2005)  
  National average for 2005 derived from MapInfo Brief 08/02 
  At 2005 prices 

 

7.06 Table 7.2 illustrates that the annual average consumer retail expenditure on comparison goods 

within the Study Area is identified to be significantly higher than that identified for convenience 
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goods.  Furthermore, it is notable that the average expenditure generated in the Study Area for 

convenience and comparison goods is below the UK average (by 3.2% and 10.6% respectively).  In 

this respect, within certain zones within the Study Area the annual average consumer expenditure is 

notably below the UK average.  For example, within the Oldham East and Oldham West zones, 

average comparison goods expenditure is identified 20% and 26% respectively below the UK 

average.  In contrast, both the annual convenience and comparison goods expenditure within the 

Uppermill Zone is identified to be the above the national average (by 9% and 8% respectively).  This 

highlights the notable differences in expenditure within the Study Area.  

 

7.07 Forecasts have been derived from MapInfo Brief 08/02, which was published in 2008.  In terms of 

convenience goods (which include food products, alcohol and newspapers/magazines) MapInfo 

identifies a forecast growth rate of +1.5% per annum between 2006 and 2018 (Table 2 of 

Information Brief 08/02).  This forecast is consistent with past trends, but is also based upon 

expected changes in other economic variables of interest according to historic relationships.  For the 

purposes of this study this forecast growth rate has been utilised up to 2026. 

 

7.08 For comparison goods (e.g. clothing, footwear, electrical items, furniture, etc.) MapInfo identifies a 

forecast growth rate of +4.0% per annum between 2006 and 2018.  This forecast growth rate has 

been applied for the purposes of this study. 

 

7.09 Using these forecast growth rates identified by MapInfo, it is possible to produce expenditure 

estimates for each survey zone in 2008, 2011, 2013, 2016, 2018, 2023 and 2026.  This assessment 

takes into account both retail expenditure growth and population change.   
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 Table 7.3: Convenience Goods Expenditure by Survey Zone (2008 – 2026) 
Survey Zone 2008 2011 2013 2016 2018 2023 2026 

1 Shaw £49.84m £52.35m £54.08m £56.67m £58.46m £63.18m £66.20m 

2 Royton £51.16m £53.73m £55.51m £58.16m £60.00m £64.85m £67.94m 

3 Chadderton £63.54m £66.73m £68.95m £72.24m £74.52m £80.55m £84.39m 

4 Failsworth £48.81m £51.26m £52.97m £55.49m £57.25m £61.87m £64.83m 

5 Lees £38.56m £40.49m £41.84m £43.84m £45.22m £48.87m £51.21m 

6 Uppermill £26.03m £27.33m £28.24m £29.59m £30.52m £32.99m £34.57m 

7 Oldham East £33.32m £35.00m £36.16m £37.88m £39.08m £42.24m £44.26m 

8 Oldham West £57.93m £60.84m £62.86m £65.86m £67.94m £73.43m £76.94m 

9 Rochdale South £47.21m £49.69m £51.42m £54.15m £56.05m £61.09m £64.03m 

10 Mossley £46.56m £49.11m £50.89m £53.64m £55.56m £60.66m £63.94m 

TOTAL £462.96m £486.54m £502.92m £527.52m £544.60m £589.74m £618.30m 

  Source: MapInfo AnySite Data (2005) and Greater Manchester Forecasting Model 
  At 2005 prices 

 
 

Table 7.4: Comparison Goods Expenditure by Survey Zone (2008 – 2026) 
Survey Zone 2008 2011 2013 2016 2018 2023 2026 

1 Shaw £94.66m £106.94m £116.01m £133.53m £141.60m £172.85m £194.81m 

2 Royton £97.09m £109.69m £118.99m £136.91m £145.24m £177.29m £199.82m 

3 Chadderton £120.41m £136.03m £147.56m £169.77m £180.12m £219.86m £247.80m 

4 Failsworth £90.22m £101.93m £110.57m £127.26m £134.96m £164.74m £185.68m 

5 Lees £74.35m £83.99m £91.11m £104.83m £111.21m £135.75m £153.01m 

6 Uppermill £52.50m £59.32m £64.34m £73.99m £78.54m £95.87m £108.06m 

7 Oldham East £61.01m £68.92m £74.76m £86.12m £91.26m £111.40m £125.55m 

8 Oldham West £103.55m £116.98m £126.89m £146.19m £154.89m £189.07m £213.10m 

9 Rochdale South £89.13m £100.93m £109.64m £126.85m £134.97m £166.15m £187.34m 

10 Mossley 88.08m £99.94m £108.72m £125.91m £134.06m £165.31m £187.46m 

TOTAL £871.00 £984.68 £1,068.59m £1,231.37m £1,306.87m £1,598.29m £1,802.61m 

  Source: MapInfo AnySite Data (2005) and Greater Manchester Forecasting Model 
  At 2005 prices 

  

 Convenience Goods Expenditure 

 

7.10 It is estimated that in 2008 the resident population within the Study Area generates some £462.96m 

of convenience goods expenditure (at 2005 prices).  By 2026, this expenditure is estimated to be 

£618.30m, an increase of some £155.34m (or 34%) between 2008 and 2026. 

 

 Main Food and ‘Top-up’ Shopping 

7.11 As part of the Household Survey, respondents were specifically asked questions in relation to the 

proportion of money they spend on their main food shopping and ‘top-up’ shopping.  Analysis of 

these results indicates that approximately 83% of total convenience goods expenditure is spent on 
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main food shopping with the residual (17%) directed to ‘top-up’ shopping – although this differs on a 

zone-by-zone basis.  In order to analyse the survey results for both main and ‘top-up’ shopping trips, 

WYG has sub-divided the total convenience expenditure for the identified Study Area using the splits 

identified by the Household Survey.  This main/top-up split identified by the findings of the 

Household Survey is broadly reflective of our experience elsewhere.  Indeed, recent surveys recently 

undertaken by WYG identified main/top splits of 82%/18% - (Fylde Coast); 80%/20% (Bradford); 

and 82%/18% (Calderdale).  

 

7.12 Based on these splits, convenience goods expenditure on main food shopping is estimated to be 

approximately £385.96m in 2008.  With regard to ‘top-up’ shopping, in 2008 the resident population 

within the Study Area is estimated to generate £76.99m of convenience goods expenditure – as 

illustrated at Table 2B at Appendix 7. 

 

 Comparison Goods Expenditure 

 

7.13 By 2026, the population within the Study Area is estimated to generate some £1,802.61m of 

comparison goods expenditure, increasing from £871.00m in 2008.  This represents an increase of 

more than 107% (or £931.61m) between 2008 and 20268. 

  

7.14 As previously highlighted, for the purposes of this study comparison goods expenditure has also 

been divided into nine sub-categories: ‘Furniture’, ‘DIY’, ‘Electrical’, ‘Garden Centre’ – ‘bulky goods’ 

and what are referred to as non-bulky goods: ‘Clothing & Footwear’, ‘Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.’, 

‘Household Goods’, ‘Toys, Bicycles and Other Recreational Goods’ and ‘Chemist Goods’.  Although 

PPS6 advises that in identifying quantitative need for additional development expenditure levels 

should relate to the class of goods to be sold within the broad categories of ‘convenience’ and 

‘comparison’ goods, ‘bulky’ and ‘non-bulky’ goods have also been examined in order to provide a 

qualitative overview.  

 

 Oldham Borough’s Market Share 

7.15 Having calculated the likely levels of expenditure that are generated by the resident population 

within the defined Study Area it is also important to understand what proportion of this expenditure 

                                                 
8 Does not allow for any growth in SFT.  Table 6 at Appendix 7 allows for growth in SFT and therefore are not directly comparable, 
whereas Table 6A does not take into account SFT. 
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is currently attracted to retail facilities within the Oldham Borough.  These market shares may differ 

slightly to those outlined in Section 6 as they are based on expenditure rather than shopping trips. 

 

7.16 As previously highlighted, this study has involved the completion of more than 1,000 household 

telephone interviews throughout the Borough and just beyond.  By analysing the results from the 

survey it has been possible to understand the likely levels of expenditure that is captured by facilities 

in the Borough.  The market shares for the various expenditure categories are highlighted in Table 

7.5 and Table 7.6. 

 
Table 7.5: Oldham Borough’s Current Market Share (2008) – Convenience   

Market Share (%) 
Zone 

Main ‘Top-up’ Total^ 

1 Shaw 82.9 93.9 85.5 

2 Royton 86.3 87.2 86.5 

3 Chadderton 75.8 59.3 72.8 

4 Failsworth 93.4 92.8 93.3 

5 Lees 82.9 88.1 83.5 

6 Uppermill 67.8 72.2 68.6 

7 Oldham East 91.0 87.9 90.5 

8 Oldham West 90.1 98.0 91.2 

9 Rochdale South 25.3 13.8 23.5 

10 Mossley 2.2 17.8 5.0 

TOTAL 70.1 70.6 70.4 

 Source: Oldham Household Survey (September 2008) 
  ^Based on cumulative market share of main and top-up food shopping 
  Based on market share of expenditure 
  At 2005 prices 
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Table 7.6: Oldham Borough’s Current Market Share (2008) – Comparison 
Market Share (%) 

Zone Clothing & 
Footwear 

Books, 
CDs, etc. 

Household 
Goods 

Toys, 
etc. 

Chemist Electrical Furniture DIY Garden Total^ 

1 Shaw 64.9 59.5 83.7 73.6 84.6 74.3 73.6 92.2 69.1 74.0 

2 Royton 52.1 56.2 56.6 50.0 80.8 76.6 79.1 94.8 59.8 64.6 

3 Chadderton 40.8 44.6 56.9 50.0 63.4 68.4 61.3 80.3 32.7 54.6 

4 Failsworth 46.4 64.2 49.2 41.2 81.2 52.4 69.8 61.1 84.5 56.0 

5 Lees 53.6 56.7 61.5 50.0 88.1 73.7 67.1 95.5 85.0 65.2 

6 Uppermill 44.7 43.6 57.6 45.2 68.8 61.2 63.3 71.5 88.9 55.8 

7 Oldham East 68.0 72.9 68.7 74.9 88.7 84.2 68.6 88.6 81.7 75.3 

8 Oldham West 69.4 68.0 80.5 74.4 93.3 76.1 77.5 91.6 77.7 77.1 

9 Rochdale South 16.4 10.0 24.7 14.3 12.2 31.7 21.4 25.33 7.1 18.8 

10 Mossley 13.7 4.1 8.9 9.3 5.4 9.8 14.3 4.2 60.7 10.9 

TOTAL 46.8 47.6 54.8 48.2 66.1 60.7 59.7 70.6 61.6 55.2 

Source: Oldham Household Survey (September 2008) 
 ^Based on cumulative market share of all comparison goods categories 
 Based on market share of expenditure 
 At 2005 prices 

 

7.17 Table 7.5 indicates that destinations within the Borough attract some 70% of main food shopping 

expenditure generated by residents within the Study Area.  Similarly, in terms of ‘top-up’ 

convenience shopping, existing facilities within the Borough attract more than 70% of expenditure 

generated in the Study Area.  This equates to £269.92m of main food expenditure and £55.83m of 

‘top-up’ expenditure generated in the Study Area directed to destinations in the Borough.  

Accordingly, facilities attract £325.74m of convenience goods expenditure generated in the Study 

Area.    

 

7.18 Understandably, the level of retention differs within the different zones.  Within the Failsworth Zone, 

Oldham East Zone and Oldham West Zone, more than 90% of convenience goods expenditure 

generated in these zones is retained by facilities in the Borough.  This compares to less than a 

quarter (24%) of convenience goods expenditure generated in Rochdale South Zone being attracted 

to facilities in the Borough and only 5% of expenditure generated in the Mossley Zone being 

attracted to facilities in the Borough.  This is not surprising given that both these zones extend into 

the neighbouring authorities of Rochdale and Tameside.  

 

7.19 In terms of individual stores within the Borough, the out-of-centre Asda store at Milne Street in 

Chadderton is identified to be the most popular, achieving a convenience goods turnover of £62.95m 

derived from the resident population within the Study Area.  Other popular stores include the Asda 
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store at Greenfield Road near Shaw (£34.88m), the edge-of-centre Sainsbury’s store on Union Street 

in Oldham (£34.21m) and the out-of-centre Morrisons store on Hollinwood Avenue (£31.26m).  

Outside the Borough, facilities in Rochdale and Tameside are identified to be the most popular, 

particularly within the South Rochdale Zone and Mossley Zone. 

 

7.20 With regard to comparison goods shopping, the greatest market share achieved by existing facilities 

in the Borough is for ‘DIY’ and ‘Chemist’ goods, which attract 71% and 66% respectively of 

expenditure generated in the Study Area.  This compares to a market share of less than 50% for 

‘Clothing & Footwear’, ‘Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.’ and ‘Toys & Recreational Goods’. 

 

7.21 Collectively, the identified ‘bulky goods sector’ is identified to achieve a market share of 63% (or 

£169.75m).  This market share reflects the relative strength of bulky goods provision within the 

Borough.  Within the bulky goods sector facilities in the Borough are identified to attract 61% of 

expenditure generated for ‘Electrical Goods’, which compares to a 60% market share for ‘Furniture 

Goods’, 71% market share for ‘DIY Goods’ and 62% for ‘Garden Centre Goods’. 

 

7.22 In respect of non-bulky comparison goods expenditure, existing facilities within the Borough attract 

52% (or £311.44m) of expenditure generated in the Study Area, which is lower than that achieved 

for bulky goods (62%).  Clearly, the influence of competing centres such as the Regional Centre of 

Manchester for non-bulky goods shopping within the Study Area has an influence on shopping 

patterns within the Study Area.  

 

7.23 Within the broad classification of non-bulky goods, facilities in the Borough are identified to attract 

66% of expenditure generated on ‘Chemist Goods’ within the Study Area.  This compares to only 

47% for ‘Clothing & Footwear’ and 48% for ‘Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.’     

 

7.24 Collectively (bulky and non-bulky comparison goods) existing facilities within the Borough attract just 

over half (55%) of all comparison goods expenditure generated in the Study Area.  By including 

convenience goods expenditure, the overall market share of all facilities within Borough increases to 

60% of all expenditure generated in the Study Area (both convenience and comparison goods).  This 

equates to £804.90m of expenditure, comprising £325.74m of convenience goods expenditure and 

£481.19 of comparison goods expenditure. 
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7.25 Figure 7.1 provides a breakdown of the market share by zone for all expenditure categories. 

 

 Figure 7.1: Comparative Market Shares by Zone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Oldham Household Survey (September 2008) and WYG analysis 

 

 Forecast Growth in Expenditure Attracted to Oldham Borough 

7.26 With forecast growth in convenience expenditure predicted at +1.5% per annum after 2008 together 

with the estimated growth in population, it is estimated that the Borough will experience an increase 

in convenience goods expenditure of up to £110m by 2026 – assuming constant market share. 

 

7.27 The significant increase forecast in expenditure on comparison goods (+4.0% per annum) would 

suggest that Borough’s market share would capture a further £514m of comparison goods 

expenditure between 2008 and 2026, which would be available for comparison retail facilities within 

Borough - not allowing for any growth in Special Forms of Trading.   
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7.28 This analysis is based on ‘rolling forward’ the current market shares for each category of goods 

identified within the Study Area.  This approach of ‘rolling forward’ current market shares is in line 

with standard practice and does not take into account the desirability or need to clawback leakage 

between centres that might be achieved through improvements in provision within and outside the 

Study Area.   

 

7.29 In order for the Borough to capture the significant growth in retail expenditure, it is likely that there 

will be a need to enhance future retail provision, thereby ensuring that this growth is not lost to 

competing centres and that the Borough’s future market share does not decline. 

 

7.30 If an excess of comparison or convenience goods expenditure manifests itself within the Borough 

this does not translate directly into a requirement for additional floorspace.  It will be necessary to 

take account of: 

 

• Existing development proposals; 

 
• Expected changes in shopping patterns (including growth of online shopping); 

 
• The current capacity and efficiency of retail floorspace within the established centres; 

 
• Future changes in business productivity and current development commitments; and 

 
• Potential changes in forecast expenditure growth in the future. 

 

  Potential Implications of Different Population Projections 

7.31 The analysis above is based on expenditure generated within the Study Area is based on applying 

the population forecasts in the Greater Manchester Forecasting Model to local expenditure estimates 

derived from MapInfo.  It is notable that the population growth forecasts identified in the Greater 

Manchester Forecasting Model (between 2006 and 2026) differ significantly from the latest ONS 

population projections as summarised below: 

 

    GMFM     ONS 

 Oldham Borough:  +1.91%     +8.88%  

 Tameside Borough: +4.23%     +9.90% 

 Rochdale Borough: +4.84%     +7.46% 
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7.32 Given these notable differences it is important to assess the potential implications of applying the 

latest ONS population estimates.  In this respect, Table 7.7 provides a breakdown of the impact of 

applying the higher ONS population forecasts. 

 

Table 7.7: Impact on Expenditure of Applying Higher Population Growth Rate (2008 – 2026) 
Survey Zone 2008 2011 2013 2016 2018 2023 2026 

Convenience        

GMFM £462.96m £486.54m £502.92m £527.52m £544.60m £589.74m £618.30m 

ONS £465.43m £392.75m £511.85m £539.62m £564.50m £622.57m £658.93m 

        

Comparison        

GMFM £871.00m £984.68m £1,068.59m £1,231.37m £1,306.87m £1,598.29m £1,802.61m 

ONS £875.65m £997.26m £1,087.57m £1,267.06m £1,354.60m £1,687.25m £1,921.02m 

  Source: MapInfo AnySite Data (2005) and Greater Manchester Forecasting Model 

 

7.33 Table 7.7 illustrates that by applying the latest ONS population projections, the available 

convenience goods expenditure generated by the resident population within the Study Area 

increases from £618.30m in 2026 to £658.93m – a difference of £40.63m.  Similarly, with regard to 

comparison goods shopping, the level of expenditure generated by the resident population increased 

from £1,802.61m in 2026 to £1,921.02m based on applying the higher population growth rate – a 

difference of £118.41m.  Clearly, the different population forecast have an impact on expenditure 

within the Borough to support additional retail floorspace.  Although given the significant growth in 

population forecast by the latest ONS projections these figures should be treated with caution.   
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8.0 RETAIL CAPACITY AND THE ROLE OF EXISTING CENTRES 

 

 Introduction 

8.01 The modelling for the capacity assessment has been undertaken for two different categories of 

expenditure.  Typically these categories reflect the differences in patterns for convenience shopping 

and comparison shopping.  This approach is advocated in PPS6, which states at paragraph 2.34 that: 

 

 ‘In assessing quantitative need for additional development when preparing its development plan 

documents, a local planning authority should assess the likely future demand for additional retail 

and leisure, having regard to a realistic assessment of: 

 

• Existing and forecast population levels; 

• Forecast expenditure for specific classes of goods to be sold, within the broad categories of 

comparison and convenience goods and for the main leisure sectors; and 

• Forecast improvements in productivity in the use of floorspace.’ 

 

8.02 For the purposes of this capacity exercise, WYG has primarily examined the need for new 

convenience and comparison floorspace.  Indicative capacity assessments are provided for 2011, 

2013 together with 2018, 2023 and 2026.  Any assessment in the long-term should be viewed with 

caution.  Any identified need or capacity beyond 2013 is not justification for new retail floorspace 

outside of existing centres, as this could prejudice more central sites coming forward that, although 

not available for retail development at present, may become available between now and 2013 or 

after 2013. 

 

 Capacity Formula 

8.03 For all types of capacity assessment, the conceptual approach is broadly identical, although the data 

sources and assumptions may differ.  The key relationship is Expenditure generated in a Study Area 

(£m), which allows for population change and retail growth minus the turnover of existing and 

committed retail floorspace and allowing for forecast improvements in ‘productivity’ (£m) equals 

Residual Capacity/Deficit (£m). 

 

 Expenditure (£m) – the expenditure element of the above equation is calculated by taking the 

population within the defined Study Area and then multiplying this figure by the average annual 
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expenditure levels for various forms of retail spending per annum.  The formula is subject to a 

number of factors, which need to be considered to help provide the most accurate figure for that 

particular catchment.  These include: 

 

• Change in population; 

• Growth in expenditure per person per annum; and 

• Special Forms of Trading (e.g. catalogue shopping/internet). 

 

 Turnover (£m) – the turnover figure relates to the annual turnover generated by existing retail 

facilities within the Study Area.  The turnover of existing facilities is calculated using Mintel Retail 

Rankings and/or Verdict Grocery Retailers – independent analysis which lists the sales densities 

(trading performance) for major retail multiples. 

 

 Residual Capacity/Deficit (£m) – this represents the difference between the expenditure and 

turnover figures outlined above.  A surplus figure will suggest an ‘under provision’ of retail facilities 

within the Study Area (which all things being equal would suggest that additional floorspace is 

required), whereas a deficit would represent an over provision of retail facilities (and in these 

circumstances it would prove difficult to justify additional floorspace). 

 

8.04 Although a surplus figure is generated in monetary terms, it is possible to convert this figure into an 

indication of aggregate floorspace.  The level of floorspace will vary dependent on the type of retail 

floorspace and goods sold.  Indeed, retailers such as electrical retailers (which are considered a 

bulky goods retailer) have a much higher sales density than other bulky goods retailers such as 

carpet retailers and leading clothing and footwear operators (non-bulky) generally have a higher 

sales density than bulky goods retailers. 

 

 Oldham Borough 

 

 Overview 

8.05 The adopted Oldham Metropolitan Borough Unitary Development Plan (July 2006) identifies Oldham 

as the only ‘town centre’ within the Borough and consequently is at the top of the local retail 

hierarchy.  The UDP also identifies seven district centres within the Borough.  These are Chadderton, 

Failsworth, Huddersfield Road (“Hill Stores”), Lees, Royton, Shaw and Uppermill.  The UDP identifies 
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that town and district centres provide the focus for a range of important facilities that are accessible 

to all residents in the Borough.  

 

8.06 Oldham Town Centre is clearly the dominant retail destination in terms of retail floorspace, 

comprising almost 55,000 sq m (gross) of retail floorspace (Experian Goad, October 20089).  A plan 

showing the extent of the town centre (as defined by Experian) is contained at Appendix 5. 

 

8.07 The seven district centres within the Borough contain varying levels of retail floorspace and are 

summarised as follows: 

 

• Chadderton – 11,632 sq m (including Asda store) based on WYG survey based on Council 

defined district centre boundaries as identified in the UDP10; 

• Failsworth – 9,771 sq m (including Tesco Extra store) based on WYG survey based on Council 

defined district centre boundaries as identified in the UDP; 

• Shaw – 12,813 sq m (derived from Experian Goad – updated 2008); 

• Royton – 4,220 sq m (derived from Experian Goad – updated 2008); 

• Huddersfield Road – 4,076 sq m (including existing Tesco store) based on WYG survey based on 

Council defined district centre boundaries as defined in the UDP; 

• Uppermill – 3,050 sq m (derived from Experian Goad); and 

• Lees – 1,291 sq m based on WYG survey based on Council defined district centre boundaries as 

defined in the UDP. 

 

 Plans showing the extent of the defined centres identified for this study are contained at  Appendix 

5. 

 

 Convenience Goods Shopping 

 

 Existing Provision 

8.08 In order to ascertain the likely need for additional convenience goods floorspace within the Borough, 

it is important to understand the nature of the existing supply.  The Borough contains a number of 

large-format supermarkets, including Asda store on Milne Street in Chadderton District Centre; the 

                                                 
9 Based on occupied convenience and comparison goods floorspace only 
10 Based on same methodology adopted by Experian Goad, undertaken by WYG (2008) 
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Tesco Extra store that anchors Failsworth Shopping Precinct; the Tesco store at Bleasby Street in 

Huddersfield Road District Centre (which is currently being redeveloped to create a much larger 

store); the Asda store in Shaw District Centre; the edge-of central shopping core Sainsbury’s store in 

Oldham; and the out-of-centre Tesco store at Oldham Way and Morrisons stores at Poplar Street and 

Hollinwood Avenue near to Failsworth District Centre. 

 

8.09 In addition to these large-format foodstores, the Borough also contains a range of smaller 

convenience stores and independent retailers that complement the offer available within the larger 

stores.     

 

 Market Shares and Capacity 

8.10 Based on the current market share of all existing facilities within the Borough, which includes 

Oldham Town Centre, the seven district centres, freestanding stores, local shopping parades, etc. 

our analysis indicates that existing facilities in the Borough have a convenience goods turnover of 

some £325.74m in 2008.  This equates to a market share of 70.4% of expenditure generated by 

residents within the Study Area.    

 

8.11 In terms of the eight zones that broadly reflect Oldham Borough (zones 1 to 8 inclusive) the market 

share of existing facilities within the Borough is identified to increase to 84.6% (or £312.30m).  This 

high level of retention suggests that there is limited ‘leakage’ of convenience goods expenditure 

generated by residents within the Borough (c. £57m in 2008).  Of this lost expenditure, as would be 

expected, most is from the peripheral zones.  For example, some 27% of convenience goods 

expenditure generated in Zone 3 (‘Chadderton’) is directed to facilities outside the Borough, most 

notably to facilities in Middleton (12%).  This level of expenditure directed to facilities outside the 

Borough may increase following the development of a new and enlarged Tesco store in Middleton.   

 

8.12 Similarly, some 15% of convenience goods expenditure generated in Zone 1 (Shaw) is directed to 

facilities outside the Borough, primarily to facilities in Rochdale.   

 

8.13 In terms of individual foodstores within the Borough, the Household Survey results suggest that the 

Asda store in Chadderton District Centre is the most popular attracting a convenience goods turnover 

from within the Study Area of £61.60m in 2008.  Over half of this turnover is identified to be 

generated from Zone 3 (‘Chadderton’ - £23.14m) and Zone 8 (‘Oldham West’ - £15.49m).  This is to 
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be expected given the location of this store in serving the needs of local residents within these two 

zones.  This store is followed in popularity by the Asda store on Greenfield Lane in Shaw (£34.88m).  

Notably this store draws the vast majority of its trade (87%) from Zone 1 (‘Shaw’ - £21.32m) and 

from Zone 2 (‘Royton’ - £9.20m).  Clearly, this store serves an important role for main food shopping 

in the northern part of the Borough. 

 

8.14 Other popular stores include the Sainsbury’s store at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre (£34.21m 

turnover), the out-of-centre Morrisons store at Hollinwood Avenue (£31.26m) and the out-of-centre 

Tesco store at Oldham Way (£29.89m) and the existing Tesco store at Bleasby Street (£27.77m) at 

Huddersfield Road District Centre. 

 

8.15 The findings of the Household Survey suggest that all facilities within the Borough achieve a main 

food shopping catchment population of approximately 203,600 people within the Study Area 

(including approximately 8,000 people from Zone 9 (‘Rochdale South’) and Zone 10 (‘Mossley’) both 

of which are located outside the Borough.   

 

8.16 In terms of capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace within the Borough, Table 8.1 

provides a breakdown of the trading performance of existing foodstores within the Borough.  The 

trading performance of existing foodstores is based on the survey derived turnover (based on the 

findings of the Household Survey) and the anticipated ‘benchmark’/or expected turnover (derived 

from nationally published trading information from Mintel and Verdict or professional assumptions).   

 

8.17 It is important to note that the floorspace figure identified for the existing Tesco store at 

Huddersfield Road is based on the previous store (3,086 sq m gross).  It is understood that this 

closed in March 2008 (prior to the completion of the Household Survey) to enable redevelopment 

and enlargement of the store to take place.  The new Tesco store will comprise some 12,999 sq m 

(gross) of floorspace.  Although Tesco initially proposed to erect a temporary store with a gross 

floorspace of 2,500 sq m on the site of the existing store that is being redeveloped (operating from 

the car park), the phasing of the construction meant that this would not be possible.  Instead, Tesco 

erected a temporary store close to the development site comprising 465 sq m (gross) with a net 

floorspace of approximately 326 sq m.   
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8.18 For the purposes of the analysis an assessment of the trading performance of the existing store that 

is being redeveloped (c. 3,086 sq m gross) has been taken into account despite Tesco operating 

from a much smaller store at the time of the survey.  Despite trading from temporary premises at 

the time the survey work was being undertaken, the Household Survey identified the store to be 

trading very well.  The apparent success of the Tesco store at Huddersfield Road, despite trading 

from temporary premises at the time of the survey, is likely to be reflective of the wording of the 

questionnaire, which asked where respondents ‘normally’ go for their main food and grocery 

shopping.  Accordingly, at the time of the survey the number of respondents recorded as visiting the 

Tesco store at Huddersfield Road is likely to be much lower, with local residents visiting nearby 

facilities such as the Tesco store at Oldham Way, whose trade is likely to have picked up during this 

time.    
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 Table 8.1: Trading Performance of Current Foodstores in Oldham Borough  

Store 
Gross 

Floorspace – 
sq m1 

Net 

Floorspace 
– sq m2 

Net 

Convenience – 
sq m3 

Turnover per 

sq m - £4 

Benchmark 

Turnover - £m 

Survey 

Estimate - 
£m5 

Oldham       
Oldham Town Centre (including market) 3,950 2,765 2,765 3,500 9.68 8.29 

Aldi, Eagle Street 1,050 650 574 3,800 2.47 4.93 

Sainsbury’s, Union Street 7,090 4,645 3,526 9,616 31.31 34.21 

Sub-Total 12,090 8,060 6,865 - 43.46 47.43 
Out-of-Centre       

Tesco, Oldham Way (includes recent extension) 7,065 4,645 3,689 12,499 46.11 29.89 
Other Local Shops, Oldham     9.13 9.13 

Sub-Total 7,065 4,645 3,689 - 55.24 39.02 
       

Chadderton       
Chadderton District Centre 1,677 1,174 1,174 3,000 3.52 2.38 

Asda, Milne Street 7,339 4,078 2,447 13,931 34.09 61.60 
Sub-Total 9,016 5,252 3,621 - 37.61 63.98 

Out-of-Centre       
Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 7,484 3,556 2,838 11,064 31.40 31.26 

Lidl, Broadway 797 643 504 3,000 1.51 0.90 
Sub-Total 8,281 4,199 3,342 - 32.91 32.16 

Other Local Shops in Zone 3     0.87 0.87 

       
Failsworth       

Tesco Extra, Failsworth Precinct 8,397 4,550 3,035 12,499 37.93 16.05 
Sub-Total 8,397 4,550 3,035 - 37.93 16.05 

Out-of-Centre       
Morrisons, Poplar Street 5,729 3,242 2,587 11,064 28.62 17.71 

Netto, Hollins Road 1,200 840 691 6,430 4.44 2.80 

Other Shops in Zone 4     0.25 6.99 

Sub-Total 6,929 4,082 3,278 - 33.31 27.50 
       

Huddersfield Road       
Huddersfield Road District Centre 362 253 253 3,000 0.76 0.18 

Netto, Huddersfield Road 949 794 675 6,430 4.34 3.44 

Tesco, Bleasby Street 3,086 1,865 1,715 12,499 21.44 27.77 

Sub-Total 4,397 2,912 2,643 - 26.54 31.39 
       

Lees       
Lees District Centre - 42 42 3,000 0.13 0.66 

Co-op, Owl Mill Site - 1,157 995 6,129 6.10 8.30 
Sub-Total - 1,199 1,037 - 6.23 8.96 

Other Local Shops in Zone 5     0.08 0.08 
       

Royton       

Royton District Centre 770 539 539 3,000 1.62 1.52 

Co-op, Market Square 720 504 433 6,129 2.65 2.81 
Somerfield, Rochdale Road 1,090 763 652 6,888 4.49 3.67 

Other Local Shops in Zone 2     0.15 0.15 

Sub-Total 2,580 1,806 1,624 - 8.91 8.14 
       

Shaw       
Shaw District Centre 1,210 846 846 3,000 2.54 0.79 

Aldi, Refuge Street 1,030 721 563 3,800 2.14 5.68 
Iceland, Market Street 730 511 480 5,316 2.55 1.60 

Tesco Express, Market Street 320 224 202 12,499 2.52 1.51 
Asda, Greenfield Lane 6,473 3,252 2,044 13,931 28.47 34.88 

Sub-Total 9,763 5,554 4,135 - 38.22 44.46 
       

Uppermill       
Uppermill District Centre 470 329 329 3,000 0.99 1.18 

Co-op, High Street 310 217 187 6,129 1.15 1.05 
Sub-Total 780 546 516 - 2.14 2.24 

       
Other Local Shops in Zone 6     0.49 0.49 

       

Other Local Shops in Borough     2.99 2.99 

TOTAL 69,298 42,805 33,775  326.93 325.74 

 Notes: 1 – Gross Floorspace derived from Experian Goad (2008), IGD Database (2006) or Oldham Council 
  2 – Net floorspace based on WYG judgement (*), IGD Database or Oldham Council 
  3 – Net convenience floorspace derived from Verdict Grocery Retailers (2008) where available 
  4 – Sales densities derived from Verdict (2008) or Mintel Retail Rankings (2008) for national multiples and WYG assessment for local shops 
  5 – Survey derived turnover derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  ^ - Facilities in other ‘Local Shops’ assumed to be trading in equilibrium 
  May not add up due to rounding (at 2005 prices) 
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8.19 Our analysis of the Borough’s market share indicates that all convenience goods facilities attract 

approximately £325.74m of convenience goods expenditure generated in the Study Area.  By 

comparing this estimate with anticipated ‘benchmark’ turnover of existing facilities (£326.93m), there 

would appear to be a marginal oversupply of convenience goods floorspace within the Borough.  

Existing facilities are identified to be marginally undertrading by 0.4% (or £1.19m) below anticipated 

company average turnover. 

 

8.20 Our analysis of the trading performance of the main convenience goods destinations within the 

Borough identifies that the Asda store in Chadderton District Centre is significantly overtrading.  The 

findings of the Household Survey suggest that this store is trading at a level 80% higher than 

expected turnover.  This level of overtrading compares to the Sainsbury’s store at the edge of 

Oldham Town Centre overtrading by 9%, the existing Tesco store at Bleasby Street (prior to its 

redevelopment) at Huddersfield Road District Centre by 30% and the Asda at Shaw District Centre 

by 23%. 

 

8.21 In contrast a number of other large-format stores within the Borough are identified to be 

undertrading.  These include the Tesco Extra at Failsworth (by 58%), the out-of-centre Tesco at 

Oldham Way (35% - following the implementation of the extension) and the out-of-centre Morrisons 

at Poplar Street (by 38%).  It must be noted that the results of shopper surveys should be used with 

caution in estimating the turnover of individual stores (rather than comparative market shares).  

However, the apparent poor performance of the Tesco Extra store at Failsworth District Centre and 

the out-of-centre Morrisons store at Poplar Street is likely to be attributable to these stores being 

located at the western edge of the Borough and the defined Study Area.  Consequently, the 

catchment area of both these stores is likely to extend further than the Study Area and Borough 

boundary.  Given this, the level of undertrading of these two stores identified by the Household 

Survey should be treated with some caution.  Indeed, the Tesco Extra store in Failsworth only 

opened in Summer 2007, and as such settled trading patterns may not have been achieved by the 

time the survey was undertaken.   
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8.22 In terms of capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace within Oldham Borough, Table 8.2 

provides a breakdown of the capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace in monetary terms 

(based on current market shares).  This assessment does not take into account outstanding 

commitments.  These are considered later in the report.   

    

 Table 8.2: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Oldham Borough  
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 326.93 325.74 -1.19 

2011 331.86 342.52 10.66 

2013 335.19 354.06 18.87 

2016 340.24 371.37 31.13 

2018 343.65 383.29 39.64 

2023 352.33 415.18 62.85 

2026 357.64 435.28 77.64 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 70.4% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  Surplus expenditure between 2008 and 2026 is a cumulative total (e.g. capacity by 2011 includes the identified capacity in 2008) 
  At 2005 prices 

 
8.23 Based on the marginal undertrading of existing convenience goods floorspace in the Borough and 

assuming no change in market share or allowing for commitments there is identified to be capacity 

for additional convenience goods floorspace within the Borough of £10.66m by 2011, increasing to 

£18.87m by 2013.  This is identified to increase further to £31.13m by 2016, to £39.64m by 2018, to 

£62.85m by 2023 and to £77.64m by 2026.   

 

8.24 This level of capacity could be considered an underestimate given that this assessment has assumed 

that stores at the edge of the defined Study Area (such as the Tesco and Morrisons store in 

Failsworth) will draw all their trade from expenditure generated by residents within the Study Area.  

Indeed, the on-street survey undertaken in Failsworth District Centre identified that approximately 

18% of visitors resided outside the defined Study Area.  It is likely that a number of visitors to either 

the Tesco or nearby Morrison stores may not have been picked up by the on-street survey as 

shoppers as they are likely to undertake their main food shop and then leave rather than visit other 

facilities within the District Centre, particularly if they shop at the nearby out-of-centre Morrisons 

stores.  Given this, based on the findings of the on-street survey and the proximity of existing 

facilities and competing provision, it is considered reasonable to assume that 30% of the 

‘benchmark’ turnover of facilities in Failsworth will be derived from expenditure generated by 

residents outside the Study Area.  On this basis, Table 8.3 provides a revised assessment of the 

trading performance of existing convenience goods floorspace in the Borough. 
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 Table 8.3: Trading Performance of Current Foodstores in Oldham Borough (Revised) 

Store 
Gross 

Floorspace – 

sq m1 

Net 
Floorspace 

– sq m2 

Net 
Convenience – 

sq m3 

Turnover per 
sq m - £4 

Benchmark 
Turnover - £m 

Survey 
Estimate - 

£m5 

Oldham       

Oldham Town Centre (including market) 3,950 2,765 2,765 3,500 9.68 8.29 
Aldi, Eagle Street 1,050 650 574 3,800 2.47 4.93 

Sainsbury’s, Union Street 7,090 4,645 3,526 9,616 31.31 34.21 
Sub-Total 12,090 8,060 6,865 - 43.46 47.43 

Out-of-Centre       
Tesco, Oldham Way (includes recent extension) 7,065 4,645 3,689 12,499 46.11 29.89 

Other Local Shops, Oldham     9.13 9.13 
Sub-Total 7,065 4,645 3,689 - 55.24 39.02 

       
Chadderton       

Chadderton District Centre 1,677 1,174 1,174 3,000 3.52 2.38 
Asda, Milne Street 7,339 4,078 2,447 13,931 34.09 61.60 

Sub-Total 9,016 5,252 3,621 - 37.61 63.98 
Out-of-Centre       

Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 7,484 3,556 2,838 11,064 31.40 31.26 

Lidl, Broadway 797 643 504 3,000 1.51 0.90 

Sub-Total 8,281 4,199 3,342 - 32.91 32.16 
Other Local Shops in Zone 3     0.87 0.87 

       
Failsworth*       

Tesco Extra, Failsworth Precinct 8,397 4,550 3,035 12,499 26.55 16.05 
Sub-Total 8,397 4,550 3,035 - 26.55 16.05 

Out-of-Centre       

Morrisons, Poplar Street 5,729 3,242 2,587 11,064 20.03 17.71 
Netto, Hollins Road 1,200 840 691 6,430 3.11 2.80 

Other Shops in Zone 4     0.18 6.99 
Sub-Total 6,929 4,082 3,278 - 23.32 27.50 

       
Huddersfield Road       

Huddersfield Road District Centre 362 253 253 3,000 0.76 0.18 
Netto, Huddersfield Road 949 794 675 6,430 4.34 3.44 

Tesco, Bleasby Street 3,086 1,865 1,715 12,499 21.44 27.77 
Sub-Total 4,397 2,912 2,643 - 26.54 31.39 

       
Lees       

Lees District Centre - 42 42 3,000 0.13 0.66 
Co-op, Owl Mill Site - 1,157 995 6,129 6.10 8.30 

Sub-Total - 1,199 1,037 - 6.23 8.96 
Other Local Shops in Zone 5     0.08 0.08 

       
Royton       

Royton District Centre 770 539 539 3,000 1.62 1.52 
Co-op, Market Square 720 504 433 6,129 2.65 2.81 

Somerfield, Rochdale Road 1,090 763 652 6,888 4.49 3.67 

Other Local Shops in Zone 2     0.15 0.15 

Sub-Total 2,580 1,806 1,624 - 8.91 8.14 
       

Shaw       
Shaw District Centre 1,210 846 846 3,000 2.54 0.79 

Aldi, Refuge Street 1,030 721 563 3,800 2.14 5.68 

Iceland, Market Street 730 511 480 5,316 2.55 1.60 

Tesco Express, Market Street 320 224 202 12,499 2.52 1.51 

Asda, Greenfield Lane 6,473 3,252 2,044 13,931 28.47 34.88 

Sub-Total 9,763 5,554 4,135 - 38.22 44.46 

       
Uppermill       

Uppermill District Centre 470 329 329 3,000 0.99 1.18 
Co-op, High Street 310 217 187 6,129 1.15 1.05 

Sub-Total 780 546 516 - 2.14 2.24 
       

Other Local Shops in Zone 6     0.49 0.49 
       

Other Local Shops in Borough     2.99 2.99 
TOTAL 69,298 42,805 33,775  305.56 325.74 

 Notes: 1 – Gross Floorspace derived from Experian Goad (2008), IGD Database (2006) or Oldham Council 
  2 – Net floorspace based on WYG judgement (*), IGD Database or Oldham Council 
  3 – Net convenience floorspace derived from Verdict Grocery Retailers (2008) where available 
  4 – Sales densities derived from Verdict (2008) or Mintel Retail Rankings (2008) for national multiples and WYG assessment for local shops 
  5 – Survey derived turnover derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  ^ - Facilities in other ‘Local Shops’ assumed to be trading in equilibrium 
  * - Based on only 70% of the expected turnover of the Tesco store at Failsworth, the Morrisons store at Poplar Street and other local shops in 

 Failsworth being derived from the Study Area May not add up due to rounding (at 2005 prices) 
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8.25 Accordingly, by making the assumption that only 70% of the ‘benchmark’ turnover of these stores 

would be expected to be derived from the Study Area, the level of capacity in the Borough increases 

to almost £41m by 2013 and to more than £101m by 2026 (Table 8.4).  It is important that this 

demonstrable ‘capacity’ identified is for the Borough as a whole and as would be expected the 

provision of improved convenience goods floorspace in one part of the Borough may not meet the 

need identified, which could be focused at another part of the Borough. 

 

Table 8.4: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Oldham Borough (Revised 

Assessment) 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 305.56 325.74 20.18 

2011 310.17 342.52 32.35 

2013 313.28 354.06 40.78 

2016 318.00 371.37 53.37 

2018 321.19 383.29 62.10 

2023 329.30 415.18 85.88 

2026 334.26 435.28 101.02 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum  
  2 – Assumes constant market share 70.4% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  ^ - Based on only 70% of the expected turnover of the Tesco store at Failsworth, the Morrisons store at Poplar Street  and 

other local shops in Failsworth being derived from the Study Area 
  Surplus expenditure between 2008 and 2026 is a cumulative total (e.g. capacity by 2011 includes the identified capacity in 2008)  
  At 2005 prices 

  
Potential Growth of Special Forms of Trading 

8.25 Whilst an allowance for the potential increase in Special Forms of Trading has been made in 

assessing future capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, for the purposes of this 

assessment no allowance has been made for an increase in the market share for convenience goods 

shopping.  Although recent research undertaken by Experian identifies that the market share of non-

store retail sales for convenience goods shopping could increase, it is important to note that an 

internet sale does not necessarily imply that items have not passed through a retail outlet.  Indeed, 

Experian acknowledges that some supermarkets source internet goods from existing stores and 

therefore the current market share identified by Experian for non-store retail sales may be an over-

estimate. 

 

 Outstanding Commitments 

8.26 It is important to take into account outstanding commitments within the Borough for additional 

convenience goods floorspace.  There a number of commitments in the Borough that will 

significantly improve the convenience goods offer.  These include extant permission (LPA Ref: 

PA/040885/00) for a comprehensive regeneration scheme at Knoll Mill, Frenches Wharf at Greenfield 
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(located within Zone 6 of the defined Study Area).  The scheme consists of a public house/restaurant 

with accommodation; canal side leisure related units (Class A1, A3 and B1), 99 dwellings and 2,323 

sq m (gross)/1,394 sq m (net) foodstore.  Although work on the new foodstore has not yet 

commenced part of the permission has been implemented and it is understood that the foodstore 

element of the scheme will proceed and will be occupied by Tesco.  In this respect, it is notable 

Condition 10 of the decision notice relating to this application restricts the net floorspace permitted 

(1,394 sq m) to convenience goods floorspace only.  Consequently, this commitment (assuming it is 

occupied by Tesco) could have a convenience goods turnover of approximately £17.86m by 2013. 

 

8.27 There is also extant permission (LPA Ref: PA/051165/06) for the redevelopment and enlargement of 

the Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre.  Work on this new store has commenced and 

the new Tesco store (a Tesco Extra format) will comprise some 12,999 sq m (gross)/8,713 sq m 

(net) of floorspace.  Of the net floorspace permitted (8,713 sq m) the sale of comparison goods 

floorspace is restricted to no more than 45% of the floorspace.  The new and enlarged Tesco store 

compares to the existing store comprising only 3,086 sq m (gross) with a net sales area of 1,865 sq 

m, of which 1,715 sq m is for the sale of convenience goods.  Accordingly, the new Tesco store will 

result in an uplift in convenience goods floorspace of at least 3,077 sq m (net) dependent upon the 

convenience/comparison split of the new store.  Based on this level of floorspace the convenience 

goods turnover uplift is identified to be some £39.43m by 2013. 

 

8.28 Planning permission also exists (LPA Ref: PA/049818/05) for the demolition of the existing Lidl store 

at Broadway and the construction of a new store together with associated customer car parking.  

The gross floorspace of the extant permission is 1,630 sq m with the net floorspace comprising 

1,280 sq m, which is restricted so that no more than 15% (or 192 sq m) of the net floorspace is 

devoted to the sale of comparison goods.  Consequently, this permission results in an uplift in 

turnover of convenience goods floorspace of some 584 sq m (net) over and above the existing 

floorspace, which equates to an increase in convenience goods turnover of approximately £1.75m by 

2013. 

 

8.29 There are also two extant permissions to extend the existing Tesco store at Failsworth.  The first 

permission (LPA Ref: PA/55068/08) allows for the maximum size of the store to increase to no more 

than 11,652 sq m (gross) of floorspace.  This compares to the existing store comprising some 8,397 

sq m (gross).  As an alternative this scheme a further application was approved (LPA Ref: 
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PA/55748.08) for a mezzanine floor to be implemented resulting in an increased store of 10,133 sq 

m (gross).  The maximum gross floorspace of both schemes is restricted by conditions.  It is 

important to note that if the later extant permission (LPA Ref: PA/55748/08) is implemented then 

Tesco cannot implement the earlier application (LPA Ref: PA/55068/08) as there is a condition that 

limits the floorspace and the requirement to implement it according to the specified plans.  However, 

there is nothing that prevents Tesco implementing the earlier application in isolation.  In this respect, 

although dependent upon which application is implemented and the composition of additional 

floorspace, the additional floorspace could create up to 1,765 sq m (net) of additional floorspace.  

Based on the assumption that the extended floorspace will trade at 50% expected levels with 67% 

(or 1,183 sq m) of the net floorspace being for the sale of convenience goods, this additional 

floorspace could result in a convenience goods turnover of approximately £7.58m.   However, it is 

important to note that there are no restrictions on the sales area of the enlarged store or on the 

proportion of convenience or comparison goods that are permitted to be sold.    

 

8.30 All outstanding commitments are identified to generate a convenience goods turnover of some 

£66.62m by 2013 (£39.43m + £17.86m + £1.75m + £7.58m).  By allowing for increased turnover 

efficiency of +0.5% per annum, the convenience goods turnover of outstanding commitments 

increases to £68.30m by 2018, to £70.03m by 2023 and to £71.08m by 2026 (Appendix 11).  

Accordingly, based on the analysis outlined in Table 8.4, all the identified capacity at current market 

share will be until after 2018.  By 2023, there is identified to be residual capacity of £15.85m, 

increasing to £29.94m by 2026.  This capacity equates to a floorspace requirement of between 1,350 

sq m (net) and 2,940 sq m (net) in 2023, increasing to between 2,325 sq m (net) and 5,475 sq m 

(net) in 2026 over and above outstanding commitments – dependent upon the end operator11.     

 

8.31 Accordingly, there is no clear demonstrable capacity for major additional convenience goods 

floorspace within the Borough in the short to medium-term (i.e. introduction of a new foodstore) 

over and above outstanding commitments within the Borough – assuming all commitments are 

implemented.  Given the geography of existing consents, which are generally located in the western 

part of the Borough there may be scope to provide appropriate local convenience goods floorspace 

that would meet a specific local need and provide more sustainable shopping patterns and accessible 

facilities.  However, given the high retention level of convenience goods facilities within the Borough 

                                                 
11 Based on an average sales density of between £5,000 per sq m and £11,778 per sq m as identified by Verdict Grocery Retailers 
(2008) 
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(c. 85% within zones 1 to 8) there appears limited scope for the market share to increase in the 

future.  The only real area where the market share could realistically increase is within the Uppermill 

Zone, where currently existing facilities within the Borough attract 69% of convenience goods 

expenditure generated in this zone.  The outstanding permission for a new foodstore at Greenfield 

may reduce the convenience goods expenditure currently directed to facilities outside the Borough, 

which is primarily directed to facilities in Tameside – 23%, or £6m in 2008.  However, given the 

limited population and subsequent expenditure generated in this zone, which is reflective of the rural 

nature of this part of the Borough, any increased retention in this zone is unlikely to have a 

significant impact on the overall market share achieved by facilities in the Borough.  Even if all 

convenience goods expenditure generated in this zone is retained by existing facilities in the Borough 

following the implementation of the new store at Greenfield (which is considered unlikely) the overall 

market share within zones 1 to 8 increases only marginally to 88% from 85% currently.   

 

8.32 In addition, the ongoing improvement of competing facilities outside the Study Area (such as the 

new Tesco store at Middleton) may have an impact on shopping patterns in the future, particularly 

from Zone 3 (‘Chadderton’) and Zone 9 (‘Rochdale South’) where there is already evidence of 

shopping trips currently being directed to facilities in Middleton and elsewhere in Rochdale Borough.  

Given this, we consider that there is no clear demonstrable need for additional convenience goods 

floorspace in the Borough over and above outstanding commitments until after 2018. 

 

8.33 Table 8.5 provides a summary of outstanding commitments within the Borough for additional 

convenience goods floorspace. 

 

 Table 8.5: Outstanding Commitments – Convenience Goods    
Commitments Floorspace Potential Turnover - 2013 

New foodstore at Knoll Mill, Frenches Wharf, Greenfield (LPA 
Ref: PA/040885/00) 

2,323 sq m (gross)/1,394 sq m (net) £17.86m 

Redevelopment and enlargement of Tesco store at Huddersfield 
Road (LPA Ref: PA/051165/06) 

12,999 sq m (gross)/8,713 sq m (net) uplift in turnover of £39.43m 

Replacement Lidl store at Broadway (LPA Ref: PA/049818/05) 1,630 sq m (gross)/1,280 sq m (net) uplift in turnover of £1.75m 

Extension to permitted Tesco store, Failsworth (LPA Ref: 
PA/55078/08^* 

enlarged store restricted to 11,652 sq 
m (gross) 

uplift in turnover of up to £7.58m 

Installation of mezzanine floor within existing Tesco store, 
Failsworth (LPA Ref: PA/55748/08)^ 

enlarged store restricted to 10,133 sq 
m (gross) 

uplift in turnover of up to £6.74m 

TOTAL  up to £66.62m 

 Notes:  *WYG estimate based on 65% of the additional floorspace comprising the sales area 
  ^Additional floorspace assumed to trade at 50% expected levels and comprises all convenience floorspace 
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 Qualitative Need 

8.34 The Household Survey suggests that most households undertake two kinds of food shopping (i.e. 

main food shopping and ‘top-up’ food shopping).  The Borough is identified to contain six 

superstores (defined as comprising more than 2,500 sq m of trading floorspace in Annex A of PPS6).  

These include the Tesco Extra store in Failsworth (4,550 sq m net), Sainsbury’s store at Union Street 

at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre (4,645 sq m net), the out-of-centre Tesco store at Oldham Way 

(4,645 sq m net), that has recently been extended, Asda store on Milne Street in Chadderton (4,078 

sq m net); Morrisons store on Hollinwood Avenue (3,556 sq m net) and Morrisons on Poplar Street 

(3,242 sq m net).  An additional superstore will be created following the completion of the new 

Tesco Extra store on Huddersfield Road (8,713 sq m net).  These stores dominate main food 

shopping patterns within the Borough.   

 

8.35 These stores are supported by a number of smaller stores, including the Aldi stores at the edge-of 

Oldham Town Centre and at Shaw District Centre, a Lidl store at Jardine Way and a number of 

smaller stores and independent retailers elsewhere in the Borough, which all sell a variety of 

convenience goods.   

 

8.36 Existing facilities within the Borough are identified to attract 70% of convenience goods expenditure 

generated within the Study Area.  Within zones 1 to 8, which broadly represent Oldham Borough, 

this market share increases to 85%.  A breakdown of the market shares on a zone-by-zone basis is 

set out below: 

             

 Survey Zone     Market Share within Borough 
             
 1 Shaw       85.5%     
 2 Royton       86.5%     
 3 Chadderton      72.8% 
 4 Failsworth      93.3% 
 5 Lees       83.5% 
 6 Uppermill      68.6% 
 7 Oldham East      90.5% 
 8 Oldham West      91.2% 
 9 Rochdale South      23.5% 
 10 Mossley      5.0% 
 Overall       70.4% 
             
 Notes: Based on market share of convenience goods expenditure  

 

8.37 The analysis above highlights the limited ‘leakage’ in expenditure that is lost to facilities outside the 

Borough.  These high levels of retention - at least 68% of convenience expenditure attracted to 
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facilities in the Borough within each of the zones that broadly represent Oldham Borough – suggests 

limited qualitative need for improved provision within the Borough.  However, there is likely to be 

specific areas within the Borough where there will be a need to improve the convenience goods 

provision in order to provide more sustainable shopping patterns.  It is likely that outstanding 

commitments (such as the new foodstore at Greenfield) will help provide a more appropriate 

distribution of shopping facilities.   

 

8.38 PPS6 indicates that the degree to which shops are overtrading should be taken into consideration 

when determining the qualitative need for new convenience floorspace.  In this respect, our 

assessment identifies that, overall, existing convenience goods floorspace is overtrading (albeit by 

only 6.6% based on the revised assessment) in 2008.  This might suggest that there is a qualitative 

need for additional convenience goods floorspace to alleviate this overtrading.  However, as 

previously highlighted there are a number of outstanding commitments within the Borough that will 

improve the convenience goods offer and help address this overtrading.  For example, the enlarged 

Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre and the new foodstore at Greenfield are likely to 

reduce the overtrading of stores such as at the existing Asda store in Chadderton and the 

Sainsbury’s store at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre.   

 

8.39 In addition, in considering existing provision it is notable that existing provision (once all existing 

commitments are implemented) is good with representation from each of the ‘big four’ supermarket 

operators.   

8.40 Given this, WYG considers that there is no clear qualitative need for new large-format supermarkets 

within the Borough (over and above outstanding commitments).  However, there may be some 

scope to improve the range convenience goods facilities within the Borough, which will complement 

the existing (and proposed) large-format facilities, such as ‘discount’ convenience operators such as 

Aldi, who are currently very active in the market.  In addition, there is a need to address some of the 

imbalance between out-of-centre and in-centre/edge-of-centre provision within certain parts of the 

Borough (subject to appropriate sites being available) in order to maintain the continued vitality and 

viability of existing centres, this is particularly important for centres such as Oldham Town Centre.  
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 Comparison Goods Shopping 

 

 Existing Provision 

8.41 The main focus of comparison goods floorspace within the Borough is located within Oldham Town 

Centre (particularly for non-bulky comparison goods), which comprises some 42,780 sq m (gross) of 

comparison goods floorspace (Experian Goad, October 2008).  However, it is notable that there is 

growing out-of-centre comparison goods provision, such as Elk Mill Retail Park (approximately 

23,790 sq m gross or retail floorspace), which contains a number of non-bulky retailers that 

competes with the retail offer in the town centre such as Next, Boots, Scotts Menswear and JD 

Sports.  Similarly, the growing strength of large-format superstores as both a convenience and 

comparison goods destination also have a growing influence on the strength of existing centres as 

retail destinations.   

 

8.42 The comparison goods offer in the other nearby centres is much more limited and generally serves a 

much more localised role reflecting their position in the retail hierarchy.  The survey evidence 

suggests (both household and in-street surveys) highlight that the smaller district centres are 

predominantly used for food shopping rather than non-food shopping. 

 

 Market Shares  

8.43  Analysis of the Household Survey identifies that the current level of trade passing through existing 

facilities within the Borough is estimated to be £481.19m in 2008.  This represents a market share of 

55.2% within the Study Area.  

 

8.44 By assessing the market share within the eight zones that broadly represent Oldham Borough, the 

market share of existing facilities increases to almost 67%.  Consequently, it is evident that the level 

of comparison goods expenditure retailed by facilities in the Borough (c. 67%) is less than identified 

for convenience goods shopping (85%).  This is understandable given the strength of competing 

provision (such as Manchester) and the fact that people are more willing to travel further distances 

for purchases such as clothing and footwear.  It is expected that Manchester (as the Regional 

Centre) will draw from a wide area including Oldham Borough.  Therefore, it is not surprising that 

Manchester City Centre has a notable influence on shopping patterns in the Borough particularly on 

residents located in the western part of the Borough such as Failsworth and Chadderton zones given 

their closer proximity than residents elsewhere in the Borough such as those in the Uppermill Zone.  
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8.45 Table 8.6 provides a breakdown of comparison goods market share achieved by different 

destinations within the Borough. 
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Table 8.6: Comparison Goods Market Share within the Study Area    
Destination Market Share (%) Survey Estimate Turnover (£m) 

Oldham   

Town Centre 33.2 289.58 

Out-of-Centre   

Alexandra Retail Park 0.1 1.22 

Elk Mill Retail Park 5.1 44.70 

B&Q, Westhulme Way 2.9 25.69 

Other Out-of-Centre 0.5 4.21 

Sub-Total 42.0 365.40 

   

Chadderton   

District Centre 5.1 44.30 

Asda, Milne Street 0.3 2.93 

Sub-Total 5.4 47.23 

   

Failsworth   

District Centre (includes Tesco Extra) 1.8 15.26 

Out-of-Centre   

Morrisons, Poplar Street 0.0 0.20 

Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 0.0 0.16 

Other Out-of-Centre 0.3 3.03 

Sub-Total 2.1 18.65 

   

Huddersfield Road   

District Centre 0.1 1.05 

Sub-Total 0.1 1.05 

   

Lees   

District Centre 0.4 3.66 

Sub-Total 0.4 3.66 

   

Royton   

Royton District Centre 1.9 16.30 

Out-of-Centre   

Other Out-of-Centre 0.5 4.03 

Sub-Total 2.3 20.33 

   

Shaw   

Shaw District Centre 2.1 18.13 

Sub-Total 2.1 18.13 

   

Uppermill   

Uppermill District Centre 0.3 2.40 

Sub-Total 0.3 2.40 

   

Other 0.5 4.34 

TOTAL 55.2 481.19 

 Notes:  Based on findings of the Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  Based on market share of expenditure 
  At 2005 prices 
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8.46 As illustrated at Table 8.6, facilities in Oldham (including town centre and out-of-centre facilities) are 

clearly the most popular destination for comparison goods shopping, achieving a market share of 

42%.  This represents more than three-quarters (76%) of comparison goods expenditure generated 

in the Study Area that is attracted to facilities in the Borough.  

 

8.47 The smaller district centres are identified to achieve much lower market shares, with Chadderton 

(5.4%) being the second most popular comparison goods retail destination in the Borough, although 

significantly behind Oldham Town Centre.   

 

8.48 Analysis of the Household Survey identifies that Oldham Town Centre attracts a comparison goods 

turnover of some £289.58m in 2008 from the defined Study Area.  This equates to a market share of 

33.2% - the highest of all centres within the Study Area.  Based on a net comparison goods 

floorspace within the town centre of 33,352 sq m (based on 80% of the gross floorspace identified 

by Goad – 41,690 sq m), this level of turnover equates to an average comparison goods sales 

density of almost £8,700 per sq m.  It is unlikely that Oldham Town Centre would achieve such a 

high turnover given its current retail offer and strength of competing provision.  Indeed, we would 

expect a centre such as Oldham to achieve a sales density of approximately £5,000 per sq m.   

 

8.49 In considering the survey derived turnover of Oldham Town Centre it is likely that it has been 

overestimated.  For example, for DIY shopping Oldham Town Centre is identified to achieve a 

turnover of more than £7m in 2008, despite limited DIY retailers in the town centre.  This compares 

to the out-of-centre Wickes store at Ellen Street attracting less than £1m of DIY Goods expenditure 

generated in the Study Area.  Similarly, for electrical goods shopping, Oldham Town Centre was 

identified to achieve a turnover of almost £27m.  This level of turnover is comparable to that 

identified for Elk Mill Retail Park, which contains large-format electrical retailers such as Comet, 

Currys and PC World.  

 

8.50 Analysis of the survey results suggests that the comparison goods turnover of Chadderton (£44m) is 

comparable to that identified for the nearby Elk Mill Retail Park.  Similarly, the survey results 

suggests that the comparison goods turnover of Oldham Town Centre (c. £290m) is more than six 

times greater than that identified for Elk Mill.  Given the clear attraction of Elk Mill Retail Park as a 

retail destination, reflected by the range of retailers currently located on the retail park (including 

Next, Boots, JJB Sports and Argos).  It is likely that respondents from the Household Survey will 
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have recorded their last destination for a range of comparison goods as Oldham, which would then 

be recorded as Oldham Town Centre.  Therefore, this has the effect of overestimating the attraction 

of Oldham Town Centre and underestimating the role of Elk Mill Retail Park as a retail destination.  It 

is likely that a similar effect has occurred in identifying the turnover of Chadderton District Centre 

given the close proximity of Elk Mill Retail Park.  Indeed, the survey results suggest that Chadderton 

District Centre achieves a higher turnover for clothing and footwear than Elk Mill Retail Park.  Given 

the strength of the clothing and footwear offer available at Elk Mill when compared to Chadderton, it 

is unlikely that the survey results are reflective of the true role of Elk Mill Retail Park.   

 

8.51 Table 8.7 provides an assessment of the survey derived turnover of existing facilities within the 

Borough and compares it against ‘expected’ turnover based on data published by Verdict or Mintel 

Retail Rankings or professional assumptions.  As with the assessment of the trading performance of 

convenience goods floorspace in Failsworth, given that the catchment area of existing facilities is 

likely to extend further than the Study Area and Borough boundary it has been assumed that 30% of 

the expected turnover is derived from outside the Study Area. 
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 Table 8.7: Trading Performance of Current Comparison Goods Floorspace in Oldham 

Centre/Facility 
Gross 

Floorspace – 

sq m1 

Net 
Floorspace 

– sq m2 

Net 
Comparison – 

sq m3 

Turnover per 
sq m - £4 

Benchmark 
Turnover - £m 

Survey 
Estimate - 

£m5 

Oldham       

Oldham Town Centre 42,780 34,224 34,224 5,500 188.23 
Aldi, Eagle Street 1,050 650 76 3,000 0.23 

Sainsbury’s, Union Street 7,090 4,645 1,119 7,396 8.28 

289.58 

Sub-Total 50,920 39,519 35,419 - 196.74 289.58 

Out-of-Centre       
Alexandra Retail Park 8,955 6,716 6,716 3,500 23.51 1.22 

Wickes, Ellen Street - 2,787 2,787 2,445 6.81 0.98 
Elk Mill Retail Park 23,790 16,908 16,908 5,568 94.14 44.69 

B&Q, Westhulme Way 9,755 7,804 7,804 2,020 15.76 25.69  
Tesco, Oldham Way - 4,645  956 9,578 9.16 0.70 

Green Street Retail Park (MFI) - 1,938 1,938 3,000 5.81 - 
Other Out-of-Centre     2.54 2.54 

Sub-Total - 38,860 35,171 - 157.73 75.80 
       

Chadderton       

Chadderton District Centre 2,616 2,093 2,093 3,500 7.33 44.30 

Asda, Milne Street 7,339 4,078 1,631 7,712 12.58 2.93 
Sub-Total 9,955 6,171 3,724 - 19.91 47.23 

Out-of-Centre       
Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 7,484 3,556 718 9,104 6.53 0.16 

Sub-Total 7,484 3,556 718 - 6.53 0.16 
       

Failsworth*       

Failsworth District Centre 1,374 1,099 1,099 3,500 2.70 14.65 
Tesco Extra, Failsworth Precinct 8,397 4,550 1,515 9,578 10.16 0.61 

Sub-Total 9,771 5,649 2,614 - 12.86 15.26 
Out-of-Centre       

Morrisons, Poplar Street 5,729 3,242 655 9,104 4.17 0.20 
Other Out-of-Centre     3.03 3.03 

Sub-Total 5,729 3,242 655 - 7.20 3.23 
       

Huddersfield Road       
Huddersfield Road District Centre 897 718 718 3,500 2.51 

Tesco, Bleasby Street 3,086 1,865 150 9,578 1.44 

1.05 

Sub-Total 3,983 2,583 868 - 3.95 1.05 

       
Lees       

Lees District Centre 1,231 985 985 3,500 3.45 

Co-op, Owl Mill Site - 1,157 162 2,778 0.45 
3.66 

Sub-Total - 2,142 1,147 - 3.90 3.66 
       

Royton       
Royton District Centre 1,640 1,312 1,312 3,500 4.59 

Co-op, Market Square 720 504 71 2,778 0.20 

Somerfield, Rochdale Road 1,090 763 111 3,617 0.40 

20.33 

Sub-Total 3,450 2,579 1,494 - 5.19 20.33 
       

Shaw       
Shaw District Centre 3,050 2,440 2,440 3,500 8.54 

Aldi, Refuge Street 1,030 721 158 2,000 0.32 

Iceland, Market Street 730 511 31 3,101 0.10 

Tesco Express, Market Street 320 224 22 9,578 0.21 

Asda, Greenfield Lane - - 511 7,712 3.94 

18.13 

Sub-Total - - 3,162 - 13.11 18.13 

       
Uppermill       

Uppermill District Centre 1,770 1,416 1,416 3,500 4.96 2.40 
Sub-Total 1,770 1,416 1,416 - 4.96 2.40 

       
Other Local Shops in Borough     4.34 4.34 

TOTAL 141.923 109,513 86,288  436.92 481.19 

 Notes:  1 – Gross Floorspace derived from Experian Goad (2008) or IGD Database (2006) 
  2 – Net floorspace based on WYG judgement and IGD Database 
  3 – Net comparison floorspace derived from Verdict Grocery Retailers (2008) where available 
  4 – Sales densities derived from Verdict (2008) or Mintel Retail Rankings (2008) for national multiples and WYG assessment for local shops 
  5 – Survey derived turnover derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  ^ - Facilities in other ‘Local Shops’ assumed to be trading in equilibrium 
  * - Allows for 30% of expected turnover to be derived from outside Study Area 
  May not add up due to rounding (at 2005 prices) 
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8.52 Based on comparing the survey derived comparison goods turnover against expected levels it is 

evident that collectively existing facilities within the Borough are overtrading by 10% (or £44.27m in 

2008).  According to the survey results certain centres such as Oldham Town Centre and Chadderton 

District Centre are identified to be trading some 47% and 137% respectively above expected levels.  

Whereas Elk Mill Retail Park is trading at less than half the expected level.  As previously highlighted, 

it is considered that the survey derived turnovers should be treated with a ‘note of caution’.  

Accordingly, an adjustment is necessary in assessing the current performance of existing centres.  

However, given that PPS6 states that new retail floorspace should be directed to existing centres in 

the first instance, any growth in expenditure directed to out-of-centre facilities such as Elk Mill Retail 

Park should be directed to existing centres such as Oldham Town Centre and Chadderton.   

 

8.53 Table 8.8 provides a revised assessment where existing out-of-centre provision such as Elk Mill Retail 

Park and the Wickes store on Ellen Street are trading at benchmark levels.  The revised assessment 

has assumed that comparison expenditure identified to be directed to Oldham and Chadderton as 

identified by the Household Survey is reduced given the strength and proximity of Elk Mill Retail 

Park.  This adjustment has been based on careful analysis of current shopping patterns to both 

Oldham Town Centre and Chadderton District Centre as identified by the findings of the Household 

Survey.   The expenditure directed to existing facilities within Oldham Town Centre and Chadderton 

District has been adjusted, on a pro rata basis, to out-of-centre provision elsewhere in the Borough.  

This adjustment to the results of the Household Survey provides a robust and reasonable 

assessment of the likely trading performance of existing centres/retail facilities within the Borough.   

 

8.54 In contrast, given the current oversupply of floorspace at Alexandra Retail Park, it is likely that this 

facility will be trading below expected levels, although some adjustment has been made to reflect 

the existing facilities on the retail park, primarily Matalan.  In this respect, for the purposes of the 

revised assessment (Table 8.8) existing facilities on the retail park are assumed to be trading at 

expected levels based on information contained in Mintel Retail Rankings (2008).   
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Table 8.8: Trading Performance of Current Comparison Goods Floorspace in Oldham (Revised 

Assessment) 

Centre/Facility 
Gross 

Floorspace – 
sq m1 

Net 

Floorspace 
– sq m2 

Net 

Comparison – 
sq m3 

Turnover per 

sq m - £4 

Benchmark 

Turnover - £m 

Survey 

Estimate - 
£m5 

Oldham       
Oldham Town Centre 42,780 34,224 34,224 5,500 188.23 

Aldi, Eagle Street 1,050 650 76 3,000 0.23 
Sainsbury’s, Union Street 7,090 4,645 1,119 7,396 8.28 

249.84 

Sub-Total 50,920 39,519 35,419 - 196.74 249.84 
Out-of-Centre       

Alexandra Retail Park 8,955 6,716 6,716 3,500 23.51 7.60 
Wickes, Ellen Street - 2,787 2,787 2,445 6.81 6.81 

Elk Mill Retail Park 23,790 16,908 16,908 5,568 94.14 94.14 
B&Q, Westhulme Way 9,755 7,804 7,804 2,020 15.76 25.69 

Tesco, Oldham Way - 4,645  956 9,578 9.16 0.70 
Green Street Retail Park (MFI) - 1,938 1,938 3,000 5.81 - 

Other Out-of-Centre     2.30 2.30 
Sub-Total - 38,860 35,171 - 157.49 137.24 

       
Chadderton       

Chadderton District Centre 2,616 2,093 2,093 3,500 7.33 22.64 
Asda, Milne Street 7,339 4,078 1,631 7,712 12.58 2.92 

Sub-Total 9,955 6,171 3,724 - 19.91 25.56 
Out-of-Centre       

Morrisons, Hollinwood Avenue 7,484 3,556 718 9,104 6.53 0.16 
Sub-Total 7,484 3,556 718 - 6.53 0.16 

       

Failsworth*       
Failsworth District Centre 1,374 1,099 1,099 3,500 2.70 14.65 

Tesco Extra, Failsworth Precinct 8,397 4,550 1,515 9,578 10.16 0.61 
Sub-Total 9,771 5,649 2,614 - 12.86 15.26 

Out-of-Centre       

Morrisons, Poplar Street 5,729 3,242 655 9,104 4.17 0.20 

Other Out-of-Centre     3.03 3.03 
Sub-Total 5,729 3,242 655 - 7.20 3.23 

       
Huddersfield Road       

Huddersfield Road District Centre 897 718 718 3,500 2.51 
Tesco, Bleasby Street 3,086 1,865 150 9,578 1.44 

1.05 

Sub-Total 3,983 2,583 868 - 3.95 1.05 
       

Lees       
Lees District Centre 1,231 985 985 3,500 3.45 

Co-op, Owl Mill Site - 1,157 162 2,778 0.45 

3.66 

Sub-Total - 2,142 1,147 - 3.90 3.66 

       
Royton       

Royton District Centre 1,640 1,312 1,312 3,500 4.59 
Co-op, Market Square 720 504 71 2,778 0.20 

Somerfield, Rochdale Road 1,090 763 111 3,617 0.40 

20.33 

Sub-Total 3,450 2,579 1,494 - 5.19 20.33 

       
Shaw       

Shaw District Centre 3,050 2,440 2,440 3,500 8.54 

Aldi, Refuge Street 1,030 721 158 2,000 0.32 

Iceland, Market Street 730 511 31 3,101 0.10 

Tesco Express, Market Street 320 224 22 9,578 0.21 

Asda, Greenfield Lane - - 511 7,712 3.94 

18.13 

Sub-Total - - 3,162 - 13.11 18.13 
       

Uppermill       
Uppermill District Centre 1,770 1,416 1,416 3,500 4.96 2.40 

Sub-Total 1,770 1,416 1,416 - 4.96 2.40 
       

Other Local Shops in Borough     4.34 4.34 
TOTAL 141.923 109,513 86,288  436.92 481.19 

 Notes:  1 – Gross Floorspace derived from Experian Goad (2008) or IGD Database (2006) 
  2 – Net floorspace based on WYG judgement and IGD Database 
  3 – Net comparison floorspace derived from Verdict Grocery Retailers (2008) where available 
  4 – Sales densities derived from Verdict (2008) or Mintel Retail Rankings (2008) for national multiples and WYG assessment for local shops 
  5 – Survey derived turnover derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  ^ - Facilities in other ‘Local Shops’ assumed to be trading in equilibrium 
  * - Allows for 30% of expected turnover to be derived from outside Study Area 
  Revised survey derived turnover allows for out-of-centre facilities: elk Mill Retail Park and Wickes Ellen Street to trade at expected level.  

 Accordingly, trade derived from Oldham Town Centre and Chadderton District Centre based on analysis of Household Survey results  
  May not add up due to rounding (at 2005 prices) 
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8.55 Based on our revised assessment, the market share of Oldham Town Centre reduces from 33% to 

29%.  Similarly, the market share for Chadderton District Centre reduces from 5% to less than 3% 

(Table 8.9).  The market share for other centres/destinations (e.g. Failsworth, Royton, etc,) within 

the Study Area are assumed to remain the same.    

 

Table 8.9: Comparison Goods Market Share within the Study Area     
Market Share (%) 

Destination 
Initial Assessment Revised Assessment 

Oldham   

Town Centre 33.2 28.9 

Out-of-Centre   

Alexandra Retail Park 0.1 0.9 

Elk Mill Retail Park 5.1 10.8  

B&Q, Westhulme Way 2.9 2.9  

Other Out-of-Centre 0.5 0.3 

Sub-Total 42.0 44.4 

   

Chadderton   

District Centre 5.1 2.6  

Asda, Milne Street 0.3 0.3  

Sub-Total 5.4 2.9 

   

 Notes:  Based on findings of the Oldham Household Survey (2008) and WYG assumptions to reflect existing provision 
  Based on market share of expenditure 
  At 2005 prices 

 

 Potential Growth of Special Forms of Trading 

8.56  Although no allowance has been made for the growth in Special Forms of Trading for convenience 

goods, given the increase in online shopping for comparison goods (particularly for goods such as 

Books and CDs) an allowance has been made for growth in this sector.  Indeed, as highlighted in 

Section 2 of this study, it is likely, given the timeframe of the study, that online shopping will 

continue to grow for comparison goods and will have an impact on future floorspace requirements 

for ‘traditional’ retail premises within the Borough and beyond.  It is likely that the potential growth 

of online retailing will have a greater impact upon smaller centres than larger regional centres that 

offer a wider range of facilities (both retail and leisure).  The Household Survey identified that online 

shopping/mail order attracts some £53.60m of comparison gods expenditure generated in the Study 

Area.  This equates to a market share of 6.2% within the Study Area. 

 

8.57 The Household Survey identifies different market shares for the variety of comparison goods 

identified: 
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• Clothing & Footwear:  4.4% of expenditure; 

• Books, CDs, DVDs, etc.:  16.9%; 

• Small Household Goods:  4.0%; 

• Toys, Games, Bicycles, etc.:  0.3%;  

• Chemist Goods:   2.4%; 

• Electrical Goods:   10.2%; 

• Furniture Goods:   4.6%;  

• DIY Goods:    0.8%; and 

• Garden Centre Goods:  0.0% 

 All Comparison Goods:  6.2% 

 

8.58 The Household Survey identifies relatively high market shares achieved by online/mail order sales, 

particularly for ‘Books, DVDs, CDs, etc.’ (16.9%), ‘Toys, Games, Bicycles, etc,’ (10.3%) and 

‘Electrical Goods’ (10.2%).  This compares to a market share of only 2.4% for ‘Chemist Goods’ and 

0.8% for ‘DIY Goods’. 

 

8.59 Research undertaken by Experian (Retail Planner Briefing Note 6.0, November 2008) forecasts that 

the market share of non-store retail sales could increase to approximately 13% by 2013.  This 

represents a doubling in the market shares currently identified within the Study Area.  For the 

purposes of this assessment it has been assumed that non-retail sales for comparison goods will 

increase to 12.2% by 2011, to 12.9% by both 2013 and 2016 in order to reflect research undertaken 

by Experian.  In the longer-term, the growth in SFT is identified to increase to 15% by 2018 and to 

20% by 2023 and 2026, which is based on the forecast growth in SFT identified by Experian 

between 2005 and 2016 and WYG’s judgement.  However, given the uncertainty of this format of 

shopping particularly in the long-term the potential impact of growing SFT should be treated with 

caution.     

 

 Capacity 

8.60 As previously highlighted, the Household Survey appears to over estimate the market share of 

Oldham Town Centre and underestimated the role of out-of-centre retail provision.  Therefore, in 

assessing future capacity, our assessment is based on the revised turnover of existing comparison 

goods floorspace within the Borough as outlined in Table 8.8.  
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8.61 Based on current market shares and allowing for growth in non-retail sales, Table 8.10 estimates the 

available capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace in the Borough through to 2026. 

  

 Table 8.10: Estimated Available Comparison Goods Expenditure – Oldham Borough 
Year Benchmark Turnover – £m Expenditure Available - £m Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 436.92 481.19 44.27 

2011 456.88 510.93 54.05 

2013 470.69 553.29 82.60 

2016 492.19 616.12 123.93 

2018 507.06 662.46 155.40 

2023 546.25 769.67 223.42 

2026 571.20 868.06 296.86 

 Notes: Allows for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum and assumes constant market share of 55.2% in the defined Study  Area  
  Allows for SFT to increase from 6.2% in 2008, to 12.9% by 2013, 14.4% by 2016, 15% by 2018 and to 20% by 2023 and 2026 
  Surplus expenditure between 2008 and 2026 is a cumulative total (e.g. capacity by 2011 includes the identified capacity in 2008) 
  At 2005 prices 

 
8.62 Based on current market share, given the overtrading of existing floorspace the Borough is identified 

to have a capacity for additional comparison goods of almost £83m in 2013.  By 2018, this capacity 

will increase to more than £155m, to more than £223m by 2023 and by 2026 surplus comparison 

goods expenditure will be almost £297m.  However, this level of capacity does not take into account 

outstanding commitments.  This amount of expenditure will be available for all comparison goods 

floorspace (both ‘bulky’ and ‘non-bulky’) and is based on the current forecast growth in expenditure 

and population and an assumption of growth in non-retail store sales.  Accordingly, the Council will 

need to carefully monitor any changes in the future. 

 

8.63 PPS6 advises that quantitative need should be based on specific classes of goods to be sold (i.e. 

convenience and comparison) rather than specific goods such as ‘bulky goods’ or ‘DIY products’.  

However, it is possible from analysis of the Household Survey to identify existing shopping patterns 

for bulky and non-bulky goods and capacity available within these two sectors.   

 

 Bulky Goods 

8.64 Existing facilities within the Borough are identified to achieve a market share within the Study Area 

of 63.1%, which equates to a turnover of some £169.75m in 2008.  This market share increases to 

73.3% within zones 1 to 8.  A breakdown of the market share achieved by existing facilities in the 

Borough on a zone-by-zone basis is contained at Table 8.11.   
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 Table 8.11: Breakdown of Market Shares of Oldham Borough – Bulky Goods  
Market Share by Survey Zone Goods 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Electrical 74.3% 76.6% 68.4% 52.4% 73.7% 61.2% 84.2% 76.1% 31.7% 9.8% 60.7% 

DIY 92.2% 94.8% 80.3% 61.1% 95.5% 80.1% 88.6% 91.6% 25.3% 4.2% 71.1% 

Furniture 73.6% 79.1% 61.3% 69.8% 68.7% 73.3% 68.6% 79.1% 21.4% 14.3% 60.6% 

Garden 69.0% 59.6% 31.9% 84.7% 84.5% 88.8% 81.8% 78.1% 6.9% 60.8% 61.7% 

TOTAL 79.2% 82.5% 70.1% 63.1% 77.7% 71.4% 80.7% 81.8% 31.0% 15.8% 63.1% 

 Source:  Oldham Household Survey (2008) and WYG analysis 

 

8.65 Within the Study Area, existing facilities within the Borough are identified to attract between 60% for 

Furniture Goods and 71% for DIY Goods.  Of the identified expenditure being directed to facilities 

elsewhere, most is identified to be directed to facilities in Tameside (c. £30m) or Rochdale (c. 

£30m).  As would be expected most of this is derived from Zone 9 (‘Rochdale South’) and Zone 10 

(‘Mossley’).  Within the remaining eight zones within the Study Area, which broadly equates to 

Oldham Borough, existing facilities retain at least 60% of ‘bulky goods’ expenditure generated.  

Indeed, within five of these zones, facilities in the Borough retain at least three-quarters of 

expenditure generated in the respective zone.  This suggests that there is relatively limited leakage 

in bulky goods expenditure within the Borough. 

 

8.66 Based on current market shares it is estimated that there is bulky goods capacity (through growth in 

expenditure alone) within the Borough of approximately £12.47m in the short-term (i.e. 2013) 

increasing to £20.71m by 2016, to £36.81m by 2018, £59.50m by 2023 and to £84.54m by 2026 

(Table 8.12) – not taking into account outstanding commitments. 

 
Table 8.12: Estimated Available Comparison Goods Expenditure – Oldham Borough (Bulky Goods) 

Year Benchmark Turnover – £m Expenditure Available - £m Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 169.75 169.75 - 

2011 177.50 180.38 2.88 

2013 182.87 195.34 12.47 

2016 191.22 211.93 20.71 

2018 197.00 233.81 36.81 

2023 212.23 271.73 59.50 

2026 221.92 306.46 84.54 

 Notes: Allows for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum and assumes constant market share of 63.1% in the defined Study  Area  
  Allows for SFT to increase from 6.2% in 2008, to 12.9% by 2013, 14.4% by 2016, to 15% by 2018 and to 20% by 2023 and 2026 
  Surplus expenditure between 2008 and 2026 is a cumulative total (e.g. capacity by 2011 includes the identified capacity in 2008) 
  At 2005 prices 

 
 Non-Bulky Goods 
8.67 In terms of non-bulky goods, the Household Survey identifies that existing facilities within the 

Borough achieve an overall market share of 51.7% (or £311.45m of expenditure) within the defined 

Study Area.  This is identified to be lower than that identified for ‘bulky goods’ (63.1%).  Within 
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zones 1 to 8, this market share increases to 61.7%.  This market share is considered relatively 

strong given the strength of competing provision elsewhere, including the Regional Centre of 

Manchester and The Trafford Centre.  Figure 8.1 summarises the market share achieved by facilities 

within and outside the Borough. 

 

 Figure 8.1: Market Shares of Facilities in Oldham Borough and Competing Destinations   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source:  Derived from Oldham Household Survey (2008) 

 

8.68 Table 8.13 provides a breakdown of the Borough’s market share on a zone-by-zone basis.     

 
Table 8.13: Breakdown of Market Shares of Oldham Borough – Non-Bulky Goods  

Market Share by Survey Zone 
Goods 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 Total 

Clothing 64.9% 52.1% 40.8% 46.4% 53.6% 44.7% 68.0% 69.4% 16.4% 13.7% 46.8% 

Books, etc 59.5% 56.2% 44.6% 64.2% 56.7% 43.6% 72.9% 67.0% 10.0% 4.1% 47.6% 

H’Hold 83.7% 56.6% 56.9% 49.2% 61.5% 57.6% 68.7% 80.5% 24.7% 8.9% 54.8% 

Toys, etc. 73.6% 50.0% 50.0% 41.2% 50.0% 45.2% 74.9% 74.4% 14.3% 9.3% 48.2% 

Chemist 84.6% 80.8% 63.4% 81.2% 88.1% 68.8% 88.7% 93.3% 12.2% 5.4% 66.1% 

TOTAL 78.8% 82.2% 68.4% 60.9% 76.9% 64.7% 80.0% 80.9% 26.4% 9.9% 51.7% 

 Source:  Oldham Household Survey (2008) and WYG analysis 

 

8.69 Table 8.13 indicates that within the Study Area existing facilities within the Borough achieve between 

48.2% for ‘Toys, Games, etc.’ to 66.1% for ‘Chemist Goods’.   

 

8.70 By applying current market share (51.7%) to the available expenditure, our assessment identifies 

capacity in the short-term (based on growth alone) of £22.54m by 2013.  This is forecast to increase 
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to £52.56m by 2016, to £67.38m by 2018, to £108.85m by 2023 and to £154.75m by 2026 – 

although this does not take into account outstanding commitments.  This ‘capacity’ is available 

throughout the Borough, although in accordance with local planning policy this should be 

concentrated in Oldham Town Centre.    

 

Table 8.14: Estimated Available Comparison Goods Expenditure – Oldham Borough (Non-Bulky 
Goods) 

Year Benchmark Turnover – £m Expenditure Available - £m Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 311.45 311.45 - 

2011 325.68 330.74 5.06 

2013 335.52 358.16 22.54 

2016 350.85 403.41 52.56 

2018 361.45 428.83 67.38 

2023 389.38 498.23 108.85 

2026 407.17 561.92 154.75 

 Notes: Allows for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum and assumes constant market share of 51.7% in the defined Study  Area  
  Allows for SFT to increase from 6.3% in 2008, to 12.9% by 2013, to 14.4% by 2016, to 15% by 2018 and to 20% by 2023 and 

 2026 
  Surplus expenditure between 2008 and 2026 is a cumulative total (e.g. capacity by 2011 includes the identified capacity in 2008) 
  At 2005 prices 

 
 Outstanding Commitments 

8.71 As previously highlighted, there are a number of commitments within the Borough that will also 

generate new comparison goods floorspace.  These include the new Tesco store created at 

Huddersfield Road District Centre, the additional comparison goods floorspace created (which is 

restricted to no more than 45% of the net floorspace) is identified to result in an uplift in comparison 

goods floorspace of up to 3,771 sq m (net).  Again, by applying a typical sales density for Tesco, this 

additional floorspace is identified to have a comparison goods turnover of approximately £38.91m by 

2013.  In addition, two extant permissions exist to extend the existing Tesco store at Failsworth.  

Although it is unknown which permission will be implemented or the level of comparison sales area 

within the extended store, our assessment that if the larger consent is developed the potential 

comparison goods turnover could be approximately £3.60m by 2013.    

 

8.72 Other commitments include outline planning permission (LPA Ref: PA/037179/98) for the 

redevelopment of Alexandra Retail Park in order to extend and include additional retail floorspace of 

up 13,443 sq m (gross)  - including 5,574 sq m (gross) of unrestricted comparison goods floorspace 

- to be constructed on the Council owned land immediately north east of the existing retail park and 

to encompass the renovation and conversion of the redundant, vacant and derelict former railway 

warehouse, a Grade II listed building.  The extended scheme relates to improved highway access 
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directly from and to Oldham Way.  Proposals were developed and agreed in 1998 for the 

construction of direct access slip road, alterations to Wellington Street with a signalised junction.  

Following completion of the Section 106 Agreement, outline planning permission was granted in 

September 2005.  There is a current application for reserved matters that is similar to the outline 

planning permission granted in 2005.  The proposal involves the demolition of existing retail park 

buildings on the site and provides 11 new retail warehouse units, together with 600 car parking 

spaces, cycle parking and servicing access.  Based on a net floorspace of the additional floorspace 

permitted comprising up to 10,754 sq m (80% of the gross floorspace) and applying an average 

sales density of £3,000 per sq m to the restricted floorspace created (c. 7,869 sq m net) and £4,500 

per sq m to the unrestricted comparison goods floorspace (c. 5,574 sq m net), this commitment is 

identified to have a comparison goods turnover of approximately £48.69m in 2013. 

 

8.73 Permission was also granted in July 2002 (LPA Ref: PA/041109/05) to refurbish and extend the 

existing MFI unit (which we understand is now vacant) to create an additional retail unit to the south 

west.  This additional unit would comprise some 929 sq m (gross).  Although refurbishment of the 

existing unit has been completed the additional unit has not yet been built.  Given the current 

uncertainty of the existing unit following the closure of the larger MFI unit it is unknown whether the 

additional unit will be implemented.  However, if it did this additional floorspace could have a 

comparison goods turnover of approximately £2.40m by 2013 (based on a net floorspace of 80% of 

the gross and an average sales density of £3,000 per sq m). 

 

8.74 Accordingly, outstanding commitments within the Borough are identified to have a potential 

comparison goods turnover of £93.60m in 2013 (£48.69m + £38.91m + £2.40m + £3.60m).  By 

allowing for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum the turnover of outstanding commitments 

(should they all be implemented) increase to £97.88m by 2016, to £100.83m in 2018, £108.63m by 

2023 and to £113.59m by 2026 (Appendix 11).  Table 8.15 provides a summary of outstanding 

commitments for additional comparison goods floorspace within the Borough. 
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 Table 8.15: Outstanding Commitments – Comparison Goods    
Commitments Floorspace Potential Turnover - 2013 

Redevelopment of Alexandra Retail Park (LPA Ref: 
PA/037179/98) 

13,443 sq m (gross) – including 5,574 
sq m (gross) of unrestricted 
comparison gods floorspace  

£48.69m 

Redevelopment and enlargement of Tesco store at Huddersfield 
Road (LPA Ref: PA/051165/06) 

12,999 sq m (gross)/8,713 sq m (net) uplift in turnover of £38.91m 

Refurbish and extend the existing MFI store (LPA Ref: 
PA/041109/05) 

929 sq m (gross) £2.40m 

Extension to permitted Tesco store, Failsworth (LPA Ref: 
PA/55078/08^* 

enlarged store restricted to 11,652 sq 
m (gross) 

uplift in turnover of up to £3.60m 

Installation of mezzanine floor within existing Tesco store, 
Failsworth (LPA Ref: PA/55748/08)^ 

enlarged store restricted to 10,133 sq 
m (gross) 

uplift in turnover of up to £1.07m 

TOTAL  up to £93.60m 

 

8.75 Accordingly, should all outstanding commitments be implemented, all of the identified capacity by 

2013 (c. £83m) will be met.  Indeed, by 2016 it remains that almost three-quarters (79%) of the 

surplus capacity (c. £124m) will be met by outstanding commitments.  Accordingly, should all 

outstanding commitments come forward; there is no clear demonstrable capacity for additional 

comparison goods floorspace in the Borough in the short-term (i.e. until after 2013) based on 

current market share.   

 

8.76 Our assessment identifies in 2016, there is residual capacity (over and above outstanding 

commitments) of £26.05m.  This is identified to increase to £54.57m by 2018, to £114.79m by 2023 

and to £183.27m by 2026 at current market shares.   

 

8.77 By applying an average sales density of £5,000 per sq m (and allowing for increased productivity 

through to 2026), this equates to the following floorspace requirements within the Borough (over 

and above outstanding commitments): 

 

• 2016 – 4,980 sq m (net); 

• 2018 – 10,130 sq m (net); 

• 2023 – 18,360 sq m (net); and 

• 2026 – 28,035 sq m (net). 

 (N.B. The capacity figures outlined above are the cumulative position – i.e. the capacity in 2018 includes the floorspace 

capacity in 2016 of 4,980 sq m (net).  Therefore, the increased in capacity between 2006 and 2018 is 5,150 sq m (10,130 sq 

m – 4,980 sq m).    
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8.78 Whilst this demonstrates significant capacity in the long-term (post 2016) this should be treated with 

caution and not be used as basis to support additional out-of-centre retail floorspace in the short-

term.  Furthermore, there is no certainty that all the outstanding commitments identified will be 

implemented.  The extant permission to refurbish and extend the existing MFI unit may not be 

implemented given the recent closure of the MFI store.  In addition, there is no certainty that the 

extant permission to redevelop Alexandra Retail Park will come forward (particularly in the short-

term).  Indeed, the redevelopment of Alexandra Mill Retail Park was initially intended to enable IKEA 

to be located on the site.  IKEA subsequently did not pursue their interest in providing a store in 

Oldham, focusing their attention to a new store in Ashton-under-Lyne, which has now been built. 

 

8.79 Accordingly, by assuming that these commitments are not implemented, which are identified to 

achieve a potential comparison goods turnover of some £51.09m in 2013, remaining outstanding 

commitments are identified to achieve a comparison goods turnover of £42.51m (£93.60m - 

£51.09m) in 2013.  Accordingly, by excluding these outstanding commitments, there is an immediate 

capacity of £4.81m to support additional retail floorspace within the Borough.  This is identified to 

increase to £12.79m by 2011, to £40.09m by 2013, to £79.48m by 2016, to £109.60m by 2018, to 

£174.09m by 2023 and to £245.27m by 2026. 

 

8.80 This level of floorspace equates to the following revised levels of floorspace requirements (although 

dependent upon the end-operator): 

 

• 2008 – 960 sq m (net); 

• 2011 – 2,445 sq m (net) 

• 2013 – 7,445 sq m (net); 

• 2016 – 14,110 sq m (net); 

• 2018 – 18,890 sq m (net); 

• 2023 – 27,850 sq m (net); and 

• 2026 – 37,520 sq m (net). 

 (N.B. The capacity figures outlined above are the cumulative position – i.e. the capacity in 2011 includes the floorspace 

capacity in 2008 of 960 sq m (net).  Therefore, the increased in capacity between 2008 and 2011 is 1,485 sq m (2,445 sq m – 

960 sq m).    

 

8.81 The above analysis illustrates that should all outstanding commitments not come forward the level of 

capacity available to support additional comparison goods retail floorspace increases significantly – 
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most notably identifying comparison goods capacity in the short-term.  This assessment is based on 

only the new Tesco store at Huddersfield Road and the extant permission to extend the existing 

Tesco store at Failsworth coming forward (based on the larger permission being implemented).  

Consequently, the Council should monitor the future developments with regard to the 

implementation of these outstanding commitments.    

 

 Qualitative Need 

8.82 Oldham Borough provides a broad range of ‘non-bulky’ comparison goods floorspace.  Indeed, 

despite the significant strength of competing provision such as Manchester and The Trafford Centre, 

within the Borough (zones 1 to 8) existing facilities achieve a relatively high market share (62%).   

 

8.83 Of this retention, the vast majority is directed to Oldham Town Centre, although the out-of-centre 

Elk Mill Retail Park is also identified to attract shoppers within the Borough.  Whilst there appears 

limited scope in the short-term for significantly more non-bulky comparison floorspace at current 

market shares over and above outstanding commitments, there is a need to improve the quality of 

the retail offer through attracting major retailers who are not currently represented, such as Marks & 

Spencer.  In this respect, the Council should assess realistic and appropriate opportunities within the 

town centre rather than allowing further out-of-centre provision to seek to accommodate major 

retailers.  Such development is likely to increase the market share of Oldham as a non-bulky goods 

retail destination and enhance its overall vitality and viability. 

 

8.84 In terms of other defined centres within the Borough, these serve a much lesser retail role as 

reflected by the findings of the Household Survey, particularly for residents who may not have 

access to a car.  Given the current role these centres serve, it is unlikely that these centres will be 

commercially attractive for significant expansion of their retail offer in the future.        

 

8.85 The retention of expenditure in the Borough for ‘bulky goods’ (i.e. electrical, furniture, DIY, etc.) is 

identified by the Household Survey to be higher (at 63%, or 73% within zones 1 to 8) than that 

achieved for non-bulky goods (52%, or 62%).  Indeed, the ‘bulky goods’ offer within the Borough is 

considered strong with representation from B&Q and Wickes in the DIY Goods sector and a range of 

other bulky goods retailers, albeit located at out-of-centre locations, most notably at Elk Mill Retail 

Park. 
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8.86 Given the strong representation currently in the Borough, the slow down in the ‘bulky goods’ market 

and the high retention of ‘bulky goods’ expenditure within zones 1 to 8 of the Study, there appears 

to be no clear qualitative  need to improve the bulky goods offer. 

 

 Impact of Different Population Growth Rates 

8.87 As previously highlighted, the forecast population growth identified by the Greater Manchester 

Forecasting Model, which forms the basis of this study, is notably lower than the latest population 

projections identified by ONS. 

 

8.88 Set out below is our assessment of the potential impact on future capacity for additional convenience 

and comparison goods floorspace based on applying the two different population scenarios. 

 

 Table 8.16: Capacity Based on the Different Population Scenarios – Oldham Borough  
Convenience Goods Comparison Goods 

Year 
GMFM Population ONS Population GMFM Population ONS Population 

2008     

 (£m)  20.18 44.27 

(sq m net) 1,715-4,045 8,855-12,650 

     

2011     

(£m)  32.35 36.73 54.05 59.98 

(sq m net) 2,705-6,375 3,070-7,235 10,335-14,770 11,470-16,390 

     

2013     

(£m) 40.78 47.06 82.60 91.61 

(sq m net) 3,375-7,955 3,900-9,180 15,335-21,905 17,010-24,295 

     

2016     

(£m) 53.37 61.89 123.93 151.88 

(sq m net) 4,355-10,255 5,050-11,895 22,000-31,430 26,965-38,520 

     

2018     

(£m) 62.10 76.22 155.40 178.42 

(sq m net) 5,015-11,815 6,155-14,500 26,780-38,260 30,745-43,925 

     

2023     

(£m) 85.88 108.99 223.42 264.72 

(sq m net) 6,765-15,935 8,585-20,225 35,740-51,060 42,345-60,495 

     

2026     

(£m) 101.02 129.63 296.86 352.00 

(sq m net) 7,840-18,470 10,060-23,700 45,415-64,875  53,850-76,930 

 Notes: Allows for increased productivity of +0.5% per annum for convenience goods and +1.5% per annum and assumes constant 
 market share in the defined Study  Area  

  Allows for SFT to increase from 6.2% in 2008, to 12.9% by 2013, to 15% by 2018 and to 20% by 2023 and 2026 for 
 comparison goods 

Floorspace requirement based on applying a range of £5,000 per sq m, which the average sales densities of smaller convenience 
store operators and discount retailers, to £11,778 per sq m for convenience goods, which is based on the average sales densities of 
the leading four supermarkets as identified by Verdict (2008) (allowing for increased productivity through to 2026) and between 
£3,500 per sq m to £5,000 per sq m for comparison goods (allowing for increased productivity through to 2026) based on WYG 
judgement  

  Capacity does not take into account outstanding commitments 
  At 2005 prices 
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8.89 Table 8.15 illustrates that by applying the higher ONS population forecasts, the level of capacity 

(both in the convenience and comparison goods sector) increases.  For example by 2026 the 

capacity identified for additional convenience goods floorspace within the Borough increases from 

approximately £101m (based in the GMFM estimates) to almost £130m (based on the latest ONS 

estimates) – a difference of more than £28m.  

 

8.90 Similarly, with regard to comparison goods capacity, by 2026 this increases from £297m (based on 

the GMFM estimates) to £352m (based on the ONS estimates) – an increase of more than £55m. 

 

8.91 WYG considers that the GMFM provides a more cautious and realistic assessment of population than 

ONS-based projections and the population figures are agreed by Oldham Council and the 

neighbouring Greater Manchester authorities.  Given this, the level of capacity identified based on 

the ONS should be treated with caution and not be used for the basis of assessing capacity for 

additional retail floorspace.      
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9.0 LEISURE PROVISION AND CAPACITY WITHIN OLDHAM BOROUGH 

 

 Background 

9.01 In order to establish commercial leisure patterns within Oldham Borough, it is possible to examine 

the results of the Household Survey which asked specific questions on where and how frequently 

residents undertake a variety of leisure activities.  The Household Survey asked questions relating to 

the following leisure activities: 

 

• Cinemas; 

• Indoor sports or health and fitness activity: 

• Nightlife such as bars, pubs and nightclubs; 

• Restaurants; 

• Ten-pin bowling; and 

• Bingo. 

 

9.02 A copy of the questionnaire and full tabulations of the Household Survey are contained at Appendix 

2. 

 

 Existing Provision 

9.03 Commercial leisure provision within the Borough is limited.  Indeed, the Borough lacks a cinema and 

ten-pin bowling facility, with the main commercial leisure facilities being a Mecca Bingo on King 

Street at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre, together with a number of small health clubs.  However, 

there are a number of small health clubs throughout the Borough, including in Oldham (JJB Fitness 

at Elk Mill Retail Park) and elsewhere in the Borough including in Failsworth, Chadderton, Lees, 

Royton, Shaw, Huddersfield Road and elsewhere including Greenfield and Moorside.   

 

9.04 In addition, Oldham Town Centre also contains the Oldham Coliseum Theatre on Fairbottom Street, 

the Lyceum Players on Union Street and an art gallery (Gallery Oldham) on Greaves Street.  In 

addition, Saddleworth Museum & Art Gallery is located in Uppermill and the Playhouse is located on 

Newtown Street in Shaw. 
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9.05 The remaining leisure offer within the Borough generally comprises local leisure facilities such as 

pubs, bars, restaurants, etc.     

 

9.06 Given that the Borough lacks a number of important commercial leisure facilities, rather than 

assessing the leisure role of each of the eight main centres, our assessment focuses on the need for 

additional commercial leisure facilities within the Borough as a whole.  Oldham Town Centre as the 

main centre in the Borough would be considered the most appropriate location to accommodate any 

improvement in the Borough’s leisure offer. 

 

9.07 The general patterns for non-commercial leisure uses such as pubs, restaurants within the Borough 

have also been considered.   

 

 Existing Leisure Patterns  

9.08 Set out below is our assessment of current leisure patterns within the defined Study Area as 

identified for the Household Survey.  Full tabulations are contained at Appendix 8.  

 

 Cinemas 

9.09 Within the defined Study Area, the Household Survey identified that approximately 51% of 

respondents visited the cinema.   

 

9.10 Given the lack of a cinema in the Borough it is expected that no respondents would state that they 

visited facilities within the Borough.  Therefore, local residents who visit the cinema have to travel to 

provision outside the Borough.  In this respect, the most popular destination was identified to be the 

Cineworld at Ashton Moss in Ashton-under-Lyne, which attracts 40% of cinema goers in the Study 

Area.  Whilst it is understandable that a significant number (85%) of cinema goers within the 

Mossley Zone use this cinema, it is notable that within the Failsworth, Lees, Uppermill, Oldham East 

and Oldham West zones more than 50% of respondents who visit the cinema within these zones do 

so at this facility.  Indeed, within the Failsworth Zone almost 70% of respondents use this facility. 

 

9.11 The Odeon Cinema at Sandbrook Park in Rochdale was also identified to be popular achieving a 

market share within the Study Area of 36% of cinema goers.  As would be expected this facility has 

the greatest influence on residents within the Rochdale South Zone (77%).  However, within the 

Royton (68%) and Shaw (60%) zones it is evident that a number of cinema goers use this facility.  
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Furthermore, more than 40% of cinema goers within the Chadderton Zone also use this facility.  The 

popularity of this cinema within this zone is reflective of its proximity to residents within this part of 

the Borough. 

 

9.12 Facilities in Manchester City Centre, including the Odeon Cinema at The Printworks and the AMC at 

the Great Northern are also identified to be popular.  Collectively, these two cinemas attract more 

than 10% of cinema goers within the Study Area.  This includes more than 20% within the 

Chadderton Zone and 14% within the Failsworth Zones.  The Odeon Cinema is also identified to 

attract cinema goers from certain parts of the Borough, most notably the Oldham West Zone (16%) 

and Failsworth Zone (7%). 

 

9.13 Unsurprisingly, the findings of the Household Survey suggest that residents within the north of the 

Borough look towards Rochdale and to a lesser extent Manchester to meet their cinema-going 

requirements (e.g. Royton and Shaw zones).  In comparison, residents within the south look towards 

facilities in Ashton-under-Lyne, primarily within the Failsworth, Lees, Uppermill, Oldham East and 

Oldham West zones. 

 

9.14 In terms of the age breakdown of respondents who visit the cinema, the Household Survey suggests 

that within the 18 to 34 year old age band, more than 76% of respondents visit the cinema, 

compared to 63% within the 35 to 55 year age band and only 35% of respondents aged 55 years or 

over.   

 

9.15 Figure 9.1 provides a breakdown of the most popular cinemas outside the Borough by age profile. 
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Figure 9.1: Popularity of Main Cinemas by Age Profile      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  Excludes respondents who stated ‘Don’t Know/varies’ and ‘Don’t do’ as identified by the Household Survey 

 

9.16 Figure 9.1 indicates that facilities in Manchester appear to be more popular with the younger 

population (particularly those aged 18 to 34 years old) than the older population.  This may be due 

to respondents combining a trip to the cinema with other leisure activities within Manchester, such 

as pubs, bars and restaurants or as part of a longer visit such as visiting the shops.  In comparison, 

the cinema in Rochdale (which is located in an out-of-centre location although ancillary leisure 

facilities are located nearby including ten-pin bowling and family restaurants) is more popular with 

the older population.   

 

 Cinema Capacity 

9.17 As previously highlighted, the Borough does not currently contain a cinema facility, clearly given that 

more than half of the respondents within the Study Area visit facilities outside the Borough suggest 

that there is a clear need.   

 

9.18 In seeking to identify the potential size of cinema it is necessary to make a judgement with regard to 

what level of retention could be realistically attracted to a cinema within the Borough.  In this 

respect, a factor in the success of any cinema in the Borough is likely to be affected by the ancillary 

uses adjoining the cinema, such as bars, restaurants, etc.  As previously highlighted cinemas in 
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Manchester are always likely to attract residents from the Borough given the wider leisure uses 

available.   

 

9.19 Given the strength of proximity of competing provision, we consider that it realistic that a new 

cinema in the Borough could attract approximately 50% of residents within the Study Area.  

Although this level of retention is dependent upon the location and format of any cinema 

development.  This is less than the market share achieved by all facilities in the Borough for either 

convenience (70%) or comparison goods shopping (55%).  It is unlikely that a new cinema in 

Oldham will draw significant residents from either the Mossley or Rochdale South zones and 

residents within the peripheral areas of the Borough are likely to continue using facilities outside the 

Borough. 

 

9.20 Based on retaining 50% of the Study Area population and based on the average participation rate 

within the UK of 2.9 visits per person per annum (as identified by Mintel), our assessment at 

Appendix 8 indicates that the Borough could potentially support up to ten cinema screens, which is 

comparable in size to the Cineworld at Ashton-under-Lyne (15 screens) and the Odeon at Sandbrook 

Park, Rochdale (nine screens). 

 

9.21 Given the lack of a cinema in the Borough there is clear need for this type of facility.  The on-street 

surveys undertaken within Oldham Town Centre and the seven district centres highlighted that there 

was an overwhelming need for a cinema.  In considering what type of leisure facilities they would 

like to see, a cinema was identified to be the most popular facility.     

 

 Indoor sports or health and fitness activity 

9.22 Approximately, 37% of respondents within the Study Area participate in health and fitness activities.  

Of those respondents who do undertake this type of activity, most (62%) indicated that they used 

facilities in the Borough.  This equates to a catchment adult population within the Study Area of 

approximately 55,300 people.  Accordingly, some 32,000 adults living within the Study Area who 

undertake this activity do so at facilities outside the Borough, most notably Rochdale (8%) and 

Manchester (7%).  Although this reduces to only 17,300 people within zones 1 to 8, which suggests 

that limited trips for this activity are directed to facilities outside the Borough. 
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9.23 Table 9.1 provides a breakdown of the market share achieved by facilities within the Borough on a 

zone-by-zone basis for this activity.    

       

 Table 9.1: ‘Oldham Borough ‘Health & Fitness’ Market Share - 2008 

Survey Zone (%) 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

83.7 87.8 60.9 70.6 81.5 66.7 77.8 73.0 13.1 12.2 61.8 

  Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Excludes ‘’Don’t undertake this activity’ 

 

9.24 Existing facilities within the Borough are identified to attract the vast majority of respondents (at 

least 60%) who undertake this activity within the eight zones that broadly represents Oldham 

Borough.  Within the Borough the most popular destination are identified to be facilities in Oldham 

(35%) and Failsworth (8%) followed by Royton and Chadderton (both 6%).  As with shopping 

patterns the influence of competing facilities outside the Borough, such as those in Manchester and 

Rochdale, are greatest in the peripheral zones.  Indeed, within the Chadderton Zone, some 22% of 

respondents who undertake this activity do so at facilities in Manchester.  However, the relative 

strength of facilities within Manchester for residents within the Borough, most notably in the 

Failsworth, Uppermill and Oldham West zones may be related to work patterns. 

 

9.25 Given the current retention levels achieved by facilities in the Borough together with the distribution 

of facilities throughout the Borough (albeit predominantly independent operators and strong Council 

provision) there appears to be no clear evidence to suggest that there is an outstanding requirement 

for further facilities in the future.  However, it is notable that the Borough lacks representation from 

a number of the leading health club operators such as Esporta, Fitness First and Virgin Active many 

of which operate facilities in the neighbouring authorities of Manchester, Tameside and Rochdale.  

This would suggest a qualitative argument for improved provision within the Borough.  In this 

respect, the on-street survey identified an additional health and fitness facility as being the third 

most popular leisure facility they would like to see in the Borough.  This appeared to be particularly 

important for visitors to Shaw, where this type of facility was seen by respondents to be the most 

important facility they would like to see more of.  Given that there is currently existing provision 

available for local residents, the findings of the on-street survey appear to indicate a lack of quality 

in relation to existing facilities.     
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 Nightlife such as Bars, Pubs and Clubs    

9.26 Within the defined Study Area, the Household Survey identifies that half (50%) of respondents 

indicates that they visited pubs, bars or nightclubs. 

 

9.27 Of those respondents within the Study Area who stated that they visited such facilities, less than half 

(49%) visited facilities within the Borough.  This equates to adult catchment population of 

approximately 57,600 people using facilities within the Borough.  Within the Borough the most 

popular destinations are identified to be Oldham Town Centre (21%), followed by Royton (6%) and 

Chadderton (5%).   

 

9.28 However, it is evident that more than half of respondents within the Study Area use facilities outside 

the Borough, most notably Manchester City Centre (23%), which achieves a higher market share 

than Oldham Town Centre.  Table 9.2 provides a breakdown of the market shares achieved by the 

most popular destinations within and outside the Borough on a zone-by-zone basis. 

 

 Table 9.2: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Pubs/Clubs/Nightclubs     
            ____ 

 Centre     Market Share by Zone 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

            ____ 

 Within Oldham Borough 

 Oldham T C 28% 16% 17% 19% 39% 12% 56% 39% 0% 6% 

 Chadderton  0% 2% 29% 2% 0% 0% 3% 9% 0% 0% 

 Shaw  35% 4% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

 Royton  4% 39% 2% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

 Failsworth  0% 0% 2% 36% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 All Borough 69% 62% 49% 60% 73% 77% 72% 52% 3% 10% 

  

 Outside Oldham Borough 

 Manchester C C 24% 25% 29% 25% 21% 8% 21% 30% 19% 24%  

 Rochdale  4% 6% 6% 0% 0% 4% 5% 0% 40% 0% 

 Stalybridge  0% 0% 0% 2% 0% 4% 0% 0% 0% 24% 

       

            ____ 

 

9.29 Table 9.2 illustrates the influence Manchester City Centre has on attracted residents within the 

Borough and wider Study Area for pubs, clubs or nightclubs.  Whilst it is expected that Manchester 

City Centre will draw a high level of residents from the Borough for this activity, it is evident that few 

people look towards Oldham Town Centre.  Indeed, within the Chadderton Zone, more residents 
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who undertake this activity within this zone visit Manchester City Centre (29%) than they do nearby 

Oldham Town Centre (17%).  Within the Uppermill Zone some 8% of residents are willing to travel 

to Manchester City Centre (a 26 mile roundtrip), which compares to 12% visiting Oldham Town 

Centre (a 12 mile roundtrip).  

 

9.30 In terms of the age breakdown of respondents who visit pubs, bars or nightclubs, the Household 

Survey identifies that this activity is most popular within the 18 to 34 year old age band.  Some 63% 

of respondents within this age band indicated that they undertook this activity.  This compared to 

58% within the 35 to 54 year old age band and 41% aged 55 years or older. 

 

9.31 In terms of the most popular destinations for the different age bands, Figure 9.2 provides a 

breakdown of the popularity of the main destinations within and outside the Borough.   

  

    Figure 9.2: Popularity of Main Destinations by Age Profile – Pubs, Clubs and Nightclubs      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  Excludes respondents who stated ‘Don’t Know/varies’ and ‘Don’t do’ as identified by the Household Survey 

 

9.32 Figure 9.2 highlights the popularity of Manchester City Centre for this type of activity for respondents 

aged 18 to 34 years old.  Within this age band, of those respondents who undertake this activity 

some 48% visit Manchester City Centre, which compares to less than 19% using facilities in Oldham.  

It appears from the Household Survey that the older population (those aged 55 years or over) use 
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local facilities rather than travelling to centres such as Oldham, Manchester or Stalybridge.  The 

survey evidence suggests that respondents appear not to use Oldham Town Centre in the evening 

due to the poor range and choice of facilities available and the perceived poor safety issues during 

the evening.   

 

9.33 Given this, it is considered that there is a need to improve the evening economy within Oldham 

Town Centre in order to improve it attraction for local residents.   

 

 Restaurants 

9.34 Within the defined Study Area, the Household Survey identifies that almost 77% of respondents 

visit restaurants.  However, of those that do, less than half (46%) last used facilities within the 

Borough.  This equates to an adult catchment population of approximately 85,200 people using 

facilities within the Borough. 

 

9.35 Within the Borough the most popular destinations within the Borough were identified to be Oldham 

Town Centre (22%) followed by Chadderton (7%) and Royton (5%).  In terms of facilities outside 

the Borough, Manchester City Centre was identified to be the most popular (16%), particularly from 

the Oldham West Zone (29%) and Failsworth Zone (28%).  Facilities in Rochdale were also identified 

to be popular (13%) albeit primarily from the Rochdale South Zone (50%).  However, within the 

Shaw and Royton zones, facilities in Rochdale were identified to attract 19% and 12% of 

respondents respectively, which compares to Oldham Town Centre attracting 28% and 16% 

respectively from these zones.  Accordingly, within the Chadderton Zone, despite the close proximity 

of Oldham Town Centre, a number of residents look towards Rochdale Town Centre for this activity 

rather than Oldham.   

 

9.36 Table 9.3 provides a breakdown of the market shares achieved by the main centres within and 

outside the Borough on a zone-by-zone basis. 
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Table 9.3: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Restaurants     
            ____ 

 Centre     Market Share by Zone 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

            ____ 

 Within Oldham Borough 

 Oldham T C 28% 27% 16% 19% 38% 14% 46% 33% 3% 6% 

 Chadderton  0% 6% 33% 7% 2% 0% 4% 7% 0% 0% 

 Shaw  18% 3% 1% 0% 0% 2% 0% 0% 2% 0% 

 Royton  9% 27% 1% 0% 2% 0% 0% 6% 1% 0% 

 Failsworth  0% 0% 0% 22% 2% 0% 0% 1% 0% 0% 

 All Borough 57% 58% 54% 51% 72% 60% 56% 50% 5% 13% 

  

 Outside Oldham Borough 

 Manchester C C 9% 13% 12% 28% 13% 12% 20% 29% 9% 19%  

 Rochdale  19% 13% 12% 1% 2% 2% 7% 1% 50% 2% 

 Ashton  3% 0% 1% 7% 6% 7% 4% 7% 0%   

            ____ 

 

9.37 Table 9.3 indicates the influence of competing provision within certain zones, most notably within 

the Failsworth and Oldham West zones, where approximately half of trips undertaken within these 

zones for this type of activity are directed to facilities outside the Borough. 

 

9.38 It is notable that restaurants within a number of smaller centres, such as Saddleworth serve an 

important role in meeting the needs of the local population, particularly within the Uppermill Zone.  

Indeed, whilst Oldham Town Centre attracts only 14% of respondents within this zone, the overall 

retention of facilities in the Borough is identified to be 60% - the second highest of all zones within 

the Study Area.  This is due to the popularity of facilities in Uppermill (19%), Saddleworth (7%) and 

Delph (5%) for respondents within this zone. 

 

9.39 In terms of the age breakdown of respondents who visit restaurants, the Household Survey identifies 

that this activity is most popular within the 18 to 34 year old age band, where 81% of respondents 

within this age band undertake this activity.  This is followed by respondents within 35 to 54 year old 

age band (80%) and only 73% of respondents aged 55 years or over.   

 

9.40 In terms of the most popular destinations for the different age bands, Figure 9.3 provides a 

breakdown of the popularity of Oldham Town Centre and compares it to the main competing centres 

outside the Borough.     
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 Figure 9.3: Popularity of Main Destinations by Age Profile – Restaurants 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Oldham Household Survey (2008) 
  Excludes respondents who stated ‘Don’t Know/varies’ and ‘Don’t do’ as identified by the Household Survey 

 

9.41 Figure 9.3 illustrates that Oldham Town Centre is generally more popular with the younger 

population than it is for the older resident population.  However, it is notable that for respondents 

aged 18 to 34 years old within the Study Area, Manchester City Centre (27%) is identified to more 

popular than Oldham Town Centre (25%).  The limited popularity of Manchester and Oldham for the 

older population reflects the popularity of more local facilities. 

 

 Ten-pin Bowling 

9.42 Within the defined Study Area, the Household Survey identifies that 28% of respondents participate 

in this activity. 

 

9.43 As the Borough contains no ten-pin bowling facility, all of those respondents who stated that they 

partake in this activity do so at facilities outside the Borough.  The most popular destinations were 

identified to be the Hollywood Bowl in Ashton-under-Lyne (54%) and Strike Ten at Sandbrook Park 

in Rochdale (24%).  Within the Failsworth, Lees, Uppermill, Oldham East, Oldham West and Mossley 

zones, more than 60% of respondents who participate in this activity use the existing facility in 

Ashton-under-Lyne.  This compares to Sandbrook Park being more popular within the Shaw, Royton 

and Rochdale South zones.  Tenpin at Park 66 in Bury is also identified to draw residents from the 
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Study Area, achieving an overall market share of 16%.  This facility has the greatest influence within 

the Chadderton (36%) and Rochdale South (30%) zones. 

 

9.44 Table 9.4 provides a breakdown of the market share achieved by existing facilities on a zone-by-zone 

basis.   

 

  Table 9.4: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Ten-pin Bowling 
            ____ 

 Centre     Market Share by Zone 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

            ____ 

 Within Oldham Borough 

 All Borough 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

  

 Outside Oldham Borough 

 Ashton  30% 32% 39% 78% 77% 75% 88% 65% 9% 94% 

 Rochdale  53% 48% 21% 4% 12% 13% 12% 3% 58% 0% 

 Bury  13% 20% 36% 9% 6% 13% 0% 12% 30% 0%  

 The Trafford Centre  3% 0% 5% 0% 0% 0% 0% 18% 3% 0%  

            ____ 

 

 Ten-pin Bowling Capacity 

9.45 The Household Survey identifies ten-pin bowling participation rate within the Study Area of only 

28%.  As previously highlighted the Borough currently contains no ten-pin bowling facility resulting 

in local residents travelling to facilities elsewhere, most notably to Ashton-under-Lyne, Rochdale and 

Bury.  Clearly, the development of a modern ten-pin bowling facility in the Borough will reduce the 

need for local residents to visit facilities elsewhere, although it is inevitable that some respondents 

will continue to use facilities elsewhere.   

 

9.46 Again, by assuming that a new facility could achieve a 40% market share within the Study Area (by 

considering the strength of competing provision), our assessment identifies that there is the 

potential to support a large format bowling facility (at least 20 lanes).   

 

9.47 Should there be commercial demand for a bowling facility in the Borough, it would significantly 

reduce distances travelled by local residents who partake in ten-pin bowling, thereby providing more 

sustainable development.  It is also important to note that bowling operators seek synergy with 

adjacent users, in particular cinemas, when choosing sites for new facilities.  Therefore, in order to 
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maximise the potential market share achieved by a new facility in the Borough together with 

providing a commercially viable opportunity, sites should be identified that could create a purpose-

built leisure destination within the Borough.  Oldham as the principal destination and only town 

centre in the Borough is the most appropriate location within the Borough for this type of 

development. 

 

 Bingo 

9.48 Within the defined Study Area, the Household Survey identifies that only 10% of respondents 

participate in bingo. 

 

9.49 Of those respondents who stated that they participated in bingo, over half (51%) stated that they 

visited facilities within the Borough, primarily to the Mecca Bingo on King Street (47%) in Oldham.  

Other participation in this activity at facilities within the Borough (4%) is restricted to informal events 

such as in pubs or social clubs, most notably in Chadderton and Shaw.  Given this low market share, 

facilities within the Borough are identified to achieve an adult catchment population for bingo of 

12,300 people.  

 

9.50 The most popular destination outside the Borough for bingo is identified to be the Gala Bingo in 

Ashton-under-Lyne (16%) followed by the Mecca Bingo in Rochdale (13%) and Buckingham Bingo in 

Middleton (7%).  Table 9.5 provides a breakdown of the market share achieved by facilities within 

and outside the Borough. 
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 Table 9.5: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres – Bingo 
            ____ 

 Centre     Market Share by Zone 

   1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

            ____ 

 Within Oldham Borough 

 Mecca, Oldham 67% 50% 67% 38% 100% 0% 60% 44% 8% 0%  

 Chadderton  0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 6% 0% 0% 

 Shaw  7% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 

 All Borough 73% 58% 67% 38% 100% 0% 60% 50% 8% 0% 

  

 Outside Oldham Borough 

 Ashton  7% 8% 0% 13% 0% 100% 20% 38% 0% 75%  

 Rochdale  20% 8% 0% 0% 0% 0% 20% 0% 58% 0% 

 Middleton  0% 0% 20% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 33% 0%  

 Harpurhey   0% 8% 7% 25% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%  

            ____ 

 

 Bingo Capacity 

9.51 Currently the Borough contains only one large-format bingo facility (Mecca on King Street), which is 

the most popular destination within the Study Area.  Other participation is restricted to informal 

bingo within pubs, social clubs, etc.  Currently existing facilities within the Borough attract almost 

51% of respondents within the Study Area who participate in this activity.  By ‘rolling forward’ 

current market share there appears scope to support an additional two facilities within the Borough 

through to 2026.  However, it is important to highlight that discussions between WYG and bingo 

operators indicate that bingo expansion is currently less active than it has been in recent years.  The 

smoking ban that came into force in July 2007 has effected bingo participation rates.  Consequently, 

it is unclear whether there is commercial demand for additional facilities within the Borough.  Should 

there be demand, it is considered appropriate not to locate such a facility in Oldham given existing 

provision.  Instead a facility within the Royton, Shaw or Failsworth areas of the Borough are likely to 

have a greater impact on reducing the number of trips being directed to facilities elsewhere.   

 

 Summary 

9.52 Our analysis of the Household Survey suggests the following participation rates for leisure activities 

by residents in the Study Area: 

 

• 51% participate in cinema-going (although no trips are directed to facilities in the Borough due 

to lack of facilities); 
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• 37% participate in health and fitness activities, with 62% directed to facilities in the Borough) 

• 60% visit bars, pubs and nightclubs, although less than half (49%) are directed to facilities in 

the Borough; 

• 77% off respondents within the Study Area visit restaurants, of which only 46% are directed to 

facilities in the Borough; 

• 28% participate in ten-pin bowling despite no facilities being available within the Borough; and 

• 10% participate in bingo, with 51% of respondents using facilities in the Borough. 

 

9.53 Oldham Borough does not contain a cinema or ten-pin bowling facility.  Consequently all residents 

within the Borough and the wider Study Area who participate in these activities do so at destinations 

outside the Borough.  Ashton-under-Lyne is particularly popular, achieving a market share of 40% of 

cinema trips and 54% of ten-pin bowling trips. 

 

9.54 With regard to health and fitness facilities, of those that undertake this activity (37%) more than 

61% use facilities within the Borough.  Outside the Borough, popular facilities include those in 

Manchester City Centre (7%), which may be related to work patterns and Rochdale (8%). 

 

9.55 In terms of ‘capacity’ for additional leisure facilities, this is considered difficult given the current lack 

of a cinema or ten-pin bowling facility.  However, based on a realistic retention levels and the need 

to provide more sustainable leisure patterns, there appears a clear need for a cinema and ten-pin 

bowling facility in the Borough together with an additional bingo facility given that the Borough 

contains only one large-format facility.  There also appears scope for an additional large-format 

bingo operator.  Whilst it is uncertain whether the development of such facilities in the Borough is 

commercially viable, should appropriate demand develop, it will be beneficial for commercial leisure 

facilities to be located in one location (although not necessarily for a new bingo facility) in order to 

maximise spin off benefits of the associated facilities (such as ancillary restaurants) and improve the 

probability of reducing leisure trips currently directed to large leisure destinations elsewhere.  In 

accordance with development plan policies, Oldham is considered the most appropriate location for 

major commercial leisure facilities. 

 

9.56 Furthermore, the survey evidence suggests that Oldham Town Centre has relatively limited attraction 

for other evening economy uses, such as pubs, restaurants, etc.  Indeed, the survey evidence 

identifies that a significant proportion of local residents travel to facilities elsewhere such as to 
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Manchester City Centre, which is likely to be reflective of the limited ‘offer’ in Oldham Town Centre.  

Indeed, there is generally a lack of family restaurants and other facilities that would be attractive to 

local residents.  The on-street survey identified that more than 69% of respondents who visit 

Oldham Town Centre do not visit in the evening.  In this respect, some 30% of respondents 

generally considered the range and choice of pubs and restaurants to be worse in Oldham Town 

Centre than other centres they use compared to only 15% considered it to be better.  Similarly, 

almost half (49%) considered leisure facilities within Oldham Town Centre to be worse than other 

centres they use.  This compared to only 8% considering them to be better. 

 

9.57 The survey evidence suggests that there is a clear need to improve the leisure offer in the Borough, 

particularly in Oldham Town Centre, which appears to serve a very limited role as a leisure 

destination.    
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10.0 ROLE OF EXISTING CENTRES WITHIN THE BOROUGH 

  

 Introduction 

10.01 This section of the report assesses the current role of Oldham Town Centre together with the seven 

district centres within the Borough, in terms of both its retail and wider ‘offer’. 

 

 Oldham Town Centre 

10.02 Oldham is identified to be the largest centre within the Borough, being identified in the UDP as the 

only town centre.  Consequently, local planning policies suggest that Oldham should be the focus for 

major retail development in the future.  The main focus of retailing within Oldham Town Centre is 

within the Spindles Shopping Centre and Town Square Shopping Centre, which contain a number of 

key attractors.  Further retailing is located on Albion Street, Henshaw Street and Market Place.   

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.03 In terms of convenience goods shopping, by including the edge-of-centre Sainsbury’s and Aldi 

stores, existing facilities are identified to achieve a convenience goods turnover of some £47.43m in 

2008.  This equates to a market share within the Study Area of 10.2%.  Further convenience goods 

provision located nearby includes the out-of-centre Tesco store at Oldham Way, which has recently 

been extended, or within nearby local shopping facilities.  By including these facilities the overall 

market share of Oldham, increases to 18.7%, with a convenience goods turnover of £86.45m.  

Figure 10.1 illustrates the extent of Oldham’s convenience goods shopping catchment.   
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 Figure 10.1: Extent of Oldham’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
10.04 By rolling forward current market share, Table 10.1 identifies that even after allowing for forecast 

growth in convenience goods expenditure and population within the Study Area, based on current 

market shares there is identified to be no demonstrable capacity for major new convenience goods 

floorspace within the town centre (i.e. provision of a new superstore) due to the current 

undertrading of existing provision (most notably the Tesco store at Oldham Way).  Even by 2026, 

based on current market shares, there is identified to be only limited capacity available to support 

additional major or large-scale convenience goods floorspace over and above outstanding 

commitments.  Whilst there is likely to be limited scope to improve the overall market share achieved 

by facilities within the town centre and hence provide additional large-format superstore provision, 

through the period to 2026, there is likely to be the opportunity to provide small scale improvements 

in the convenience goods offer that could provide more sustainable and accessible provision to the 

local population.    
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Table 10.1: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Oldham (including out-of-

centre provision) 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 98.70 86.45 -12.25 

2011 100.19 90.98 -9.21 

2013 101.19 94.02 -7.17 

2016 102.72 98.64 -4.08 

2018 103.75 101.84 -1.91 

2023 106.37 110.28 3.91 

2026 107.97 115.62 7.65 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 18.7% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.05 However, in considering any future convenience goods capacity within or at the edge-of Oldham 

Town Centre it would be appropriate to take into account the trading performance of other nearby 

stores, such as the Asda store at Chadderton, the Tesco store at Bleasby Street (Huddersfield Road 

District Centre and the out-of-centre Morrisons store at Hollinwood Avenue given their overlapping 

catchments.   

 

10.06 By taking into account the trading performance of these stores and allowing for outstanding 

commitments, which are identified to have a convenience goods turnover of approximately £41.48m 

by 2013 (enlarged Tesco store at Huddersfield Road and the replacement Lidl store at Broadway), it 

is considered that there remains no clear need for additional convenience goods floorspace within 

the Oldham area based on current market share until after 2016 – as illustrated at Table 10.2.    

 

Table 10.2: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Oldham (including facilities in 
Chadderton and Huddersfield Road) 

Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008  196.63 214.85 18.22 

2011 199.59 225.75 26.16 

2013 201.60 233.35 31.75 

2016 204.63 244.77 40.14 

2018 206.69 252.69 46.00 

2023 211.90 273.64 61.74 

2026 215.10 286.89 71.79 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 46.4% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.07 Although this assessment has not allowed for any change in market share, as previously highlighted 

the retention levels within this part of the Borough (which includes the Chadderton Zone, Oldham 
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East Zone and Oldham West Zone 8) are relatively high and there appears to be limited scope to 

significantly improve current market share.  Instead, it is likely that committed proposals will 

primarily reduce the overtrading of certain stores, most notably the Asda store at Chadderton.  In 

addition, the survey of visitors to Oldham Town Centre did not suggest that foodstore provision was 

a particular weakness, with only 1% of respondents citing this as a weakness.  

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing  

10.08 Oldham Town Centre is identified to attract a comparison goods turnover of £249.84m in 2008 from 

the defined Study Area (based on our revised assessment, which makes an allowance for Elk Mill 

Retail Park to be trading at expected levels – Table 8.8).  This equates to a market share of 28.7% 

- the highest of all centres within the Study Area.  Our assessment suggests that Oldham Town 

Centre is performing well as a comparison goods destination and is clearly the most important 

destination within the Borough.  The on-street survey identified that the main reason respondents 

stated for visiting Oldham Town Centre was for non-food shopping (40% of respondents).  This 

compared to only 11% indicating their main reason for visiting Oldham Town Centre was for food 

and grocery shopping.  Figure 10.2 indicates the extent of Oldham Town Centre’s catchment for 

comparison goods shopping. 
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 Figure 10.2: Extent of Oldham’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.09 As Figure 10.2 illustrates Oldham Town Centre draws notable trade from each of the ten survey 

zones comprising the defined Study area.  As would be expected the town centre has the biggest 

influence within the central parts of the Borough (Oldham West and Oldham East zones).  

 

10.10 In terms of capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, given that Oldham is the principal 

retail destination within the Borough it should be the focus for new retail floorspace in accordance 

with national and local planning policy.  Therefore, whilst we consider that the Household Survey is 

likely to have overestimated the current turnover of the town centre in identifying future capacity it 

is appropriate for the growth in expenditure directed to out-of-centre facilities to be redirected to the 

town centre in the future.  Furthermore, as with our assessment of future capacity in Oldham Town 

Centre for convenience goods, it is considered appropriate to include Huddersfield Road and 

Chadderton district centres in the analysis of future capacity.  Indeed, the ongoing improvement of 

Huddersfield Road District Centre is likely to have some impact on the expenditure directed to 

Oldham Town Centre in the future.   Table 10.3 provides a breakdown of capacity based on drawing 
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growth in out-of-centre provision to the town centre and taking into account the trading 

performance of Chadderton and Huddersfield Road district centres. 

 

Table 10.3: Estimated Available Comparison Goods Expenditure – Oldham (including growth in 
out-of-centre provision and at Huddersfield Road and Chadderton District Centres) 

Year Benchmark Turnover – £m Expenditure Available - £m Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 384.62 413.85 29.23 

2011 402.19 439.66 37.47 

2013 414.34 476.11 61.77 

2016 433.27 530.18 96.91 

2018 446.37 570.05 123.68 

2023 480.86 662.31 181.45 

2026 502.83 746.97 244.14 

 Notes: Allows for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum and assumes constant market share of 47.5% in the defined Study Area  
  Allows for SFT to increase from 6.2% in 2008, to 12.9% by 2013, to 14.4% by 2016, to 15% by 2018 and to 20% by 2023 and 

 2026 
  At 2005 prices 

  

10.11 Based on assuming growth in comparison goods expenditure of Oldham Town Centre and out-of-

centre provision together with the nearby district centres of Chadderton and Huddersfield Road, 

there is an identifiable capacity within Oldham of £37.47m by 2011, increasing to £61.77m by 2013.  

This is forecast to increase to £96.91m by 2016, to £123.68m by 2018, to £181.45m by 2023 and to 

£244.14m by 2026. 

 

10.12 This level of capacity compares to nearby outstanding commitments having a comparison goods 

turnover in excess of £93.60m in 2013 (including the redevelopment of Alexandra Retail Park, new 

Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre).  Accordingly, based on current market shares 

there appears no demonstrable capacity in the short-term (i.e. by 2016) for additional comparison 

goods floorspace in Oldham should all outstanding commitments come forward.  By 2018, there is 

residual capacity of only £22.85m (£123.68m - £100.83m), increasing to £72.82m by 2023 and to 

£130.55m by 2026.   

 

10.13 By applying an average sales density of £5,000 per sq m (which reflects the expected turnover of 

sub-regional centres such as Oldham Town Centre from our experience elsewhere and the survey 

derived turnover of the town centre) and allowing for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum 

(which is considered robust assessment and has been accepted at numerous planning inquiries), this 

level of capacity equates to a floorspace requirement over and above outstanding commitments of 

up to 3,940 sq m (net) in 2018 – dependent on the end operator.  By 2023, this residual capacity 
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increases to 11,650 sq m (net) and to 19,970 sq m (net) by 2026.  It is important to note that this 

capacity is for the Oldham/Chadderton/Huddersfield Road part of the Borough.  Accordingly, any 

improvement in the retail in any of these three centres (as is currently taking place at Huddersfield 

Road) will have an impact on capacity in the other centres (Table 10.4).   

 

Table 10.4: Summary of Comparison Goods Capacity  

Year 
Capacity (£m)* Turnover of Outstanding 

Commitments (£m)^ 

Residual  

Capacity (£m) 

Potential Floorspace 

Requirement  
(sq m net) 

2013 61.77 93.60 - - 

2016 96.91 97.88 - - 

2018 123.68 100.83 22.85 3,940 

2023 181.45 108.63 72.82 11,650 

2026 244.14 113.59 130.55 19,970 

 Notes: * Derived from Table 10.3 
  ^ Allows for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum 
  Residual capacity is Capacity minus Turnover of Outstanding Commitments 
  Potential floorspace requirement based on applying an average sales density of £5,000 per sq m and increased productivity of +1.5% 

 per annum 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.14 As previously highlighted, there is no certainty that all outstanding commitments will come forward.  

Should only the new Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre come forward (which is 

currently under construction) and extension of the Tesco store at Failsworth (assumed to be the 

larger scheme for the purposes of this assessment), which are identified to achieve an expected 

comparison goods turnover of £42.51m in 2013, there is identified to be capacity in 2013 of £19.26m 

to support additional comparison goods floorspace.  This is forecast to increase to £52.46m by 2016, 

to £77.88m by 2018, to £132.12m by 2023 and to £192.55m by 2026.  This level of capacity equates 

to a potential floorspace requirement of 3,575 sq m (net) in 2013, increasing to 29,455 sq m (net) 

by 202612 within the Oldham/Chadderton/Huddersfield Road part of the Borough. 

 

10.15 In addition, any capacity in the long-term should be treated with a note of caution given the 

uncertainty of expenditure growth currently identified in the long-term and the potential affect of 

growing internet shopping.  Furthermore, the potential significant level of capacity identified in the 

long-term should not be used to support further growth of out-of-centre retail provision within the 

Borough.   

 

                                                 
12 Based on applying an average sales density of £5,000 per sq m and allowing for increased productivity of +1.5% per annum 
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10.16 It is also considered that should the quality of the comparison goods retail offer of Oldham Town 

Centre improve there is scope to improve Oldham Town Centre’s current market share (c. 29% 

within the Study Area).  The survey evidence suggests that there is a need to improve the choice of 

shops within the town centre, with the on-street survey identifying that 50% of respondents 

considered the choice of shops to be worse in Oldham Town Centre than in other centres they use.  

In particular visitors indicated that they would like more clothing and footwear shops in Oldham 

Town Centre (46%) followed by a department store (23%).  Notably, 6% of respondents indicated 

that they would like to see a Marks & Spencer store in the town centre.  However, it would be 

important that any future improvement in the comparison goods offer of Oldham is focused in the 

town centre rather than allowing further expansion of out-of-centre provision, in order to maintain 

and improve its vitality and viability.  Accordingly, it is appropriate for the Council to identify sites, in 

the first instance, within the town centre to meet future need in the medium to long-term.  

 

 Leisure 

10.17 Despite being the largest centre within the Borough, the leisure offer in Oldham Town Centre is 

limited.  It lacks both a cinema and ten-pin bowling facilities and its wider evening economy do not 

appear to attract many residents within the wider area.  Consequently, local residents are travelling 

to competing centres/facilities outside the Borough, such as Ashton-under-Lyne, Rochdale and 

Manchester.  Indeed, the on-street survey identified that more than 69% of visitors to Oldham Town 

Centre do not visit the centre in the evening.  The survey evidence also suggests that the range and 

choice of pubs and restaurants and other leisure facilities to be poor.  Furthermore, a significant 

29% of visitors to Oldham Town Centre considered evening/night time safety to be worse than other 

centres they visited.  This compared to only 4% considering it to be better than other centres. 

 

10.18  As we have demonstrated in Section 9 of this report there is a clear need to improve the commercial 

leisure offer in Oldham Town Centre to reflect it role as the principal centre in the Borough.  Should 

commercial leisure uses such as a cinema and ten-pin bowling facility be accommodated within the 

town centre, it is likely that ancillary leisure uses would also be created such as family restaurants.  

It is important that the Council identifies appropriate sites within or at the edge-of Oldham Town 

Centre that could accommodate significant leisure development.     
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 Chadderton District Centre 

10.19 The retail offer of Chadderton District Centre is much more limited and its role is clearly influenced 

by its close proximity to Oldham Town Centre, which is located only one mile west of Oldham, and 

other attractive out-of-centre retail destinations in the Borough such as Elk Mill Retail Park.  The 

district centre is identified to comprise some 2,616 sq m (gross) of comparison goods floorspace 

(excluding the comparison goods element of the Asda store – 1,631 sq m net).  The convenience 

goods offer is dominated by the existing Asda store (7,339 sq m gross) on Milne Street, with the 

remaining floorspace comprising some 1,999 sq m (gross) together with a Lidl store on Broadway 

(797 sq m gross).     

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.20 Existing facilities are identified to achieve a comparison goods turnover of £25.56m, based on our 

revised assessment (Table 8.8).  Whilst this is the second largest comparison goods turnover of the 

eight centres within the Borough, its market share is significantly behind Oldham Town Centre, 

which is identified to achieve a comparison goods market share of almost 29% within the Study 

Area.  This low market share, when compared to Oldham Town Centre, reflects Chadderton’s limited 

role as a comparison goods destination.   

 

10.21 The limited comparison goods shopping role of Chadderton is clearly affected by its proximity to 

Oldham Town Centre and Elk Mill Retail Park.  Indeed, the on-street survey identified the main 

reason for visiting Chadderton District Centre was for food and grocery shopping (60%).  This 

compared to only 6% stating that non-food shopping was the main reason for visiting Chadderton.  

Furthermore, some 35% of visitors to Chadderton District Centre surveyed stated that they last 

visited Oldham Town Centre for non-food shopping.   

 

10.22 Given this, it is considered that there is limited scope to improve the comparison goods offer of 

Chadderton given the strength and proximity of nearby provision, most notably Oldham Town Centre 

and Elk Mill Retail Park.  Should any improvement take place nearby in Oldham (such as the 

redevelopment of Alexandra Retail Park) this is likely to have the effect of reducing the current 

market share of Chadderton District Centre in the future.   
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 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.23  In contrast Chadderton serves an important convenience goods role, being anchored by the existing 

Asda store on Milne Street, which is identified as the most popular destination in the Borough.  

Overall, existing convenience goods floorspace in Chadderton District is identified to achieve a 

convenience goods turnover of £63.98m in 2008, which equates to a market share of 13.8% within 

the Study Area.  This increases to 38% within the Chadderton Zone.      

 

10.24 As previously highlighted, the on-street survey identified that the main reason for visiting 

Chadderton District Centre was to undertake food and grocery shopping.  In addition to the existing 

Asda store, an out-of-centre Morrisons store is located nearby on Hollinwood Avenue.  Figure 10.3 

illustrates the extent of the catchment of facilities in Chadderton District Centre (excluding the out-

of-centre Morrisons store) for convenience goods shopping. 

 

 Figure 10.3: Extent of Chadderton’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping     
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10.25 Figure 10.3 illustrates that facilities in Chadderton District Centre (most notably the Asda store) draw 

trade from a broad area.  As would be expected the highest market share is identified to be achieved 

in the Chadderton Zone.   

 

10.26 Whilst the Household Survey identifies that existing provision within Chadderton is trading above 

expected levels, given the overlapping catchments of existing facilities in Oldham, Chadderton and 

Huddersfield Road, overall (after taking into account outstanding commitments) there appears no 

clear demonstrable need for additional convenience goods floorspace in Chadderton (Table 10.2) 

until after 2018 based on current market share should all outstanding commitments come forward. 

 

 Huddersfield Road District Centre  

10.27 Existing retail floorspace within Huddersfield Road District Centre is identified to comprise some 

3,448 sq m (gross) of convenience goods floorspace.  This includes the former Tesco store, which is 

currently being redeveloped and enlarged and at the time of the Household Survey was trading from 

temporary premises.  Further convenience goods provision is provided by a Netto store, albeit 

located outside the defined district centre on Huddersfield Road.  Comparison goods floorspace 

comprises only 897 sq m (gross) within the district centre.  However, as previously highlighted 

significant redevelopment is taking place with the development of a new and enlarged Tesco store.  

Once completed, the new Tesco store will improve the retail offer (both convenience and 

comparison) within the district centre. 

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.28 Given the limited retail offer, our analysis identifies that existing convenience floorspace within the 

district centre achieves a turnover of some £31.39m in 2008 (of which 88% is directed to the Tesco 

store).  This equates to a market share of 6.8% within the Study Area.  Whilst our analysis 

identifies that existing convenience goods floorspace is currently overtrading (most notably the 

Tesco store) as previously noted, a new Tesco Extra (12,999 sq m gross) is currently under 

construction.  Clearly, this will address the identified capacity identified and is also likely to improve 

the overall attraction of Huddersfield Road District Centre as a retail destination.  Figure 10.4 

illustrates the extent of the convenience goods catchment of Huddersfield Road. 
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 Figure 10.4: Extent of Huddersfield Road’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.29 Figure 10.4 illustrates that existing convenience goods facilities within Huddersfield Road District 

draw some trade from throughout the Study Area, with the exception of the Failsworth Zone.  This is 

reflective of the centre’s central location within the Borough and apparent strength of the existing 

Tesco and Netto stores as convenience goods shopping destinations.  It is likely that the new Tesco 

store, which is significantly larger than the existing store, will further strengthen the convenience 

goods shopping role of Huddersfield Road District Centre.     

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.30 The comparison goods offer is very limited, comprising less than 900 sq m (gross) of comparison 

goods floorspace together with the comparison goods offer of the existing Tesco store (150 sq m 

net).  Consequently, existing facilities are identified to achieve a comparison goods turnover of only 

£1.05m, which equates to an overall market share of less than 1%.  Figure 10.5 indicates the extent 

of the current catchment of Huddersfield Road District Centre as a comparison goods retail 

destination.    
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Figure 10.5: Extent of Huddersfield Road’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.31 Figure 10.5 illustrates the limited catchment of Huddersfield Road District Centre as a comparison 

goods destination, drawing most of its trade from the eastern part of the Borough – Uppermill and 

Oldham East zones. 

 

10.32 Given the limited current comparison goods shopping role of Huddersfield Road, by rolling forward 

current market shares, there is no demonstrable capacity for additional floorspace until over and 

above existing commitments.  Indeed, our analysis suggests that existing comparison goods 

floorspace within the district centre is trading below expected level.  The new Tesco store will not 

only improve the convenience goods offer of Huddersfield Road it will also improve the comparison 

goods offer, with up 3,771 sq m (net) of additional comparison goods floorspace being provided.  

Given this ongoing improvement there is considered to be limited scope to significantly improve the 

comparison goods offer of the centre in the short to medium-term.  
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 Shaw District Centre 

10.33 Shaw District Centre is located in the northern part of the Borough and consequently serves an 

important role in meeting the needs of the local population.  The existing retail offer is dominated by 

the Asda store on Greenfield Lane, but also includes an Iceland and Tesco Express on Market Street 

and an Aldi store on Refuge Street.  The comparison goods offer is more limited. 

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing     

10.34 Existing convenience goods floorspace within Shaw District Centre is identified to achieve a turnover 

of some £44.46m in 2008.  This equates to a market share of 9.6% within the Study Area.  More 

than three-quarters (78%) of this turnover is identified to be directed to the Asda store.  The market 

share of Shaw District Centre increases to 57% within the Shaw Zone, suggesting strong retention of 

convenience goods expenditure locally. 

 

10.35 Figure 10.6 illustrates the extent of the convenience goods catchment of existing facilities in Shaw.  

As would be expected Shaw District Centre draws the majority of its trade from the Shaw Zone and 

the neighbouring Royton Zone, with very limited trade from elsewhere in the Study Area.   
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 Figure 10.6: Extent of Shaw’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.36 In terms of identifying convenience goods capacity within Shaw it is notable that existing floorspace 

is identified to be trading some 16% (or £6.24m) above expected level.  Given this overtrading, 

Table 10.5 identifies capacity of some £7.21m in 2011, increasing to £9.08m by 2013 and to 

£17.55m by 2026.  This level of capacity equates to a floorspace requirement of between 750 sq m 

(net) and 1,770 sq m (net) by 201313, increasing to between 1,360 sq m (net) and 3,210 sq m (net) 

by 2026.   

 

10.37 This level of capacity is based on existing market share being maintained through to 2026.  

Accordingly, any improvement in the retail offer elsewhere, either within or outside the Borough, is 

likely to have an affect on the current role of Shaw District Centre as a convenience goods 

destination.  Indeed, the Household Survey identifies that currently more than 10% of main food 

shopping trips undertaken in the Shaw Zone are directed to the existing Tesco store at Huddersfield 

                                                 
13 Based on an average sales density of between £5,000 per sq m and £11,778 per sq m as identified by Verdict Grocery Retailers 
(2008) 
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Road.  Given the significant improvement taking place at this store, more shopping trips from the 

Shaw Zone to the redeveloped store may take place in the future.  Despite this, there appears some 

scope to improve the convenience goods offer of Shaw District Centre in order to reduce the 

overtrading of existing provision.      

 

 Table 10.5: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Shaw 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 38.22 44.46 6.24 

2011 38.80 46.71 7.91 

2013 39.19 48.27 9.08 

2016 39.78 50.64 10.86 

2018 40.17 52.27 12.10 

2023 41.19 56.62 15.43 

2026 41.81 59.36 17.55 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 9.6% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.38 In contrast, the comparison goods shopping role of Shaw District Centre is more limited attracting a 

turnover of some £18.13m.  This equates to a market share of only 2.1%.  Whilst this market share 

increases to 19% within the Shaw Zone, it is evident that the attraction of Shaw District Centre as 

comparison goods destination for local residents is less than that identified for convenience goods, 

where existing facilities are identified to achieve a market share of 57% within the Shaw Zone.  

Indeed, the on-street survey identified that of the visitors surveyed, less than 12% last visited Shaw 

for non-food shopping.  This compares to 30% last visiting Oldham Town Centre and 16% visiting 

Manchester City Centre.  Figure 10.7 illustrates the extent of the comparison goods catchment of 

Shaw District Centre.       
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 Figure 10.7: Extent of Shaw’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.39 Figure 10.7 indicates that existing comparison goods floorspace within Shaw has limited draw from 

the Study Area, attracting most of its market share from the Shaw Zone. 

 

10.40 In terms of capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, as with our assessment of the 

trading performance of the convenience goods floorspace, existing floorspace is identified to trading 

above expected level by 38% (£18.13m against £13.11m).  This suggests that the centre is 

performing well.  Given this overtrading, Table 10.6 identifies surplus capacity (at current market 

share) of £6.93m in 2013, increasing to £15.88m by 2026. 
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 Table 10.6: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Comparison Goods Facilities – Shaw 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 13.11 18.13 5.11 

2011 13.51 19.44 5.93 

2013 14.12 21.05 6.93 

2016 14.76 23.44 8.68 

2018 15.21 25.20 9.99 

2023 16.39 29.28 12.89 

2026 17.14 33.02 15.88 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 2.1% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.41 By applying an average sales density of £3,500 per sq m, this capacity equates to a potential 

floorspace requirement of approximately 1,575 sq m (net) by 2013, increasing to 3,470 sq m (net) 

by 2026, although this is dependent upon the end-operator and assumes constant market share.  

Given the scale of outstanding commitments in the Borough, together with the proposed 

strengthening of Rochdale Town Centre (which currently draws shopping trips from the Shaw Zone), 

these are likely to have some impact on the future capacity for additional comparison goods 

floorspace in Shaw District Centre.  Therefore, the level of capacity for additional comparison goods 

floorspace in Shaw is likely to be less than that identified. 

 

10.42 Notwithstanding this, there appears some scope to improve the retail offer in Shaw District Centre in 

the future (both convenience and comparison).  Furthermore, the district centre serves in meeting 

some of the day-to-day needs of residents within the north of the Borough.  Therefore, the Council 

should carefully consider suitable opportunities to improve the retail offer of the centre, which will 

help maintain the vitality and viability of the centre.  

 

Failsworth District Centre 

10.43 Failsworth District Centre is located at the western edge of the Borough, beyond the M60 Motorway.  

The retail offer is dominated by the existing Tesco Extra store within the Failsworth Shopping 

Precinct with further retailing provided by the nearby out-of-centre Morrisons store at Poplar Street.   

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.44 Existing convenience goods floorspace within Failsworth District Centre is identified to achieve a 

turnover of some £16.05m in 2008.  This equates to market share of 3.5% within the Study Area.  
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By including the nearby out-of-centre provision (Morrisons store on Poplar Street and the Netto store 

on Hollins Road) this market share increases to 9.4% and equates to a convenience goods turnover 

of £43.55m.  Within the Failsworth Zone, this market share increases to 55% of convenience goods 

expenditure generated.     

 

10.45 The extent of the convenience goods catchment of Failsworth District Centre is illustrated at Figure 

10.8, which highlights where existing provision draws most of its trade from the Failsworth Zone.            

 

 Figure 10.8: Extent of Failsworth’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping        

  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.46 Existing convenience goods provision (both in-centre and out-of-centre) is identified by the 

Household Survey to be trading below expected turnover levels.  Indeed, existing convenience goods 

floorspace is identified to achieve a turnover within the Study Area of some £43.55m in 2008, which 

compares to an expected turnover of £71.24.  Whilst this undertrading might suggest that there is 

an oversupply of convenience goods floorspace or existing floorspace is undertrading, as previously 

highlighted, given that Failsworth District Centre is located at the edge of the defined Study Area, it 

is likely that the true catchment of existing provision has been under represented by the defined 
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Study Area.  It is likely that existing provision will draw notable expenditure from residents within the 

neighbouring areas, such as Newton Heath and Clayton Bridge.   

 

10.47 For the purposes of this assessment, it has been assumed that approximately 70% of the expected 

turnover of existing provision is derived from the defined Study Area.  An assumption that 30% of 

the convenience goods turnover of existing provision within Failsworth is derived from outside the 

Study Area is considered robust given the location of Failsworth at the edge of the defined Study 

Area, the strength of provision and nearby competing provision and the findings of the on-street 

survey.  Based on this assumption, whilst the revised assessment still identifies that existing 

convenience goods floorspace is undertrading, this reduces from 39% to 12% (or £6.32m).  

 

10.48 Based on this approach, Table 10.7 provides an assessment of capacity for additional convenience 

goods floorspace within Failsworth.    

 
 Table 10.7: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Failsworth 

Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 49.87 43.55 -6.32 

2011 50.62 45.73 -4.89 

2013 51.13 47.26 -3.87 

2016 51.90 49.29 -2.61 

2018 52.42 51.18 -1.24 

2023 53.74 55.43 1.69 

2026 54.55 58.12 3.57 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 9.4% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium and that 70% of expected turnover is derived from the Study Area 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.49 Table 10.6 indicates that given the undertrading of existing floorspace based on current market 

share there is no clear demonstrable capacity for significant additional convenience goods floorspace 

in Failsworth.  Indeed, our assessment identifies (at current market share) there is no clear 

demonstrable need for additional floorspace until after 2018.  After this date, our assessment 

identifies limited capacity of £1.69m by 2023 and £3.57m by 2026.  This level of capacity could 

support between 275 sq m (net) and 650 sq m (net) by 2026 - depending on the end operator.  This 

level of capacity could support an additional small supermarket of approximately or a modest 

extension of existing provision.  However, it is significant to note that the extant permissions to 

increase the size of the existing Tesco Extra store in Failsworth, would meet this need through to 

2026 based on current market shares. 
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 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.50 Despite the growing strength of the comparison goods offer of large-format Tesco stores (as 

currently located in Failsworth) existing facilities are identified by the Household Survey to achieve a 

turnover of £15.26m in 2008.  This equates to a market share within the Study Area of only 1.8% 

of total expenditure generated.  Although the market share increases to 12% within the Failsworth 

Zone, the findings of the Household Survey suggest that Failsworth has a limited role as a 

comparison goods destination.  Indeed, the on-street survey identified that every respondent stated 

that their main reason for visiting Failsworth was for food and grocery shopping.  In addition, no 

respondents suggested that they would be undertaking any other activity in Failsworth during their 

visit.  Figure 10.9 illustrates the extent of Failsworth District Centre as a comparison goods shopping 

destination.          

 

 Figure 10.9: Extent of Failsworth’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.51 Although Figure 10.9 illustrates that existing comparison goods facilities draw some expenditure 

from each of the ten zones comprising the Study Area, these are very low market shares (less than 

2% within each zone) with the exception of the Failsworth Zone. 
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10.52 In terms of future capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace in Failsworth, again based on 

the assumption that existing floorspace derives 70% of its expected turnover from the defined Study 

Area, Table 10.8 identifies capacity of some £3.20m in the short-term (i.e. 2013).  This is forecast to 

increase to £10.71m by 2026.  This level of capacity compares to the additional floorspace created 

as part of the permission to extend the existing Tesco store in Failsworth having a potential 

comparison goods turnover of up to £3.60m.  Accordingly, this commitment could potentially meet 

the identified capacity in the short term. 

 

10.53 By assuming an average sales density of £3,500 per sq m and allowing for increased productivity, 

this capacity equates to a potential floorspace requirement of 940 sq m (net) by 2013, increasing to 

2,340 sq m (net) by 2026 – dependent upon the end operator.  This level of capacity is based on 

current market shares being maintained.  As previously highlighted, the potential improvement of 

the comparison goods offer elsewhere in the Borough is likely to have influence on future shopping 

patterns.  However, given the important role that Failsworth District Centre serves in meeting the 

day-to-day needs of the local population in this part of the Borough, any improvement in the retail 

offer could provide more sustainable shopping patterns.  Although it is acknowledged that centres 

such as Manchester and Oldham will continue to draw trade from this part of the Borough.  

 

Table 10.8: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Comparison Goods Facilities – Failsworth (includes the out-of-

centre Morrisons store at Poplar Street) 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 13.46 15.46 2.00 

2011 14.07 16.66 2.59 

2013 14.50 18.04 3.54 

2016 15.16 20.09 4.93 

2018 15.62 21.60 5.98 

2023 16.83 25.10 8.27 

2026 17.60 28.31 10.71 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 1.8% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium and that 70% of the benchmark turnover is derived from the Study Area 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.54 Our assessment identifies that there appears to be a limited scope to improve the retail offer in 

Failsworth District Centre.  However, it is important that any future improvement in the retail offer 

contributes to the overall vitality and viability of the centre.   
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Lees District Centre 

10.55 Lees District Centre is located within the southern part of the Borough.  Existing retail provision is 

limited, with the convenience goods sector comprising a Co-op store (albeit located in an edge-of-

centre location) and predominantly independent retailers within both the convenience and 

comparison goods sectors.   

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.56 Existing convenience goods facilities within Lees District Centre achieves a turnover of some £8.96m 

in 2008.  This equates to an overall market share of 1.9% within the defined Study Area.  Whilst 

this increases to 16% within the Lees Zone, this low market share, in comparison to other district 

centres within the Borough, reflects the limited convenience goods offer in the district centre.  Figure 

10.10 illustrates the extent of the catchment of Lees District Centre for convenience goods shopping. 

 

 Figure 10.10: Extent of Lees’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping        
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10.57 Figure 10.10 highlights the limited trade draw of existing facilities within Lees District Centre.  

Despite the limited convenience goods offer of Lees, the on-street survey identifies that the most 

popular reason respondents visited Lees was for food and grocery shopping (36%) followed by 

visiting a bank/building society/Post Office (18%). 

 

10.58 In terms of future capacity within the Lees for additional convenience goods floorspace, our analysis 

of the Household Survey results suggest that existing floorspace is overtrading (by 44%).  Given this 

overtrading, Table 10.9 identifies that there is surplus capacity within Lees (at current market share) 

of some £3.16m by 2013.  This is forecast to increase to £4.93m by 2026.  Whilst this analysis 

suggests that there is some scope to support additional convenience goods floorspace in Lees, the 

ongoing improvement taking place elsewhere in the Borough (most notably the redeveloped Tesco 

store at Huddersfield Road District Centre, which already draws trade from the Lees Zone) could 

have an impact on the market share achieved by Lees District Centre in the future.  

 

 Table 10.9: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Lees 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 6.23 8.96 2.73 

2011 6.32 9.24 2.92 

2013 6.39 9.55 3.16 

2016 6.49 10.02 3.53 

2018 6.55 10.34 3.79 

2023 6.71 11.21 4.50 

2026 6.82 11.75 4.93 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 1.9% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

  

 Comparison Goods Shopping 

10.59 Existing comparison goods floorspace within the district centre is identified to achieve a turnover of 

only £3.66m in 2008.  This equates to a market share of only 0.4% within the Study Area.  Even 

within the Lees Zone, the district centre only attracts some 4% of comparison goods expenditure 

generated.  This reflects the limited comparison goods shopping role of Lees District Centre.  Figure 

10.11 illustrates the extent of the catchment of Lees District Centre for comparison goods shopping. 
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Figure 10.11: Extent of Lees’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.60 In terms of capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, existing comparison goods 

floorspace within Lees District Centre is identified to be trading below expected levels.  Accordingly, 

Table 10.10 illustrates that there is no immediate capacity for additional comparison goods 

floorspace within Lees District Centre.  Indeed, based on rolling forward current market share there 

is no clear need for additional comparison goods floorspace until 2016.  Even by 2026 there is 

identified to be capacity of only £1.19m.  Furthermore, given the potential improvement of retail 

provision elsewhere in the Borough, this could reduce any further need for additional comparison 

goods floorspace in Lees District Centre. 
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 Table 10.10: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Comparison Goods Facilities – Lees 
Year Benchmark Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 3.90 3.66 -0.24 

2011 4.02 3.70 -0.32 

2013 4.20 4.01 -0.19 

2016 4.39 4.46 0.07 

2018 4.53 4.80 0.27 

2023 4.88 5.57 0.69 

2026 5.10 6.29 1.19 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 0.4% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

Royton District Centre 

 

10.61 Royton District Centre is located north of Oldham Town Centre in close proximity to Shaw District 

Centre.   

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.62 Existing convenience goods provision within Royton District Centre is limited, lacking a large-format 

foodstore, with existing provision comprising a Co-op and Somerfield store, which predominantly 

serve a ‘top-up’ shopping role.  Accordingly, existing convenience goods provision is identified to 

achieve a convenience goods turnover of some £8.14m in 2008.  This equates to a market share 

within the Study Area of only 1.8%.  Even within the Royton Zone, existing facilities are identified to 

attract less than 14% of convenience goods expenditure generated in this zone.  Instead, the 

Household Survey identifies that predominantly local residents travel either to Shaw (22%), the Asda 

store in Chadderton (13%) or the Sainsbury’s at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre (13%).  Figure 

10.12 illustrates the extent of the convenience goods catchment of Royton District Centre and 

illustrates the limited draw of existing convenience goods facilities within Royton.   
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 Figure 10.12: Extent of Royton’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.63 In terms of capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace, our analysis identifies that existing 

floorspace is trading marginally below expected level (by 9%).  Accordingly, based on current market 

shares there is no immediate capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace (Table 10.11). 

 

 Table 10.11: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Royton 
Year Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 8.91 8.14 -0.77 

2011 9.04 8.75 -0.29 

2013 9.13 9.05 -0.08 

2016 9.22 9.50 0.28 

2018 9.37 9.80 0.43 

2023 9.60 10.62 1.02 

2026 9.75 11.13 1.38 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 1.8% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 
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10.64 Given the undertrading of existing convenience goods floorspace there is no clear demonstrable 

need for additional floorspace until after 2013.  However, it is evident that future capacity beyond 

2013 still remains limited – c. £1.38m by 2026. 

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.65 Existing comparison goods retail floorspace within Royton District Centre is identified to achieve a 

turnover of some £16.38m, representing a market share of 1.9%.  By including nearby out-of-centre 

provision this turnover increases to £20.33, which equates to a market share within the Study Area 

of some 2.3% in 2008.  Within the Royton Zone the market share increases to 10.5%.  Figure 10.13 

illustrates the extent of the comparison goods catchment of Royton District Centre within the Study 

Area. 

 

 Figure 10.13: Extent of Royton’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.66 Furthermore, in considering the trading performance of existing comparison goods floorspace within 

Royton District, our assessment identifies existing floorspace to be trading above expected level (by 
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297%).  Whilst survey derived turnovers should be treated with a ‘note of caution’, the analysis 

suggests that there is scope to improve the comparison goods offer of Royton District Centre.  Table 

10.12 illustrates capacity in the short-term (i.e. 2013) of more than £17m at current market shares, 

increasing to more than £29m by 2026.  This equates to a potential floorspace requirement of 4,630 

sq m (net) in 2013, increasing to 6,420 sq m (net) by 2026 based on applying an average sales 

density of £3,500 per sq m and allowing for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum.     

 

 Table 10.11: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Comparison Goods Facilities – Royton 
Year Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 5.19 20.61 15.42 

2011 5.43 21.29 15.86 

2013 5.59 23.05 17.46 

2016 5.85 25.67 19.82 

2018 6.02 27.60 21.58 

2023 6.49 32.07 25.58 

2026 6.79 36.17 29.38 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +1.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 2.3% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.67 Whilst our analysis suggests capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, given the 

significant commitments nearby that will improve the comparison goods offer, the capacity available 

to Royton is likely to reduce. 

 

 Uppermill District Centre 

10.68 Uppermill District Centre (although the survey evidence highlights that residents refer to Uppermill as 

a ‘village’) is located in the eastern part of the Borough and much of the surrounding area is rural in 

nature.  Whilst retail provision is relatively limited, given the isolated nature of the centre it serves an 

important role in meeting the day to day needs of the local population.  In addition, Uppermill 

appears to serve a visitor destination, with almost half (47%) of visitors surveyed as part of this 

study residing outside the defined Study Area. 

 

 Convenience Goods Retailing 

10.69 Existing convenience goods floorspace is limited comprising a small Co-op store on High Street 

together with a range of smaller shops.  Given the limited offer, existing floorspace is identified to 

achieve a convenience goods turnover of only £2.24m in 2008.  This equates to a market share of 

only 0.5% within the Study Area.  Even within the Uppermill Zone, the market share of the district 
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centre increases to only 7%.  Figure 10.14 illustrates the extent of the catchment of existing 

convenience goods floorspace within Uppermill.    

 

Figure 10.14: Extent of Uppermill’s Catchment – Convenience Goods Shopping        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.70 In terms of capacity for additional convenience goods floorspace, our assessment (Table 8.1) 

identifies existing floorspace is marginally overtrading (by 5%).  Given this overtrading, Table 10.13 

illustrates limited capacity by 2026 of less than £1m.    
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 Table 10.13: Estimated ‘Capacity’ for Convenience Goods Facilities – Uppermill 
Year Turnover - £m1*^ Expenditure Available - £m2* Surplus Expenditure - £m 

2008 2.14 2.24 0.10 

2011 2.17 2.43 0.26 

2013 2.19 2.51 0.32 

2016 2.22 2.64 0.42 

2018 2.25 2.72 0.47 

2023 2.31 2.94 0.63 

2026 2.34 3.09 0.75 

 Notes: 1 – Allows for increased productivity at +0.5% per annum 
  2 – Assumes constant market share 0.5% in the Study Area 
  * - Assumes that local shops are trading in equilibrium 
  At 2005 prices 

 

10.71 Our analysis identifies that at current market shares there is no clear capacity to support significant 

additional convenience goods floorspace in Uppermill District Centre or the wider Uppermill Zone.  

However, as previously highlighted there is evidence of a number of shopping trips being directed to 

facilities elsewhere, most notably to the Sainsbury’s store in Oldham.  Indeed, even within the 

Uppermill Zone, existing facilities (including Uppermill, Greenfield, Delph and Saddleworth) retain 

less than 9% of convenience goods expenditure generated.  Clearly, there is a need to improve 

convenience goods provision within this part of the Borough in order to provide more sustainable 

shopping patterns.  In this respect, the outstanding commitment for a new foodstore at Greenfield 

will help address this deficiency.  Given this, there is no clear need to improve the convenience 

goods retail offer in Uppermill District Centre although the potential impact of a new foodstore at 

Greenfield on the continued vitality of Uppermill should be carefully monitored by the Council. 

 

 Comparison Goods Retailing 

10.72 Uppermill District Centre is identified to comprise only 1,770 sq m (gross) of comparison goods 

floorspace.  Existing floorspace is identified to achieve a comparison goods turnover of only £2.40m.  

This equates to a market share of only 0.3% within the Study Area.  Within the Uppermill Zone, this 

market share increases to only 3%.  Figure 10.15 illustrates the extent of the comparison goods 

catchment of Uppermill within the defined Study Area. 
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 Figure 10.15: Extent of Uppermill’s Catchment – Comparison Goods Shopping              

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10.73 In terms of future capacity for additional comparison goods floorspace, our assessment (Table 8.8) 

identifies that existing floorspace is undertrading (by £2.56m).  Given this overtrading there appears 

no clear demonstrable need (even in the long-term) for additional floorspace within Uppermill District 

Centre based on current market share.  However, as with convenience goods shopping, it is evident 

that local residents currently have to travel significant distances to undertake their non-food 

shopping.  Accordingly, by providing improved retail provision within this part of the Borough there 

may be scope to provide more sustainable shopping patterns.  However, it is important that any 

further retail development is appropriate in scale and would not have an adverse impact on the 

vitality and viability of existing centres. 

 

 Other Shopping Parades/Centres in the Borough    

10.74 In addition to Oldham Town Centre and the seven district centres within the Borough, there are also 

a number of smaller shopping parades that serve important roles for the local community, 

particularly for convenience goods shopping.  These include Greenfield and Delph in Saddleworth 
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within the eastern part of the Borough, which provide an important role in the network of centres 

given the rural nature of this part of the Borough.  Shopping parades elsewhere in the Borough 

serve a lesser role but continue to meet some of the day-to-day needs for local residents, 

particularly those with limited accessibility to larger centres.  Indeed, for ‘top-up’ convenience goods 

shopping facilities within the smaller settlements in the Borough attract some 5% of shopping trips 

undertaken in the Study Area.  This includes more than 37% of ‘top-up’ shopping trips undertaken in 

the Uppermill Zone being attracted to these smaller centres, primarily to Greenfield (24%) and Delph 

(11%) reflecting the importance of these centres within the eastern part of the Borough.   

 

10.75 Given the rural nature of this part of the Borough it is important that the current role of these 

smaller centres is maintained and where appropriate enhanced.  Similarly, although the survey 

evidence suggests that other smaller centres in the Borough perform a lesser role than those 

identified in the eastern part of the Borough it is important that these centres (where appropriate) 

are protected particularly where key local services are provided.       

 

 Summary 

10.76 Within the Borough and the wider Study area, Oldham Town Centre plays an important role in 

meeting the retail needs of the local population, particularly for comparison goods shopping.  Within 

the Study Area, the town centre is identified to retain more than a quarter (29%) of comparison 

goods expenditure generated – based on the adjusted figures. 

 

10.77 Given the relative popularity of Oldham Town Centre as a comparison goods retail destination, it is 

considered that Oldham Town Centre should continue to be the main focus for further retail 

development.  In particular there is a need to improve the quality of retail floorspace within the town 

centre in order to enhance overall importance.  Despite this, our analysis suggests that the town 

centre is performing well, despite growing competition from Manchester City Centre and out-of-

centre retail facilities such as Elk Mill Retail Park within the Borough.   

 

10.78 In terms of convenience goods shopping, Oldham Town Centre serves a more limited role, with only 

the Sainsbury’s store on Union Street at the edge-of the town centre primary shopping area 

providing a main food shopping role.  Consequently, there is a large proportion of convenience 

goods floorspace within the Borough located within surrounding district centres or in out-of-centre 

locations such as the Tesco store at Oldham Way (which has recently been extended) and the 
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Morrisons store at Hollinwood Avenue.  Consequently, there appears some merit to improve the 

convenience goods offer within the town centre where appropriate sites can be identified and where 

it will contribute to the vitality and viability of existing centres.   

 

10.79 In terms of leisure provision, the survey evidence suggests that there is an immediate need to 

provide improved leisure provision within the Borough in order to reduce the ‘leakage’ of leisure trips 

to facilities elsewhere.  The Borough currently lacks a cinema and ten-pin bowling facility and the 

wider evening economy is limited, attracting less local residents in the evening than is expected.  

Whilst it is acknowledged that Manchester City Centre will continue to be an attractive leisure 

destination for residents within the Borough (particularly with the younger population as suggested 

by the survey evidence) there is clear need to provide improved commercial leisure facilities.  

Accordingly, the Council should seek to identify appropriate sites that could accommodate a large-

scale leisure complex in order to meet the needs of the local population.        

 

10.80 Elsewhere within the Borough the nearby district centres generally serve a more localised role, 

primarily as convenience goods shopping destinations.  Indeed, Shaw, Failsworth, Chadderton and 

Huddersfield Road district centres are all currently or will be anchored by a large-format foodstore.  

Consequently, each of these centres serve an important role in providing the needs of the local 

population and providing an appropriate distribution of facilities.  Although the retail offer of 

Uppermill District Centre is more limited than some other centres in the Borough, given its location 

within the Borough, it serves a very important role in meeting the day-to-day needs of the local 

population.   

 

10.81 With regard to comparison goods shopping, the trading performance differs on a centre-by-centre 

basis.  Whilst our analysis identifies capacity in some centres (Royton, Failsworth and Shaw) the 

scale of outstanding commitments within the Borough (if implemented) is likely to have an impact on 

the identified capacity in the future.  Given this, due to the size of surrounding district centres, 

together with the strength of Oldham Town Centre and Elk Mill Retail Park on comparison goods 

shopping habits, it is unlikely that there will be significant need to increase the retail floorspace in 

these centres.  Appropriate improvements in the retail offer of centres such as Uppermill and Lees 

may provide more appropriate shopping patterns, it is unlikely (currently) that the smaller district 

centres will be commercially viable for significant enhancement of their comparison goods offer.  
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Instead, WYG recommends that the Council should seek to improve the quality of the retail/service 

offer in order that these centres continue to provide an important role for local residents.    
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11.0 PRINCIPAL FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 Introduction 

11.01 This section of the report seeks to summarise the evidence gathered as part of this study.  As can be 

seen from the analysis undertaken within the study, although outstanding commitments, if 

implemented, are likely to meet most of the identified demand for retail goods (particularly 

convenience) in the short term, by the year 2026 there is identified to be notable capacity for 

additional retail floorspace within the Borough.  However, there is no certainty that all the 

outstanding commitments identified will be implemented.  Indeed, despite certain commitments 

being partly implemented there is no sign that these are being brought forward particularly in the 

short-term.     

 

11.02 Similarly this report has demonstrated that there is immediate scope to improve the leisure offer 

within the Borough, given the lack of a number of commercial leisure facilities. 

 

11.03 With this in mind, it is appropriate for Oldham Council to pro-actively and positively plan to 

accommodate the need identified.  It is also important to ensure that the vitality and the viability of 

the main centres within the Borough are maintained and preferably enhanced. 

 

11.04 PPS6 is clear in stating that local planning authorities should adopt a positive and pro-active 

approach to planning for all types of centres.  This approach should have regard to the regional 

spatial strategy and reflect their sustainable community strategy.  Furthermore, PPS6 states that 

local planning authorities should set out a spatial vision and strategy for the network and hierarchy 

of centres.  In this respect, Oldham Town Centre is identified as the only town centre in the Borough 

and the principal centre for retail and leisure uses. 

 

11.05 WYG recognises that the main focus of retail and leisure development should be at Oldham Town 

Centre, but given the importance of other district centres, it is considered that appropriate 

development/improvement that would improve the vitality of these centres should also be 

considered.  The survey evidence gathered as part of this study illustrates that a number of these 

smaller centres serve an important role, particularly for convenience goods shopping.   
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 Current Market Shares 

11.06 Based on the findings of the Household Survey existing facilities within the Borough (i.e. existing 

centres, freestanding stores, out-of-centre retail parks, etc.) Table 11.1 summarises the market 

share achieved within the Study Area. 

 

Table 11.1: Market Share of Existing Facilities within the Borough 

Market Share (%) 
Goods 

Shaw Royton Chadderton Failsworth Lees Uppermill Oldham E Oldham W Rochdale S Mossley TOTAL 

Convenience 85.5 86.5 72.8 93.3 83.5 68.6 90.5 91.2 23.5 5.0 70.4 

            

Comparison 74.0 64.6 54.6 56.0 65.2 55.8 75.3 77.1 18.8 10.9 55.2  

            

Total 77.7 72.0 60.9 69.1 71.5 61.6 80.6 82.2 20.5 8.9 60.3 

 Source: NEMS Oldham Household Survey (August 2008) 
  Based on expenditure 

 

11.07 Table 11.1 illustrates that the highest retention achieved for all retail expenditure generated in a 

particular zone is within the Oldham West Zone, where more than 82% of retail expenditure 

generated (both convenience and comparison) is attracted to facilities in the Borough.  This 

compares to only 9% of total retail expenditure generated within the Mossley Zone.  This is 

understandable given that this zone falls within the neighbouring authority of Tameside. 

 

Retail ‘Capacity’ (Quantitative Need) 

 

 Convenience Goods 

11.08 The market share achieved by all convenience goods facilities within the Borough derived from the 

Study Area is approximately 70% of expenditure generated in 2008.  This increases to almost 85% 

within zones 1 to 8 of the Study Area, which broadly equates to Oldham Borough.   

 

11.09 Based on existing market share, our analysis identifies capacity in the short-term (i.e. up to 2013) of 

some £41m, increasing to more than £101m by 2026.  This compares to outstanding commitments 

for additional convenience goods floorspace totalling approximately £67m in 2013.  Clearly, based on 

current market shares outstanding commitments, if implemented, will meet all the identified need in 

the short term.  Whilst the extant permissions (if all are implemented) will improve the overall 

convenience goods offer of the Borough, given the high market shares already achieved by existing 

facilities (c. 85% within zones 1 to 8) any increase in market share is likely to be limited.  Instead, 
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improvements to the existing offer are likely to reduce overtrading of existing provision.  However, 

given the geography of outstanding commitments there is likely to be some scope for small 

improvements in the convenience goods offer within the Borough (e.g. small convenience shops) 

that may help meet the day-to-day needs of the local population and provide more sustainable 

shopping patterns.  Any development of this type will need to be appropriate in scale to the centre 

and catchment that it is intended to serve.    

 

11.10 In the longer term (post 2018) there is likely to be scope for improved convenience goods floorspace 

within the Borough.  Should capacity be available the Council should seek to identify appropriate 

sites to accommodate additional convenience goods floorspace in the future.  In accordance with 

PPS6, in the first instance, sites within existing centres should be considered, followed by edge-of-

centre sites that are or will be well-connected to the centre. 

 

 Comparison Goods 

11.11 The market share achieved by all comparison goods facilities within the Borough is identified to be 

approximately 55% in 2008.  This increases to 66% within zones 1 to 8 of the defined Study Area.  

This suggests that despite the strength and proximity of competing provision (most notably 

Manchester City Centre) existing facilities retain a relatively high proportion of comparison goods 

expenditure. 

 

11.12 By assuming that this market share remains constant through to 2026 and allowing for increases in 

Special Forms of Trading (e.g. online shopping), our assessment identifies capacity of some £83m by 

2013 to support additional comparison goods floorspace in the Borough.  This capacity is forecast to 

increase to £124m by 2016, to £155m by 2018, to almost £223m by 2023 and more than £296m by 

2026.  Existing commitments, with an estimated turnover of up to £94m, are identified to meet the 

identified capacity in the short-term (i.e. 2013).  In the longer-term there is residual capacity (over 

and above outstanding commitments) of more than £26m by 2016, almost £55m by 2018, almost 

£115m by 2023 and more than £183m by 2026.  This equates to a potential residual floorspace 

requirement of 4,980 sq m (net) in 2016, increasing 10,130 sq m (net) in 2018, to 18,360 sq m (net) 

by 2023 and to more than 28,035 sq m (net) by 2026. 

 

11.13 However, it is unknown whether all outstanding commitments for additional comparison goods 

floorspace will be implemented given the age of some of these commitments and the type of 
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development proposed.  Consequently, by assuming only the comparison goods element of the new 

Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre comes forward (which is currently under 

construction) and one of the extant permission to extend the Tesco store in Failsworth (assumed to 

be the larger permission for the purposes of this assessment) there is demonstrable capacity for 

additional comparison goods floorspace of more than £40m by 2013.  This is anticipated to increase 

to more than £79m by 2016, increasing to almost £110m by 2018, to £174m by 2023 and to £245m 

by 2026.  This level of capacity equates to a potential floorspace requirement of more than 37,500 

sq m (net) by 2026.  Clearly, the Council will need to monitor the future implementation of 

outstanding commitments.   

 

11.14 Oldham Town Centre as the principal destination in the Borough should be the focus of this capacity.  

Although development of an appropriate scale could also be supported in other centres in order to 

enhance the overall vitality and viability of these centre which serve important roles within the 

network of centres within the Borough.      

 

 Leisure 

11.15 Existing commercial leisure facilities within Oldham Borough are very limited, lacking both a cinema 

and ten-pin bowling facility.  Consequently, significant leisure trips (understandably those visiting the 

cinema or ten-pin bowling facilities) are directed to facilities outside the Borough, most notably to 

Ashton-under-Lyne, Rochdale and Manchester. 

 

11.16 Consequently, there is immediate scope to improve the leisure offer within the Borough in order to 

reduce the need for local residents to travel to facilities outside the Borough.  Based on a realistic 

retention level there is ‘capacity’ for a multiplex cinema (c. ten screens) and a ten-pin bowling facility 

within the Borough together with an additional large-format bingo facility.  However, any 

improvement in provision will be dependent on commercial demand and commercial viability. 

 

11.17 In accordance with development plan policy, WYG considers that Oldham Town Centre is the most 

appropriate location for major commercial leisure provision within the Borough.  

 

11.18 Furthermore, there is also a need to improve the wider ‘evening economy’ both within Oldham Town 

Centre and the surrounding district centres.  The survey evidence suggests that very few visitors to 

the main centres in the Borough during the day also visit the same centres in the evening.  Indeed, 
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analysis of the survey evidence suggested that Oldham Town Centre, despite being the principal 

retail destination in the Borough, provides a very limited leisure offer.  Appropriate improvement in 

the leisure offer/evening economy of established centres will contribute to the vitality of the centre.  

 

 Qualitative Need 

 

 Convenience Goods 

11.19 Our analysis identifies that across the Borough as a whole there is a reasonable distribution of main 

food shopping destinations.  The recent Asda store development at Shaw District Centre has 

improved the distribution of facilities by providing a main food shopping facility in the northern part 

of the Borough.   Furthermore, existing provision is being improved with the redevelopment and 

enlargement of the Tesco store at Huddersfield Road District Centre.  The one remaining part of the 

Borough where there is a clear qualitative need to improve existing provision is within the Uppermill 

Zone.  In this respect, extant permission exists for a medium-sized foodstore at Greenfield.  If 

implemented, this store will significantly improve the convenience goods offer in this part of the 

Borough and reduce the need for local residents to travel significant distances to facilities elsewhere. 

 

11.20 The strength of existing provision is reflected by the high market share achieved within the Borough.  

Furthermore, as a whole existing provision is identified to be trading broadly at expected levels.  

Whilst certain stores are identified to be overtrading (such as the Asda store at Chadderton District 

Centre) this overtrading is likely to be addressed by the improvement in provision elsewhere in the 

Borough, such as at Huddersfield Road District Centre and Greenfield. 

 

11.21 Given this, WYG does not consider that there is a clear qualitative need for convenience goods 

floorspace in the Borough (over and above outstanding commitments).  However, given the location 

of existing and proposed convenience goods floorspace there may be appropriate locations for small-

scale provision that could help meet some of the day-to-day needs of the local population and 

improve the distribution of local facilities. 

 

 Comparison Goods            

11.22 Existing facilities within the Borough also perform a strong comparison goods shopping role, despite 

the strength and proximity of Manchester City Centre.  Within zones 1 to 8 of the defined Study 
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Area, which broadly equates to Oldham Borough, existing facilities retain 66% of comparison goods 

expenditure generated. 

 

11.23 Although the findings of the Household Survey suggest that Oldham Town Centre is performing 

strongly and is the most dominant destination in the Borough, this is likely to have been overstated 

due to the Household Survey underestimating the role of Elk Mill Retail Park as a retail destination.  

Notwithstanding this, by looking more specifically at the clothing and footwear market share of 

Oldham Town Centre (which is traditionally the key attraction of sub-regional centres) our 

assessment identifies that less than half (39%) of shopping trips undertaken within the Study Area 

are directed to facilities in Oldham Town Centre.  Even within the zones 1 to 8 of the defined Study 

Area, the market share of Oldham Town Centre is identified to be only 47%.  Given that this market 

is likely to have been overestimated by the Household Survey (as it identifies a market share of only 

1% for Elk Mill Retail Park) this suggests that there is scope to improve the retail offer of the town 

centre.  In particular there is a need to improve the quality of the retail offer of the town centre.  

Representation from retailers such as Marks & Spencer, who is not currently represented in the 

Borough, would contribute to improving the retail offer of the town centre.  

 

11.24 Oldham Town Centre has faced strong competition from out-of-centre provision in recent years 

(most notably at Elk Mill Retail Park) and the growing popularity of the non-food offer of large-

format supermarkets (including for clothing and footwear) will continue to have an impact on the 

overall viability of the town centre.  Given this, there is need for the Council to improve the quality of 

the centre retail offer in the long-term in order to compete with the growing threat of out-of-centre 

retail provision and further competition from nearby centres such as Rochdale, where significant 

improvements to the town centre retail offer are planned.   

 

11.25 Smaller centres within the Borough are performing a much more limited role.  Whilst it is unlikely 

that there will be significant commercial demand to improve the comparison goods offer of these 

centres, appropriate development should be carefully considered by the Council.  This is particularly 

important where it will contribute to the vitality and viability of the centre and will provide more 

sustainable shopping patterns.  For example, appropriate improvements to the retail offer at 

Failsworth and Royton that will contribute to the vitality of these centres would improve the 

distribution of facilities in the Borough.  
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11.26 In relation to large format, bulky goods retailing, Oldham Borough is well provided for and there 

appears no clear qualitative need for this type of retail facility. 

 

 Role of Existing Centres 

11.27 Based on the analysis undertaken it is possible to identify a hierarchy of centres within the Borough.  

 

11.28 The total turnover of the eight main centres identified for this study within the Borough is identified 

to be almost £556m in 2008 (both convenience and comparison goods).  Table 11.2 summarises the 

hierarchy, turnover and the market share achieved by the main centres within the Borough. 

 

Table 11.2: Hierarchy and Market Share of the Main Centres within the Borough (excludes out-of-

centre provision) 

Centre 
Floorspace 

(sq m) 

Convenience 

Turnover 
(£m) 

Comparison 

Turnover 
(£m)^ 

Total 

Turnover 
(£m) 

Market Share 

in Study Area 
(%) 

Market Share 

Amongst Centres 
(%) 

1. Oldham* 54,870 47.43 249.84 297.27 22.3 53.5 

2. Chadderton 12,439 64.88 25.56 90.44 6.8 16.3 

3. Shaw 12,813 44.46 18.13 62.59 4.7 11.3 

4. Huddersfield Road 5,294 31.39 1.05 32.44 2.4 5.8 

5. Failsworth 9,771 16.05 15.26 31.31 2.3 5.6 

6. Royton 4,220 8.14 16.291 24.43 1.8 4.4 

7. Lees 1,291 8.96 3.66 12.62 0.9 2.3 

8. Uppermill 2,550 2.24 2.40 4.64 0.4 0.8 

TOTAL 103,248 223.55 332.19 555.74 41.6 100 

 Notes: WYG (2008) 
  *Includes edge-of-centre Sainsbury’s and Aldi stores 
  ^Based on revised turnover as outlined in Table 8.6 
  1 – Excludes out-of-centre floorspace 
  Floorspace based on convenience and comparison goods floorspace only and derived from Experian Goad (updated) or WYG 

 assessment 
  At 2005 prices 

 

11.29 Our analysis indicates that Oldham Town Centre is the dominant destination within the Borough, 

achieving an overall market share within the Study Area of approximately 22% (based on revised 

figure).  Of the total expenditure attracted to the main centres within the Borough (excluding out-of-

centre facilities, shopping parades, etc.) more than half (54%) is directed to Oldham Town Centre.  

This increases to 75% based on comparison goods turnover attracted to Oldham Town Centre. 

 

11.30 Whilst Oldham Town Centre is identified to be the dominant retail destination in the Borough, 

Chadderton District Centre achieves the highest convenience goods turnover of all centres in the 

Borough.  Indeed, the Asda store on Milne Street is identified to be the most popular store in the 

Borough.  
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11.31 Although in terms of retail floorspace Failsworth District Centre is identified to be the fourth largest 

centre in the Borough, in terms of overall turnover of the eight main centres within the Borough it is 

ranked fifth.  As previously highlighted, this is due to Failsworth being located at the edge of the 

defined Study Area and consequently the true catchment of existing retail floorspace is unlikely to 

have been fully identified.     

 

11.32 Figure 11.1 provides breakdown of the market share achieved by each centre for convenience and 

comparison goods shopping and overall.   

 

Figure 11.1: Market Shares Achieved by Main Centres in the Borough   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: WYG (2008) 

 

11.33 Figure 11.1 illustrates that although all centres serve a convenience and comparison goods shopping 

role (albeit at varying scales) existing centres such as Chadderton, Huddersfield Road and Shaw are 

clearly primarily seen as convenience goods destinations.  This is reflected by the survey evidence 

undertaken as part of this study. 
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 Key Recommendations and Future Role of Existing Centres 

11.34 The retail strategy contained within the Local Development Framework (LDF) should reflect the 

overall objectives of PPS6, including emerging PPS4, which is intended to incorporate PPS6.  This 

should include the need to promote the vitality and viability of existing centres, by planning for their 

growth and development.  They should also have regard to the wider objectives of other strategies 

relating to the Region.  These are outlined in the recently adopted RSS for the North West.   

 

11.35 Whilst in the short-term existing commitments (if all implemented) are identified to meet all the need 

for additional convenience goods floorspace until after 2018 and most of the capacity for additional 

comparison goods until after 2013 – at current market shares.  However, in the longer term, even 

after taking into account outstanding commitments, the emerging development plan document 

should seek to identify areas where new development, both retail (although restricted primarily to 

comparison goods) and commercial leisure uses, could potentially be accommodated. 

 

11.36 The policy approach contained within the Oldham LDF in relation to main town centre uses (e.g. 

retail and leisure uses) should seek to encourage new facilities in existing centres of a scale 

consistent with their current role and function and which assist in maintaining their vitality and 

viability.  It will be clearly be important for any new proposals to be considered in the context of the 

conclusions of this study and the key PPS6 tests, including need, the sequential approach, impact 

and accessibility. 

 

11.37 From our analysis, Oldham Town Centre is identified to be the dominant retail destination in the 

Borough and the wider Study Area.  Whilst outstanding commitments (if implemented) will meet 

most of the identified retail need in the short-term (at current market shares) it is notable that these 

are located outside the town centre, including the comprehensive redevelopment of Alexandra Retail 

Park.  Accordingly, town centre opportunities should be identified to meet the identified need for 

additional retail floorspace in the longer-term and reduce trade currently attracted to out-of-centre 

facilities such as Elk Mill Retail Park.   

 

11.38 As the principal centre within the Borough, the town centre should continue to be the main focus for 

major retail and leisure development.  Given this, it is important that Oldham Town Centre at least 

maintains, and if possible improves its existing role by improving the quality as well as the quantity 

of the its retail offer. 
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11.39 In addition, it is also important to note that there is an immediate need to improve the commercial 

leisure offer of the town centre.  Given that these uses are also identified by as ‘main town centre 

uses’ by PPS6, as too is retail, it is important that appropriate town centre sites should be identified 

to meet this need. 

 

11.40 In accordance with PPS6, subject to opportunities being available, any improvement in the retail and 

leisure offer should, in the first instance, be located within the existing town centre.  Failing that, 

edge-of-centre sites should be considered next, with preference given to sites that are, or will be 

well connected to the centre.   

 

11.41 The LDF for Oldham should seek to maintain and increase the town centre’s existing market share of 

expenditure particularly from out-of-centre destinations such as Elk Mill Retail Park.  Accordingly, in 

relation to Oldham Town Centre the primary objective should be to maintain and enhance the 

centre’s existing sub-regional role through new investment.  Therefore, the Council should seek to 

resist further out-of-centre retail floorspace in the Borough (particularly for floorspace that is not 

restricted to bulky goods) given the need to improve Oldham Town Centre as a retail and leisure 

destination, except for appropriate locations for small-scale provision that could help meet some of 

the day-to-day needs of the local population and improve the distribution of local facilities. 

 

11.42 Potential sites that could accommodate additional retail floorspace include the following:  

 

 Town Square Shopping Centre extension and Old Town Hall/Clegg Street  

11.43 This site is located within the Central Shopping Core and clearly provides an appropriate opportunity 

to improve the retail offer of the town centre.  This site includes the former Town Hall building, 

which is listed is identified in the adopted UDP (Policy TC1.1) as a site for retail and/or other 

appropriate town centre uses.  The UDP identifies that this site is available and considered both 

suitable and viable for retail use.  This is reflected by the Council previously granting planning 

permission for some 12,077 sq m (gross) of new retail floorspace on the site and Listed Building 

consent for the conversion of the former Town Hall building has already been obtained. 

 

11.44 This site provides a clear and appropriate opportunity to improve the retail and leisure offer within 

the town centre.  However, it is important that any retail floorspace created will meet the needs of 

modern retailers and will be commercially viable.  The creation of a number of small units is unlikely 
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to be attractive to some key retailers who are not currently represented in Oldham (e.g. Marks & 

Spencer).  Furthermore, given the site’s location within the town’s Conservation Area together with 

listed former Town Hall building, which must be substantially retained and restored as part of any 

development, the type of retail floorspace created is likely to attractive to smaller-format retail and 

leisure uses.  

 

Tommyfield Market Hall 

11.45 This site comprises the existing market hall within the town centre and is located within the Central 

Shopping Core of the town centre.  Consequently, whilst this site provides the opportunity to 

improve the retail offer of the town centre it is in active-use.  Any retail development in this location 

is likely to be in the long-term as alternative premises will need to be identified to accommodate 

existing market stall holders.  Although the survey evidence does not suggest that the market is 

particularly well used, the development of this site without finding an appropriate alternative location 

elsewhere is likely to have a detrimental impact on the vitality and viability of the town centre.   

 

 Former Sainsbury’s, Bloom Street 

11.46 This site is located at the edge of Oldham Town Centre and is currently vacant following the 

relocation of Sainsbury’s to a new store on Union Street.  The site has previously been identified by 

the Council as forming part of wider education and leisure quarter within this part of the town 

centre.  Given the clear and pressing requirement to improve the leisure offer of Oldham in the 

short-term WYG recommends that this site should continue to be identified for leisure uses in the 

future.  The site is well located to result in spin off trips between the town centre and any leisure 

development on this site.   

 

 Former B&Q and First Bus Depot, Mumps 

11.47 This site comprises the former B&Q unit and adjoining bus depot located to the east of the Central 

Shopping Core of the town centre.  This site is considered out-of-centre in retail planning terms 

being located more than 300 metres from the primary area of the town centre.  Consequently, there 

is limited opportunity to enhance linkages between this site and the existing primary area of the 

town centre.    

 

11.48 Given this, WYG does not consider that this site provides an appropriate opportunity to improve the 

town centre retail offer of Oldham given its out-of-centre location.  Indeed, retail floorspace in this 
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location (particularly for the sale of unrestricted comparison goods) is likely to have an adverse 

impact on the town centre.  Instead, this site is considered to be more suitable for alternative town 

centre uses.   

 

 Union Street 

11.49 This site is allocated under Policy TC1.2 within the adopted UDP for a new cultural quarter to 

comprise a new life long learning centre, art gallery, museum and theatre together with appropriate 

complementary uses, which may include retail, food and drink, offices, workshops, residential and 

car parking.   

 

11.50 In retail planning terms, this site is considered edge-of-centre and could accommodate additional 

retail floorspace should sequentially preferable sites such as the Town Square Shopping Square be 

developed first and no further sequentially preferable sites are identified.  Retail development in this 

location is likely to be limited.  The UDP identifies that the scale, format and type of any retail use 

must be complementary to the cultural function of the site. 

 

11.51 Whilst a number of sites existing within and at the edge-of Oldham Town Centre meet need for 

additional retail floorspace in the future, it is likely that further sites will need to be identified in the 

longer-term.   

 

11.52 In terms of other centres within the Borough, whilst these are significantly smaller than Oldham 

Town Centre, they generally serve an important role in meeting the day-to-day needs of the local 

population, particularly for convenience goods shopping.  Given this, it may be appropriate to 

improve the retail and leisure offer of these centres in the future in order to maintain and enhance 

their vitality and viability and to ensure that there is a good distribution of facilities.  Our analysis 

suggests that Royton, Shaw and Failsworth serve particularly important roles for specific areas of the 

Borough.   

 

11.53 Whilst there appears scope for some additional retail floorspace in smaller centres, opportunities 

within existing centres are likely to be limited.  In addition, the current and future role of 

Huddersfield Road and Uppermill District Centres should be carefully monitored by the Council given 

the significant improvement taking place in Huddersfield Road and the proposed new foodstore at 

Greenfield on the current performance of Uppermill District Centre.  Uppermill, in particular serves an 
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important role in meeting the needs of residents within the east of the Borough, which is generally 

rural in nature.   

 

 Implementation and Monitoring 

11.54 It is important that any future planning application for the improved retail provision in the Borough 

should be supported by a detailed retail assessment, based upon the baseline evidence contained 

within this study, or any subsequent updates.  The supporting information will also need to 

demonstrate that there would not be any material adverse impact upon the vitality and viability of 

any existing centres, taking into account any strategies for the regeneration of such centres and that 

any development accords with the sequential approach of in-centre first, followed by edge-of-centre 

sites.     

 

11.55 The recommendations and projections within this study are intended to inform the Council’s LDF 

strategy regarding new retail and leisure development, and to assist development control decisions.  

The study provides a broad overview of the potential need for further retail development up to 2026.  

However, projections are subject to uncertainty and forecasts may need to be amended to reflect 

emerging changes as and when new information becomes available. 

 

11.56 In this context, we would recommend that this study should be updated every three to four years 

and the floorspace projections rolled forward.  The following key assumptions should be updated as 

necessary: 

 

• Population projections; 

 
• Local expenditure estimates (information from MapInfo or other recognised provides); 

 
• Growth rate assumptions for expenditure per capita (information from MapInfo or other 

recognised data provides); 

 
• Forecast increases in turnover to floorspace efficiency; 

 
• The impact of potential increases in home and internet shopping; 
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• Existing retail floorspace and average turnover to floorspace densities (floorspace surveys and 

turnover data from Mintel and Verdict); and 

 
• Implemented development within and around the Borough.  

 

11.57 It may be appropriate to undertake an updated household survey, should there be approvals and 

implementation in the intervening period of any major development proposals within and in the 

vicinity of the Sub-Region, which could significantly affect shopping patterns. 

 

11.58 In addition, and taking account guidance in PPS6, it is also appropriate to review the vitality and 

viability of existing centres on a regular basis.  This should be informed by a regular update of the 

survey of ground floor uses in the main centres in the Borough.  This will allow the Council to 

analyse the mix and diversity of uses in the centres, vacancy levels, any deficiencies which may 

arise, and the overall performance of the centres over time, and should be used to inform the review 

and preparation of policies and proposals. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

 

Capacity -   Retail capacity in terms of this report refers to surplus/deficit of   

  expenditure (£m) which represents the difference between the   

  expenditure and turnover of the identified facilities. 

 

Study Area -   This represents the household survey area, which is based on postal  

  sectors. 

 

MapInfo (AnySite) -   The database used to identify population, expenditure and socio-  

  economic breakdown of the study area population.  

 

Comparison Goods -  Comparison goods relate to items not obtained on a frequent basis, these 

include clothing, footwear, household and recreational goods (Table 3, 

Annex A, PPS6). 

 

Furniture Goods -  Includes all consumer expenditure on furniture, floor coverings and 

household textiles such as beds, sofas, tables , cupboards, bed linen, 

curtains, towels, lamps, mirrors, etc. – as defined by MapInfo – Explanatory 

Volume 2005 Expenditure 

 

DIY Goods -  Includes all consumer expenditure on hardware, DIY, decorators’ supplies 

and garden centre type goods.  This category includes products such as 

hammers, saw, screwdrivers, wallpaper, plumbing items, floorboards, 

ceramic tiles, plants, pots, turf for lawns, etc.    

 

Electrical Goods -  All consumer retail expenditure on domestic electrical and gas appliances, 

 such as washing machines, dryers, dishwashers, ironing  and press 

 machines, cookers, freezers and fridge-freezers, coffee  makers, radios, 

 televisions, DVD players, etc.  
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Clothing & Footwear –  All consumer retail expenditure on shoes and other footwear, garments for 

men, women, children and infants either ready-to-wear or made-to-

measure, underwear, ties, handkerchiefs, scarves, etc. 

 

CDs, DVDs, Books, etc. –  Includes pre-recorded and blank media such as records and compact discs; 

pre-recorded and unrecorded tapes, cassettes, video cassettes, diskettes 

and CD-ROMs, books, scrapbooks, dictionaries, etc. 

 

Household Goods –   Includes household textiles and soft furnishings, china, glassware, 

 jewellery and other miscellaneous goods such as greeting cards,  notebooks, 

 pens, pencils, etc.  

 

Recreational Goods –  All consumer retail expenditure on bicycles and tricycles (excluding toy 

 bicycles), musical instruments, sports equipment, camping equipment, 

 toys of all kinds including dolls, soft toys, etc. 

 

Chemist Goods -   All consumer retail expenditure on prescription and non-prescription 

 drugs, adhesive and non-adhesive bandages, first-aid kits, hot-water 

 bottles, toilet shops, sponges, etc.   

 

Convenience Goods -  Convenience goods relate to everyday essential items including 

 confectionary, food, drinks, newspapers and magazines (Table 3, 

 Annex A, PPS6). 

 

Expenditure per Capita - This is the average spend of each person within the defined study 

 area on a variety of retail goods. 

 

Expenditure -  Expenditure is calculated by taking the population within a defined 

 area and then multiplying this figure by average annual expenditure 

 levels for various forms of goods.    
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Expenditure Forecasts - This assessment has been undertaken using the ‘goods based’ approach as 

prescribed in PPS6, the information on consumer retail expenditure forecasts 

have been derived from MapInfo (2008).  

 

 Forecasts based on the anticipated increase in expenditure per annum for a 

both convenience and comparison goods as identified by MapInfo (+1.5% 

per annum (2007 to 2018) for convenience goods, +4.0% per annum (2007 

to 2018) for comparison goods. 

 

Gross Floorspace -  This represents the level of total floorspace or footprint of a specific 

 development (i.e. sales area, storage, checkouts, café, display, etc). 

 

Net Floorspace -  This entails the level of internal area devoted to the sale of goods. 

 

Market Share -  Market shares derived from the household survey results, which are 

 based on either the proportion of shopping trips or the proportion of 

 expenditure attracted to a particular centre/facility. 

 

National Multiple -  This is a retail or service operator which is or part of a network of 

 nine or more outlets. 

 

Price Base -  The price base for the study is 2005; all prices are or have been adjusted to 

2005 in order to be consistent. 

 

Rates of Productivity -  This takes into account the potential for existing retail floorspace to 

 improve their turnover productivity (e.g. smaller goods could be sold 

 from a smaller area for more money, increased opening hours, etc.). 

 

Sales Density -   Retail capacity figures are expressed in term of floorspace, relying on the 

 application of assumed sales density figures to the surplus 

 expenditure identified.  This is based on the typical turnover of a 

 store by square metre/foot. 
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Special Forms of Trading -  Defined by MapInfo as expenditure not directed to traditional floorspace 

such as the internet, mail order, party plan and vending machines and other 

non-store activity such as market and road-side stalls. 

 

Trade Draw -   This refers to the level of trade attracted to a particular facility/centre.   

 

Turnover -  The turnover figure relates to the annual turnover generated by existing 

facilities. 

 

Prime A Rents - Zone A rents (the rental value of the first six metres depth of floorspace in 

retail outlets from the shop window). It provides a comparable indicator of 

the strength of individual outlets.  As retailers consider rent to reflect the 

margin between turnover and operational costs (plus profit), the better the 

trading prospects the higher the rent that the operator will be willing to pay. 

 

Yield -  A ‘yield’ represents the relationship between the rental income that a 

property is likely to command and its capital value, expressed as a 

percentage.   

 

GOAD Plans-  Provide accurate retail information on town centres, shopping areas, out-of-

town retail parks and outlet villages in the UK.  Provides information on 

fascia name, retail category, floorspace, and exact location of all retail 

outlets and vacant premises.  

 

GOAD Reports -  Provide a snap-shot of the retail status or demographic make-up of Goad 

surveyed town centres. Provides a comprehensive breakdown of floor space 

and outlet count for all individual trade types in the Convenience, 

Comparison, Retail Service, Leisure, Financial/Business Services and Vacancy 

sectors. 

 

Convenience (GOAD) -  GOAD defines this category as land uses including bakers, butchers, CTN, 

fishmongers, convenience store, frozen foods, greengrocers, grocers and 
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delicatessens, health foods, markets, off licences, shoe repairs, 

supermarkets,  

 

Comparison (GOAD) - GOAD defines this category as antique shops, art and art dealers, 

booksellers, carpets and flooring, catalogue showrooms, charity shops, 

chemist and drugstores, children’s and infants wear, clothing general, crafts, 

gifts, china and glass, cycles and accessories, department and variety 

stores, DIY and home improvement, electrical and other durable goods, 

florists, footwear, furniture fitted, furniture general, gardens and equipment, 

greeting cards, hardware and household goods, jewellery, watches and 

silver, ladies and menswear and acc., ladies wear and accessories, leather 

and travel goods, menswear and accessories, music and musical 

instruments, music and video recordings, newsagents and stationers, office 

supplies, other comparison goods, photographic and optical, second-hand 

goods, books, etc., sports, camping and leisure goods, telephones and 

accessories, textiles and soft furnishings, toiletries, cosmetics and beauty 

products, toys, games and hobbies, vehicle and motorcycle sales and vehicle 

accessories 

 

Retail Service -  GOAD defines this clothing and fancy dress hire , dry cleaners and 

launderettes, filling stations, health and beauty, opticians, photo processing, 

photo studio, post offices, repairs, alterations and restoration, travel agents, 

TV, cable and video rental, vehicle rental, vehicle Repairs and Services and 

video tape rental 

 

Leisure Service - GOAD defines this category as bars and wine bars, bingo and amusements, 

cafes, casinos and betting offices, cinemas, theatres and concert halls, 

clubs, disco, dance and nightclubs, fast food and take away, hotels and 

guest houses, public houses, restaurants, and sports and leisure facilities 

 

Financial Service -  GOAD defines this category as building societies, building supplies and 

services, business goods and services, employment and careers, financial 
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services, legal services, other business services, printing & copying, property 

services and retail banks. 

 

FOCUS Report- Is a database which is used by the commercial development industry. It 

provides market information on retail availability within specific town centres 

and retail parks. Up to date retailer requirements and deals is available.  

 

Management Horizons -  Management Horizons Europe: UK Shopping Index (2008) considers 

approximately 7,000 retail venues in the UK, including town centres, stand 

alone malls, retail warehouse parks and factory outlet centres, based on a 

scoring system that considers the strength of multiples and anchor stores 

located within each venue.  

  

Town Town centre will usually be the second level of centres after city centres 

and, in many cases, they will be the principal centre of centres in a local 

authority’s area. In rural areas they are likely to be market towns and other 

centres of similar size and role which function as important service centres, 

providing a range of facilities and services for extensive rural catchment 

areas. In planning the future of town centres, local planning authorities 

should consider the function of different parts of the centre and how these 

contribute to its overall vitality and viability. (Table 1, Annex A, PPS6). 

 

District District centres will usually comprise groups of shops often containing at 

least one supermarket or superstore, and a range of non-retail services, 

such as banks, building societies and restaurants, as well as local public 

facilities such as a library. (Table 1, Annex A, PPS6). 

 

Local Local centres include a range of small shops of a local nature, serving a 

small catchment. Typically, local centres might include, amongst other 

shops, a small supermarket, a newsagent, a sub-post office and a 

pharmacy. Other facilities could include a hot-food takeaway and 
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launderette. In rural areas, large villages may perform the role of a local 

centre. (Table 1, Annex A, PPS6). 

 

Town Centre (i.e. types of 

centre identified in Table 1) 

Defined area, including the primary shopping area and areas of 

predominantly leisure, business and other main town centre uses  

within or adjacent to the primary shopping area. The extent of the 

town centre should be defined on the proposals map. (Table 2, 

Annex A, PPS6). 

Primary Shopping Area Defined area where retail development is concentrated (generally 

comprising the primary and those secondary frontages which are 

contiguous and closely related to the primary shopping frontage).   

The extent of the primary shopping area should be defined on the 

proposals map. Smaller centres may not have areas of 

predominantly leisure, business and other main town centre uses 

adjacent to the primary shopping area, therefore the town centre 

may not extend beyond the primary shopping area. (Table 2, Annex 

A, PPS6). 

Primary Frontage Primary frontages are likely to include a high proportion of retail   

uses. (Table 2, Annex A, PPS6). 

Secondary Frontage Secondary frontages provide greater opportunities for a diversity of 

uses. (Table 2, Annex A, PPS6). 

Edge-of-Centre For retail purposes, a location that is well connected to and within 
easy walking distance (i.e. up to 300 metres) of the primary 
shopping area. 

For all other main town centre uses, this is likely to be within           

300 metres of a town centre boundary17.  
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In determining whether a site falls within the definition of edge-of-

centre, account should be taken of local circumstances. For example, 

local topography will affect pedestrians’ perceptions of easy walking 

distance from the centre. Other considerations include barriers, such 

as crossing major roads and car parks, the attractiveness and 

perceived safety of the route and the strength of attraction and size   

of the town centre. A site will not be well connected to a centre   

where it is physically separated from it by a barrier such as a major 

road, railway line or river and there is no existing or proposed 

pedestrian route which provides safe and convenient access to the 

centre. (Table 2, Annex A, PPS6). 

Out-of-Centre A location which is not in or on the edge of a centre but not 

necessarily outside the urban area. (Table 2, Annex A, PPS6). 

Out-of-Town An out-of-centre development outside the existing urban area. 

(Table 2, Annex A, PPS6). 

 

 


